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Summary
In this thesis we consider the numerical treatm ent of the steady state drift-diffusion 
semiconductor system. This system is composed of three coupled nonlinear elliptic 
equations which model the behaviour of the electrostatic potential and the electron and 
hole quasi-Fermi potentials of a semiconductor device. The analytic solutions can only 
be found in quite simple situations; instead we focus on how to go about finding accurate 
numerical solutions quickly and efficiently.
We apply the finite element method to the semiconductor system and show that  
Newton’s method converges for sufficiently small voltage. Experiments show that the 
convergence ball of Newton’s method is small, but can be extended by use of a continu­
ation scheme. Instead we propose and analyse a decoupling method based on the mesh 
points of the discretisation rather than the partial differential equations. Experiments 
show that this alternative method does indeed extend the range of voltages we can find 
a solution for.
The solutions of the semiconductor system contain both interior layers and geo­
metric boundary singularities which require appropriately graded meshes for accurate 
approximation. Since these irregularities are very complex and their precise position 
cannot be determined a prion,  a mesh refinement strategy based on a posteriori error 
estimates is needed. In this thesis we derive a posteriori error estimates for a reduced 
class of problems and a theoretically justified efficient method of implementation which 
resolves the nonlinearity on a coarse mesh and then computes a sequence of corrections 
by solving linear problems on successively finer grids. We illustrate the use of these 
schemes on a number of typical semiconductor device models and demonstrate that 
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Chapter 1
Sem iconductor D evice M odelling, 
an Overview
1.1 In troduction
Semiconductors are widely used in today’s technology. The rapid changes in electrical 
equipment means that semiconductors have had to develop and shrink in size. In a small 
device it is extremely difficult for the engineer to satisfactorily predict the consequences 
of slight changes in layout and design without accurate numerical simulation packages.
Numerical analysis can help with the three distinct phases of development which any 
new device goes through. Firstly the engineer needs to choose how to lay out the device 
and which of the many processes should be used to manufacture the semiconductor. In 
the second phase the proposed device needs to be optimised, here numerical simulations 
are needed to understand the special effects of the device and also to suggest experiments 
to test its behaviour. Finally numerical modelling is needed during the manufacture of 
the device, for instance it is necessary to know how the performance of the device is 
affected by problems with the manufacturing process, why these problems occur and 
how they can be rectified.
Semiconductor simulation and design needs accurate numerical tools specially de­
signed for the semiconductor system, this is where we hope this thesis will make a 
contribution.
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1.2 R ev iew  o f  P h ys ics
This section contains a very brief look at semiconductors. It ignores many of the finer 
and more complicated details which are important if one wishes to understand semicon­
ductors properly, these will be irrelevant in the context of this thesis. A full explanation 
of semiconductors can be found in books on solid state theory (e.g. Sze [67]), a  partic­
ularly nice introduction to the subject can be found in Sparkes [65].
A semiconductor is a material which has an electrical conductivity significantly 
greater than an insulator, bu t smaller than a conductor. This can be seen by comparing 
the concentration of conducting electrons: a conductor (e.g. copper) has a concentra­
tion of the order 1022 cm- 3 , an insulator (e.g. diamond) has a concentration of order 
103 cm- 3 , but a semiconductor will typically have a concentration of order 1010 cm- 3 . 
Common semiconductors are silicon and germanium. This thesis will concentrate on 
silicon (the preferred semiconductor for most uses), the discussion will apply to other 
semiconductors, but with different constants.
Silicon atoms form a regular tetrahedral structure, each atom has four nearest neigh­
bours to which it is bound by covalent bonds. The four electrons in the outer shell of 
each silicon atom are shared with its neighbours, so each bond can be thought of as 
containing two electrons. At low temperatures all these electrons are held firmly in 
place and the material acts like an insulator.
If the tem perature of the silicon structure is raised then thermal energy is introduced 
into the silicon. This energy will not be distributed evenly. Those electrons which receive 
enough energy can break free of their bonds and become conducting e le c tro n s .  As the 
temperature is raised the silicon acts more like an electrical conductor.
The free electrons can move within the spaces between the bonds and are said to 
conduct negative charge. The gap left in the bond is called a hole, these holes can 
move within the bonds and, in effect, carry a positive charge (with equal magnitude 
to the negative charge of an electron). These holes and electrons can only move about 
for a limited amount of time, eventually the holes and electrons recombine, but not 
necessarily with the electron or hole that first formed the original electron-hole pair. 
This process is called electron/hole generation/recombination.
The effect of this process is to produce' sufficient particles of each type, both of 
which are capable of conducting electricity. In a pure semiconductor, even at quite
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high temperatures, there are relatively few conducting holes and electrons. D op in g  
introduces more and allows the engineer to control the way the semiconductor conducts 
electricity.
If some of the silicon atoms are replaced by atoms with five electrons in their outer 
shell (for example arsenic or phosphorus), then there will be extra non-bonded electrons 
in the semiconductor (one for each atom introduced). Such atoms are called donors. A 
semiconductor doped with donor atoms does not require high tem peratures to conduct 
electricit)'.
It is also possible to add atoms with only three electrons in their outer shell (e.g. 
aluminium or boron), these atoms are called accep tors. The acceptor atoms have a 
shortage of electrons for bonding and thus introduce holes into the structure.
A semiconductor doped with donors is called an n -ty p e  semiconductor, while one 
with acceptor atoms is called a p -ty p e  semiconductor. The way in which a semiconduc­
tor will conduct electricity can be altered by combining n- and p-type semiconductors.
As an example consider the P N  d iode. A PN diode is a single crystal of semiconduc­
tor which has a region of p-type semiconductor next to a region of n-type semiconductor. 
The transition from p-type to n-type material is called a P N  ju n ctio n . PN diodes have 
the property that large currents can only pass in one direction through the device. If 
the n-type side of the PN junction has a more negative voltage applied to it than the 
p-type region then the semiconductor is said to be in forw ard b ias and a large current 
can flow. If the n-type region is more positive then the device is in reverse bias and 
the semiconductor will not conduct well, a small current may flow if there is a large 
enough difference between the applied voltages. A PN diode and its properties is shown 
in Figure 1-1.
1.3 T he Drift-DifFusion E quations
The basic mathematical model which is commonly used for analysis and simulation of 
a semiconductor device is the set of equations:
A(. ■ =  -  (n -  p — d) , (1.3.1)
e
(1.3.2)
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Figure 1-1: A PN diode under various applied voltages, (a) shows a PN diode with 
positive voltage applied to the contact at the p-type region and negative voltage applied 
at the n-type region, this is the forward bias case. Large current Hows, (b) shows the PN 
diode with the voltage's reversed, the device is in reverse4 bias and only a small current 
can flow.
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v 'Jp + q m  = ~ qr’ (L3 '3)
Jn =  q H n i U r ^ n  -  nV'ijj), (1.3.4)
J p =  - q i i p(UT ^ p  + pS7'ip). (1.3.5)
(1.3.1)-(1.3.5) are derived from Maxwell’s equations under certain assumptions, the 
details of which can be found in many semiconductor texts, see for example [22], [50] and 
[62]. (1.3.1)-(1.3.5) are almost exactly the set of partial differential equations (PDEs) 
first used to model semiconductors in 1950 by Van Roosbroeck, [68]. Details of other 
semiconductor models can be found in [62].
In (1.3.1)-(1.3.5) the dependent variables to be found are the e le c tr o s ta tic  p o te n ­
tia l ip, the e lectron  con cen tra tion  n  and the hole co n cen tra tio n  p. It is important 
in many applications to calculate the electron and hole current densities J n and Jp, but 
this will not be one of the aims of this thesis. (1.3.1)-(1.3.5) ignore the im portant affect 
of tem perature on the semiconductor device. Here tem perature will be assumed to be 
an externally defined (positive) constant, in some other models tem perature  is assumed 
to be variable and is governed by an additional equation.
It is assumed that the voltages applied to the contacts of the device, i p , n , p , J n and 
Jp are all time-independent. As a consequence set
dn  dp 
dt dt
in (1.3.2) and (1.3.3). The steady state  solutions computed can be thought of as mod­
elling the long term performance of the device, see [50].
In (1.3.1)-(1.3.5) p.n and /zp are the electron and hole carrier mobilities, q is the 
elementary charge, f is the absolute permittivity of the semiconductor material and Ur  
is the thermal voltage. Typical values of these quantities, taken from [50], are given in 
Table 1.1.
r in (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) is the generation/recombination term, this is a function of // 
and p and describes the balance' of generation and recombination of electrons and hole's. 
The gene'i at ie>n e>f lu)le anel elevtron pairs oce urs when r > 0 anel rexombination oevurs 
when r < 0. These' are many different models for r. see for example [50]. but for the 
purpose's of this the'sis we restrict emr attentiem to the commonly nsetel Slu)ekley-Read-
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Hall recombination rate:
-wr 4 .  v (l3 -6)Tp(n +  H i )  +  Tn yP +  m)  
rn and rp in (1.3.6) are the electron and hole carrier lifetimes and n* is the intrinsic 
concentration, values of which are given in Table 1.1. To simplify the model set Tn  =  
rp =  r  =  1 x 10- 6 , this is a common assumption for many semiconductor simulations, 
although a more realistic value for rp is 1 x 10~5.
Quantity Symbol Typical value
Electron carrier mobility l^n 1000 crn2V - 1s-1
Hole carrier mobility d'P 1000 cm2V_ 1s_1
Elementary charge Q 1.602 x 10-19As
Absolute permittivity in a vacuum 8.854 x 10- 14AsV_ 1cm_1
Absolute permittivity of silicon 11.7 e*
Absolute permittivity of silicon-dioxide £ox 3.9
Thermal voltage UT 0.0258520 V
Electron carrier lifetime Tn 1 x 10“ 6s
Hole carrier lifetime Tp 1 x 10_6s
Intrinsic concentration n t 1 x 1017cm-3
Maximum of doping profile d 1 x 1017
Device diameter I 1 x 10~6cm
Table 1.1: Typical values of constants appearing in the basic semiconductor model.
In equation (1.3.1) d is the doping profile of the device and depends on the type of 
semiconductor being studied. The doping profile of a device reflects the implantation of 
doping atoms into the semiconductor device (donor and acceptor atoms). The doping 
profile measures the concentration of these active doping atoms at each part of the 
device:
d =  y f) -  N a .
where N q denotes the concentration of electrically active donor atoms and N,\ is the 
concentration of electrically active acceptor atoms.
A section of the device is called an n-type domain if the concentration of donors 
exceeds the concentration of acceptor atoms. <7 > 0 in an n-type domain. A p-type 
domain has (I < 0 and is a region where the concentration of acceptors exceeds the 
concentration of donor atoms.
To simplify the modelling of a semiconductor device the doping profile is often 
assumed to bo piecewise constant. Such an assumption is reasonable as the doping
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profile of real devices varies slowly within a n- or p-type domain and fast at the junctions 
between the n- and p-type domains. Further details on doping profiles for semiconductor 
devices can be found in [50, Section 2.2],
The equations governing the steady state semiconductor model are very badly scaled. 
In addition n  and p  are typically of the order 1016 m ~3. This makes the equations very 
difficult to solve numerically. Some of these problems are relieved by scaling the spatial 
variable x  by the characteristic device diameter /:
'ip(x) = ^ ( Ix ) ,  n (x )  = n ( lx ) ,  p (x )  =  p(lx)
and then  defining new variables ip,n,p and d by:
ip = iP(x ) /Ut , n  =  n /d ,  p =  p /d ,  d =  d/d,
where d =  max{|d(at)| : x  G S7}. With these new variables the scaled (and simplified) 
equations are:
— A2 A ip = p — n  +  d, (1.3.7)
/inV . ( V n - n V V 0  =  -777- ,  (1.3.8)
dUT
//pV.(Vp +  pVV>) =  -=77-- (1.3.9)dUj'
In (1.3.7), A =  / \JfU' f /qd  is called the D e b y e  le n g th .
To restrict the range of n and p it is often helpful to change from the charge con­
centrations n  and p to the q u a s i-F e rm i  levels v and w. [This is only one of many 
possible changes of variables], c is called the e l e c t r o n  q u a s i -F e rm i  level and n- the 
ho le  q u a s i -F e rm i  level. The change of variables is achieved by the transformation:
n. =  -4 exp (V’ — t )  , (1.3.10)
d
p = ^ e x p ( u ' - F ) -  (1.3.11)
d
In order for this transformation to be valid it is assumed that the Boltzmann statistics
hold for the carrier concentrations, see [62]. With the quasi-Fermi variables (1.3.7)-
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(1.3.9) becomes:
X2Aip +  82 {exp(ip — v) — exp(u> — ip)} = d ,
—V. (exp (ip — v)V v)  = opvr , 




In the above pv =  l / p n , Pw — 1 / Pp, $2 — ni/d ,  a  =  P/r h U r  and r , the genera­
tion/recombination rate, is given by:
rii exp(ie — v) — 1
(1.3.15)
t  (exp(ip — v) +  exp(u> — ip) + 2 )
Equations (1.3.12)-(1.3.15) are known as the drift-d iffu sion  sem ico n d u cto r  equa­
tion s, but as they are the only set of equations used to model the full semiconductor 
system in this thesis they will often be referred to as th e  semiconductor equations. 
(1.3.12) is known as the P oisson  B o ltzm a n n  eq u a tio n  or just the p o te n tia l equa­
tion .
To complete the study of the equations modelling a semiconductor device it is neces­
sary to specify the boundary conditions associated with ip,v and w. The boundary of a 
device can usually be split into two parts: a part corresponding to real physical bound­
aries and a part corresponding to artificial boundaries introduced to separate adjacent 
devices or to cut off" a device to simplify the simulation.
The artificial boundary is important for devices embedded in integrated circuits, 
the MOSFET discussed in Section 6.3 is one such device. On artificial boundaries it is 
usual to assume homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for i/j, v and w and also 
to impose some interface conditions.
The physical boundary corresponds to semieonduetor-oxide interfaces, insulated seg­
ments and metal contacts. There are two different types of metal contacts used in mod­
ern devices: Ohmic and Sehottky contacts. For simplicity we restrict our attention to 
Ohmic contacts. For an applied voltage of \ a at the contact. O. the boundary condition 
for the quasi-Fermi variables are:
r \0 — (l'\() — * r.
[fi2 {cxp(F — v) — exp(/r — </)} -  d] |o = 0.
Va/UT , (1.3.16)
(1.3.17)
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(1.3.17) is the v a n is h in g  sp ace  c h a rg e  condition at the contact and corresponds to 
the requirement tha t  no new charge is introduced into the device. (1.3.17) is equivalent 
to the boundary condition:
At the insulating segments of the device we assume homogeneous Neumann bound­
ary conditions. Things are more complicated at a semiconductor-oxide interface and, 
since such interfaces only occur in Metal Oxide Semiconductors (MOS), we deal with 
these boundaries when they arise in Section 6.3.
In summary, for most of the semiconductor devices we deal with the boundary of 
the device can be split into two disjoint sets - a union of Dirichlet boundaries and a 
union of Neumann boundaries. The Dirichlet boundaries correspond to the contacts 
of the device and have boundary conditions given by (1.3.16) and (1.3.18). On the 
Neumann boundaries (corresponding to insulating segments or artificial boundaries) 
the boundary conditions are taken as homogeneous Neumann. Further details of the 
boundary conditions can be found in [50] and [62].
1.4 R ev iew  o f  N um erica l M e th o d s  applied  to  th e  S em i­
conductor Equations
In this section we take a brief look at previous work on the numerical treatment of the 
drift-diffusion semiconductor equations. The range of methods used makes it impossible 
to give a complete literature survey, instead we give an overview of recent trends.
The first step in the numerical solution of the drift-diffusion semiconductor equa­
tions is the choice of discretisation method. Here we work with the standard finite 
element method, but the finite difference and finite volume (or box) methods are also 
popular. Of particular importance is a hybrid finite element scheme first introduced by 
Brezxi r.t, al. [16]. [17]. This hybrid scheme exhibits current conservation properties, 
which is of interest to the engineer in practical applications. The scheme acts on the 
exponential terms appearing in the current continuity equations (1.3.13). (1.3.If) and.
0 |0  =  Vbi +  V cl/U t (1.3.18)
where the b u i l t  in  v o l tag e ,  V0 , is given by:
(1.3.19)
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in one dimension, is equivalent to the finite element method we consider. Although 
we do not consider such a scheme in this thesis the methods described herein can be 
extended to include it.
Of the many numerical methods used to solve the discretised semiconductor equa­
tions the most popular are Gummel’s method and Newton’s method. Gummel’s method 
is the name given to a general family of nonlinear Gauss-Seidel methods and one particu­
lar variant will be studied in Chapter 3. Newton’s m ethod applied to the semiconductor 
system will be considered in Chapter 2.
Much of the current work on semiconductor modelling is concerned with the efficient 
solution of the discretised equations. For example issues associated with the solution of 
the equations on parallel machines are considered in [23] and [55]. Multigrid methods 
have also been applied to the semiconductor system in, for example [26], [52] and [59]. 
In addition there is a considerable amount of recent work focused on adaptive methods. 
These adaptive methods generally fall into four categories:
1. Grid generation and adaption based on the doping profile (e.g. [24]).
2. Refinement based on the change in the gradient of the finite element solutions 
[known as gradient smoothing] (e.g. [48]).
3. Adaptive procedures based on the potential equation (e.g. [47]).
4. Refinement based on all three semiconductor equations (e.g. [18]).
Most of this work is non-rigorous or is based on a priori  knowledge, in Chapter 5 we 
consider a rigorous adaptive procedure for solving the semiconductor equations based 
on the potential equation. We give various experiments to show that the method is 
capable of accurately capturing the features of the asymptotic solutions.
1.5 W h a t T his T hesis  C ontains
As wo have soon the drift-diffusion equations are three coupled nonlinear elliptic equa­
tions. The analytic solutions can only be found in quite simple situations, and. instead 
we focus on how one could go about finding accurate numerical solutions quickly and 
efficiently. In this thesis the emphasis will be placed on finding new or improved numer­
ical routines that extend the convergence' ball of the' method or significantly reduce the
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amount of effort needed to find accurate solutions. We will not be so concerned with the 
optimality of the code used to implement the methods and much of the implementation 
details will not be covered in this thesis.
In Chapter 2 we study the convergence of Newton’s method applied to the discretised 
semiconductor system. Results show that  Newton’s method, where the inner linear sys­
tems are solved using a block Gauss-Seidel iteration, only converges for small bias when 
applied to the semiconductor system. We give details of a method combining Newton’s 
method with a continuation scheme which significantly extends the convergence ball.
In Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3 we study “Gum m el’s M ethod” , arguably the most 
popular choice of method for solving the semiconductor system. Results are given 
which show that the method converges for small reverse bias and much larger forward 
bias.
Our work on the Gummel and Newton methods suggest that the failure of these 
methods to converge for reasonable applied voltage might be due to the way we approach 
the solution of the equations. It has been suggested that the coupling between the 
equations is stronger than the coupling between the values of the solution to a single 
PD E at the mesh points. The Gummel and Newton type methods used in device 
modelling do not take full account of the coupling between the equations. For instance 
the Jacobia arising in Newton’s method have a 3 x 3 block structure and it is usual to 
use a block Jacobi or block Gauss-Seidel iteration to solve these linear systems. This 
leads to successive solutions of each PD E in turn  and neglects the coupling between the 
PDEs at each stop. We propose an alternative method originally introduced by Bank 
et al. in [8]. but only ever studied empirically, which aims to preserve the coupling 
between the equations. This method solves for all the unknowns at each of the mesh 
points of the discretisation in turn, i.e. we use a .Jacobi iteration to solve for \j).v and 
w at the first mesh point, then the second, etc. and repeat until convergence. It is 
shown in Chapter 3 that this method applied to the semiconductor system does indeed 
converge. Numerical simulations also show that  the applied voltages we can solve for is 
significantly extended when compared to Newton’s or Glimmers method. To the best 
of our knowledge this is the first rigorous result concerning this alternative method.
The rest of the thesis is concerned with adaptive and multilevel methods. In Chap­
ters 4 and ■'> we consider the efficient accurate solution of a single semilinear PDE. We 
study semilinear equations as the potential equation in the semiconductor system is of
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this form and also because Gumrnel’s method leads naturally to a system of semilinear 
equations. Typical adaptive methods for nonlinear problems solve, to full accuracy, a 
nonlinear problem for each triangulation before computing an error estimate and re­
fining the grid. Since a typical refinement process can involve refining a number of 
triangulations this results in a lot of wasted effort. In Chapter 4 we propose a method 
that considerably reduces this effort by solving a nonlinear problem on the coarsest 
mesh and then one iinear problem for each of the finer meshes. We call the m ethod the 
defect correction method. Under the assumption that a suitable a priori  determined 
mesh sequence is used, it is shown that this method is well defined and has an error 
estimate that is essentially the same as that satisfied by the s tandard  finite element so­
lution. In fact, neglecting higher order terms, the error in the defect correction solution 
is asymptotically bounded from above and below by the error in the standard  finite 
element solution on the same mesh.
The solutions to the semiconductor system contain both interior layers and geomet­
ric boundary singularities which require appropriately graded meshes for their accurate 
approximation. These singularities are very complex and the precise position of the 
interior layers is quite delicate, it is not possible to derive suitable meshes a pr ion  and 
a mesh refinement process based on a posteriori error estimation is necessary. In Chap­
ter o we give a posteriori error estimates for general semilinear equations on polygonal 
domains which works well under extreme parameter ranges and in the presence of ge­
ometric singularities. By considering model semilinear semiconductor problems with 
known asymptotic solutions we demonstrate that an adaptive procedure based 011 the 
a posteriori error estimates is capable of finding accurate finite element solutions dis­
playing the correct asymptotic features. The constants appearing in the a posteriori 
error estimates are estimated and compared to the theoretical bounds. It is shown 
houristically that the true values of the constants are likely to be closer to the estimated 
constants, rather than to the theoretical bounds. We also test the efficiency of our 
adaptive procedure and show that the method is close to optimal.
In Chapter (i we combine the a posteriori error estimate with the defect correction 
method to find accurate finite element solutions cheaply. The work here differs from that 
in Chapter 4 as wo use adaptively determined meshes, rather than the a prion  meshes 
of the theory. Wo demonstrate that the finite ('lenient solutions produced for a model 
problem have the correct asymptotic feature's and show that the solutions are cheap
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to calculate. Finally we apply the adaptive procedure to a simplified MOSFET diode 
with non-zero applied voltage and demonstrate tha t  our a posteriori  error estimates are 
capable of capturing the features of a problem which can not naturally be written in 
semilinear form.
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Chapter 2
Convergence of N ew ton ’s M ethod  
for the 2D Sem iconductor System
Newton’s method and its variants are widely used in semiconductor device modelling, 
see for example [8], [39] and [33]. In this chapter we aim to show that Newton’s method 
applied to the finite element system arising from the discretisation of the drift-diffusion 
semiconductor equations does indeed converge for sufficiently small voltage.
At the end of the chapter numerical results showing the performance of Newton’s 
method applied to the finite element discretisation of the one dimensional semiconductor 
system are given. The results show that the method converges for a similar range of 
applied voltages to that of Gummcl’s m ethod (discussed in Chapter 3). To extend the 
convergence ball of the method we also give results for a procedure combining Newton’s 
method with a continuation scheme. It is shown that the method significantly increases 
the range of applied voltages it is possible to solve for.
Results obtained in this chapter will be extensively used in later chapters, in partic­
ular we will show that for sufficiently small applied voltage
• The finite element solution (exists.
• The Jaeobian matrix of the finite element discretisation of semiconductor system is
n o n - s i n g u l a r  at t in '  t r u e  f ini te  ( ' l enient  s o lu t i on .
• The Jaeobian matrix of the finite element system is continuous with respect to both
the finite element solution and the applied voltage.
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The proof of convergence will require matrix theory and for this we refer the reader 
to Appendix A.
2.1 T he General S em icon du ctor  S ystem
Here we are considering the full drift-diffusion semiconductor system given below. We 
aim to prove that Newton’s m ethod applied to the finite element discretisation of this 
system converges.
We approximate the solutions 0 ,  v and w of the system:
— A2 A ip +  52{exp(0 — v) — exp(u; — 0)} — d =  0, (2.1.1)
— V .(exp(0 — v)V v)  — apvr(ip^v,w)  =  0, (2.1.2)
—V.(exp(u> — 0)Vu>) +  apwr(ip, v, w) =  0. (2.1.3)
In the above A, S, a, pv and pw are considered to be positive constants and d is the 
piecewise continuous doping profile. 0  is called the electrostatic potential of the device, 
v and w are “quasi-Fermi potentials” which determine the electron and hole densities. 
In our model we use the Shockley-Read-Hall generation/recombination rate, r, given 
by:
exp (w — v) — 1 ,
r ( 0 ,u,u;) =  ----- -------- — ------t~, r — ^  (2.1.4exp(u> — ij)) +  exp(0  — v) +  2
We consider solving (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in a connected polygonal domain Q, C R2 with
boundary dQ.  We apply the following boundary conditions to the system:
Split dQ  into two parts: a Dirichlet part. OQd, corresponding to the contacts of the 
semiconductor device and a. Neumann part. OQ^ .  We assume that  OQd and c ) Q\  are 
composed of straight line segments of 3Q  and further that
OQ[) n  dQ\ !  = 0 .  0Q[)  U <912/v =  dQ.  (2.1.3)
O n  dQ i v we re q u i r e
dii' d r  dn '
^  =  ^  = —  = 0. (2.1.6)
d n  dn  d n
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Define on dVto the built in voltage of the device (3:
0  = s in h -1 . (2.1.7)
We note tha t  (3 is piecewise continuous on dQp-  For & given a ,  piecewise continuous on
dO^Di we require ip,v and w to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions:
v \dnD =  M d n D =  a  (2.1.8)
and
-ipldno =  <* +  /?. (2.1.9)
Here a  is the function comprised of the scaled voltages applied at the contacts which 
make up dQ[). Zero a  will correspond to zero applied voltage.
2.2 T h e  F in ite  E lem ent S ystem
To approximate the weak solutions of (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) with the given boundary conditions 
we use the piecewise linear finite element method. Define Th — {T} to be a triangulation 
of Q. We make the following assumptions on the triangulation:
( M l )  D =  U ta-gt;, Tfc-
(M 2) If T i , T 2 E Th, T] /  T'2, then Tj and T 2 are either disjoint or have a vertex in 
common, or an edge in common.
(M 3) For each interior triangle edge, the sum of the two angles opposite it should be 
110 greater than 7r. For a triangle edge on a Neumann boundary the angle opposite 
should be no greater than t t / 2 .
(M 4) No edge of a triangle 011 the boundary of Q has both Dirichlet and Neumann 
boundary conditions defined on it.
R e m a r k  2.2.1 The mesh eomlthon (M 3) (iri.se.s in [43] and will be needed if it is 
required that the matrices m  the finita1 element, discretisation have positive inverse.
Each vertex of a triangle in our triangulation will be called a mesh point and will 
typically be denoted by p or q. A will be the set of mesh points nor on the Dirichlet
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boundary, and M d is the set of mesh points on dQo-  We let [A/"] denote the space
of all real vectors which have a unique entry for each mesh point in the set AS, [A/”]3 is 
the space of all real vectors in [A/"] x [AT] x [A/].
We introduce the space of piecewise linear functions, V^, based on our triangulation 
Th of Q. Define the hat functions, 4>p, p E A/" U Afo to satisfy 4>p{q) — Spq, where Spq is 
the Kronecker delta. A basis for Vh is {(f>p : p E AS U ASp}.
Unless we indicate otherwise we shall use the uniform norm on W1 and B ( X ,  a)  will 
be the open ball centred at X  with radius a.
The standard finite element method for (2.1 .l)-(2 .1.3) is to seek T, V and W  in V^, 
satisfying the boundary conditions (2.1.8) and (2.1.9), such that
A2(V4-,V<(v) +  (<S2{exp($ -  V)  - e x p ( W  -  <!<)} -  d,<j>p) = 0, (2.2.10)
( e x p ( f - F ) V K V y  -  (<7pvr(fy, V, W) ,  <pp) = 0, (2.2.11)
(ex p { W - V ) V W , V 4 > p) + (<7Pv,r(*,V,W),<t>p) = 0 ,  (2.2.12)
where p ranges over the set AS.
In fact we will consider a slightly modified scheme to (2.2.10)-(2.2.12) where we 
replace the second terms of (2.2.10), (2.2.11) and (2.2.12) by their mass lumped versions. 
As discussed in Appendix B this is obtained by replacing a term of the form (f , g ) by 
its discrete counterpart. ( f , g) ,  where
( f , g )  : =  l- A ( T ) Y , ( f a ) ( l > )
Ter* pgt
=  : X  wp ^f9){p)-  (2.2.13)
;j6 [.V]u[.Vd]
Here M(T) denotes the area of triangle T E 77, and v:p is a third the sum of the areas
of all triangles meeting at. the mesh point p.
Thus the mass lumped system is :
A2(VT. V op) +  (32{exp(T -  V)  -  exp(IU -  T)} -  ({.0p) = 0. (2.2.14)
(exp(vk -  Y ) T Y .T c i )p) -  ( a p rr (T .  U .U ' ). op) = 0. (2.2.15)
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( e x p ( W - T ) V W ,V c /g  +  (a^r(T ,F ,FE),< />p) = 0 ,  (2.2.16)
where p ranges over Af.
Since T, F  and W  are members of V/x and satisfy the boundary conditions (2.1.6),
(2.1.8) and (2.1.9), we may write:
*  =  £  ^v<t>r +  £ ( < * , +  Pq)K  (2.2.17)
pe/S qeAfD
'/  =  E ' /A + E a A .  (2.2.18)
p&M q^Afo
W = Y ,  w p4>v + Y ,  “ A -  (2 -2-19^
p£J\f q£AfD
Where a q =  a(q),  (3q =  (3{q), for q in A/d and a  and f3 are as given in (2.1.7) and
(2 .1.8).
Thus the computation of T, V, W  is equivalent to the problem of finding the vector of 
unknowns X : =  ( ^ T , V T , W T )T E [Af]3 which appears in (2.2.17)-(2.2.19), for a given 
a  E [TVI'd ] (the other parameter, /3, is assumed to be given a pr iori) .  We shall consider
the behaviour of solutions of this system with respect to variations in o:, providing a
discrete version of well-known results in the continuous case (e.g. [51]).
Define 'F E [A/"] x [A/d] to be the extended vector, including the values of T at the 
mesh points on the Dirichlet boundary. V  and W  are defined analogously. The problem 
of finding X  may be written in the more compact form:
F ( X ,  a )  =  0 (2.2.20)
when1 the function F :=  ( F ^ , F 2 , F ^ ) T : [A*]3 x [A/d] —» [A/"]3 is defined as follows:
F] ( X , a )  =  A2i ( 0 ) ^  +  e('F -  V)  -  e { W  -  V )  -  d,  (2.2.21)
F 2( X . a )  =  i  ( 'F  -  v )  V  -  ()vr{<F.V.  W ) .  (2.2.22)
F 3( X , a )  =  A ( W  - 4 > ) W  + pwr { V . V . W ) .  (2.2.23)
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r ( * , V , W ) p =
exp I ^ 2  I V0p, V</>g I , p e A f ,  q e A f u A f n ,
\reNuAfD ) )
B  G [Af] x [Afo],
wp52 e xp (5p), p e  Af, B e  [A/”], 
wPd(p), p e A r, 
wpa r ( ^ p,Vp, W p), p e A f .
In the above, wp is one third of the areas of all triangles meeting at mesh point p, as 
defined implicitly in (2.2.13).
2.3 N e w t o n ’s M eth o d
In this section we shall prove that for fixed a ,  ||c k || sufficiently small, Newton’s method 
converges when applied to the system (2.2.20). For the proof we need to consider the 
Jacobian, J, of (2.2.20) with respect to {'ib T , V T , W T )'1 . An elementary but tedious 
calculation shows tha t  (in block notation):
.1 ( (3 -7' , V T , W r )T , Q ) =
J l l  J l 2  J 13
J ‘21 J22 J23











A2A(0) +  E ( t f - V )  +  E ( V F - ^ ) ,  
- E ( ^  -  V) .
- E ( W  -  4?);
-  C V  - V
A ( ^  -  v )  -  C 
- P r K ^ . V . W ) .
. V  -  pvG { ^ , V .  W ) .
=  - C ’ VE T . W  +  p wG { ^ . V . W ) .
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( [ w ' - 4 > ] , W ' )  +  pwK { V , V , W ) .
In the above A (£?), for a vector B  in [Af] x  [A/d ], is the matrix  A ( B )  minus the columns 
corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary dklo- W ith  8pq denoting the Kronecker delta 
the matrices E, C, G, H and K are defined to be:
E ( B ) pq = 1VPS2 exp(Bp)<Sp,, p . q e M ,  B  e  [V],
C ( B , D ) „  = Y ,  D{ I exp £  B r<t>r I (f>qV(pi, V 0 P J , p , q e A f ,
leAfuN’o \  \ r£AfuND J  J
B , D  e [ V ] x [ V D],
G ( 9 , V , W ) „  = I1 ~  ~  yp« [“ P(*p ~  v p) ~  ~  *»>] g p < q e ^
W P [exp(Wp — 'I'p) +  expt'I'p — Vp) +  2] m
H ( 9 , V , W ) „  =  Wp(T[exP( ^  -  V )  + e M W p  -  VP) {exp(VEp -  *„) + 2}]
[exp(IVp -  'I'p) +  exp(^p  -  Vp) +  2]
K(\E V  TV) -  w CT[e^p(Wp -  ' ip) +  exp(IVp -  V„) {exp(»Ep -  Vp) +  2}]
{ ' )m “  ” [exp(VEp -  * , )  +  e x p (* ,  -  Vr ) +  2]2
Before proving Newton’s Method converges when applied to (2.2.20) we first state  
Newton’s Method formally:
2 .3 .1  F o r m a l  S t a t e m e n t  o f  N e w t o n ’s M e t h o d
Suppose m  E N and G  : V  —» Rm , where V  is an open subset of R7n. Further, assume 
there exists an X * E R'" such that G (X *) =  0. Newton’s Method is:
• Guess X °  E R7" . an approximation to X*.
• For k > 0 iterate the following two steps:
1. Solve: G \ { X k)dk = - G { X k) for d k .
2. V pda to the solution: X k+[ = X k +  d k .
[Here, and in the following, G \ ( X )  represents the Jaeobian of G ( X )  with respect to
X] .
Further details of Newton’s method can be found in. for example [54] and [28].
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2 .3 .2  T h e  I m p l ic i t  F u n c t io n  T h e o r e m
We use the Implicit Function Theorem to show that  Newton’s Method converges for a 
starting guess sufficiently close to solutions with non-singular Jacobian (2.3.24). The 
result is contained in Corollary 2.3.2, but first we state the Implicit Function Theorem.
T h eo rem  2.3.1 (T he Im plic it  F unction  T h eorem )
Let G : V  C Mm x W 1 —» Km , where T> is open. Suppose that there exists constants 
P2,7 i and 72, such that for any (T ,  £), (T , 7 7 ) , (Z ,  C) C V:
( A 1) II G ( Y X ) - G ( Y , r ]) \ \<p2 l i e - n i l ,
( A 2 ) | | G y ( Y , < ) - G y ( Z , C ) | | < 7 i  \ \ Y - Z \ \ ,
(A 3)  II G y (Y ,  0  -  G y (Y, 77) ||< 72 II C -  n II
and  f or  (Y 0,Co) €
(A 4)  G ( Y 0,Co) = 0,
( A 5 ) G y ( Y 0,Co) is non-singular.
Then there exist neighbourhoods B(£q,€q),  B ( Y o,£y) such that for all £ G Z3(Co- ) ’
there exists Y(C) G B { Y  o,ey)  with
(a)  G (y (C ) ,C )  = 0,
(b) T(C) f'S the unique solution of  G(Y,.£) =  0 in B ( Yo , £y ) ,
(c) Y ( C q ) = Y 0,
(d)  G) (T(C);C) ts non-singular for all £ C ^(Co-^c)*
(e) V(C) is continuous with respect to £ C ^(Co- )■
P r o o f  See.  for e x a m p l e .  [5] o r  [58] □
T h e  fol lowing coro l l a ry  o f  t h e  I m p l i c i t  F u n c t i o n  T h e o r e m  will b e  u s e d  to  prove'  t h a t  
t h e  N e w t o n  M e t h o d  g iven in se c t i o n  2.3.1 conve rg es .
C o ro l la ry  2.3.2 If  (A 1 ) -(A5) of Thereorn 2.3.1 applied to
G (Y .C) = 0 (2.3.25)
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hold, then Newton’s Method applied to (2.3.25) converges (locally) to the solution V(C) 
for  £ sufficiently close to £0.
P r o o f  In order to prove that Newton’s Method converges to a solution of the system 
(2.3.25) for a given we need to show that (see for example [54]):
•  (2.3.25) has a solution Y * ,
• The Jacobian of (2.3.25) is non-singular at the solution Y *  and
• The Jacobian is Lipschitz continuous in a neighbourhood of the solution Y * .
The first two requirements are conclusions of the Implicit Function Thereom, the third 
is a hypothesis of the Implicit Function Thereom. Thus if (A1)-(A5) hold for (2.3.25) 
then Newton’s Method will converge. □
2 .3 .3  P r o o f  o f  C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  N e w t o n ’s M e t h o d
In this section we apply the Implicit Function Theorem to (2.2.20) and prove that the 
conditions (Al)-(A5) hold. Then Corollary 2.3.2 implies tha t  Newton’s method applied
to (2.2.20) converges (locally) to a solution, for small enough | |a | | .
Here we consider a fixed cv* > 0 and the open ball in [A/"] x [A/d ] given by
V  := B { X 0, a f f  x B { a 0, a f f  (2.3.26)
w h e r e
X0 = U- . 0' 0' y € [X]3, (2.3.27)
a„ = 0 e [VD] (2.3.28)
and Vto solves F |  ([VE'.OVO7 ] '  , o ) — 0 with F] given by (2.2.21)
Before'  p r o v i n g  t h a t  N e w t o n ’s M e t h o d  co nv er g es  we  n e e d  tw o  l e m m a s .  T h e  first  d e ­
ta i l s  s o m e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  th e  m a t r i c e s  a p p e a r i n g  in t h e  d i s c r e t i s e d  s e m i c o n d u c t o r  s y s t e m  
a n d  th e  se co nd  s h o w s  t h a t  V&q is wel l -def ined .
L e m m a  2.3.3 For any vector B  £ [A1 x [A'/j»]-
( i )  A (B  ) is an irred.uc.ibly diagonally dominant matrix with negative off diagonal ele­
ments and strictly positive diagonal elements.
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(ii) A ( B )  is non-singular and has a strictly positive inverse.
(iii) Finally, i f  D is a positive diagonal matrix, then A ( B )  +  D is also non-singular 
with a strictly positive inverse.
P r o o f  In this proof terms from the Section A.2 are used. The reader should refer to 
this section for the definitions.
The m atrix A ( B )  is the stiffness matrix corresponding to the finite element approx­
imation of the operator
—V. I exp I ^  B r4>r j Vu ( x )  J , (2.3.29)
\  yrG-AAjA/o /  /
while A ( B)  is the matrix A ( B )  minus the columns corresponding to the Dirichlet bound­
ary dQp.
The methods of [45] tell us that for a mesh satisfying assumption (M 3) A ( B )  : =  
(ap q^) has the following properties:
(1) ap,q < 0, p ^ q ,  p e M ,  q £ A f u A f D .
( 2 )  aPiP > 0 ,  p £  Af.
(3) aP)P =  — YlqzAfuAfp av,qi P £ A l .
(4) A ( B )  is connected.
Properties (l)-(3) imply the required sign condition for A ( B)  and that A ( B )  is 
diagonally dominant. Since A (B)  does not include the columns arising from the mesh 
points on the Dirichlet boundary. (3) also shows that A ( B)  has a number of rows which 
are strictly diagonally dominant (the rows which have non-zero entries corresponding 
to the mesh points on the Dirichlet boundary of the extended matrix).
A matrix is irreducible diagonally dominant if it is irreducible, diagonally dominant 
and has at least one row which is strictly diagonally dominant. It remains to show that 
M B )  is irreducible to finish the proof of part (i). However property (4) shows that 
M B )  is connected and since' a matrix is irreducible if it is connected (Theorem A.2.3) 
we conclude that A ( B)  is irreducible', as requireel.
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It follows from Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.11 of [69] and part (i) of this lemma that 
the matrix A ( B)  is non-singular and has a strictly positive inverse, as required for part 
(ii).
To show part (iii) of the lemma note that adding a positive diagonal matrix  to A ( B)  
will not change the sign properties, the connectivity or the diagonal dominance of the 
matrix. Therefore if we add a positive diagonal matrix  to A ( B)  the resulting matrix 
will satisfy all the conditions of Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.11 of [69] and applying this 
corollary completes the proof. □
The following lemma proves tha t  \&o exists and is unique.
L e m m a  2.3 .4  There exists a unique 'Fo in [A/] such that [’Fq", 0t , 0t ]T solves the 
problem
F ,  ( [ * J ' , 0 t , 07']T , 0 ) = 0  (2.3.30)
where F i  is given by (2.2.21). Furthermore \Fo is bounded independently of the maxi­
mum diameter, h, of the triangles in Th-
P r o o f  The Frechet derivative of the function given by the left hand side of (2.3.30) 
evaluated at an arbitrary vector B  £ [AT] is A2A(0) +  E(£?) +  E (—B ) .  Since E(±£?) is 
a diagonal matrix with positive entries, it follows from Lemma 2.3.3 tha t  the Frechet 
derivative is non-singular and has a positive inverse.
Since the Frechet derivative has a positive inverse we may apply Theorem 3.3 of 
[23] to show that there exists a unique finite element solution \Fo satisfying (2.3.30), 
with a priori, bounds on 'I'o, depending on the Dirichlet boundary da ta  (2.1.9), but 
independent of the maximum diameter of the triangles in Th,. □
We may now prove the main result:
T h e o r e m  2.3.5 There exists ea such, that for all a. in [Ad] with || o: ||< eiy Newton's 
method for  F ( X . a )  =  0 (given by (2.2.20)) converges to X  = X( o t )  from a starting 
guess sufficiently close to X{ct ) .
P r o o f  The result is obtained from Corollary 2.3.2. which follows from Theorem 2.3.1 
with X 0 and ao  given by (2.3.27) and (2.3.28).
Thus we now prove that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3.1 holds for the system given 
by (2.2 .20):
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By our choice of X q and Qo it is certainly true that by Lemma 2.3.4:
F i  ( X o ,  cto) =  0
and after some calculation:
F 2 ( X o , a o )  =  F 3 ( X 0 , a o )  =  0 .
Thus assumption (A4) of Theorem 2.3.1 holds.
To verify assumption (A5), we note that
1°J n 1°J 12 1°J 13




0 1°J 32 1°J 33
where
l u -j  11 —
1° -  J 12  —
T°13
r  -2 2  —
1° —  J 2 3  —
1° -  ■’ 32  —
33
A2A(0) + E(*o) + E ( - * o ) ,  
- E ( * 0),
- E ( - t f 0),
A ( « , 0 7']7’) + /)„H o( * o),
-/5,;Ho(1F o),
—pw Ho(^o),
a ( -  0 r ]T) + ^ , H 0(*o).
In addition to those matrices already given, Ho is defined by:
Ho(^o);jf/ — F 7 \ T Spq P-P C A' •
To prove (A5) of the Implicit Function Theorem we aim to show that .1 ( A o-Qq). 
given by (2.3.31). is essentially diagonally dominant (Definition A.2.5). If wo can show 
this then it follows from Theorem 6.4.10 of [37] that .1 ( A q. o o ) is non-singular.
The matrix is essentially diagonally dominant if it is diagonally dominant with a 
number of rows that are strictlv diagonally dominant. To show this consider the rows
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in the first block of (2.3.31) we note that exactly what has been added to the diagonal 
of A(0) has been subtracted off from other elements in the same row. Since A(0) is 
diagonally dominant it must follow that all rows in the first block row of (2.3.31) are 
also diagonally dominant. Further we have seen in Lemma 2.3.3 that a number of rows 
of A(0) are strictly diagonally dominant, implying the same must be true of the rows 
in the first block of (2.3.31). The same conclusion can be reached for the rows in the 
second and third blocks of (2.3.31).
To show J (JCq,o;o) is essentially diagonally dominant we must show that, for each 
node 7 of the matrix (here the term node is understood in the sense of graph theory: 
Appendix A), there is at least one node, node /i say, such that node 7 is connected to 
node /i and row n  is strictly diagonally dominant. Since A (B)  is connected, for every 
B ,  it is easy to see that the nodes associated with the rows in the first block of (2.3.31) 
are connected to each other and since at least one of these rows is strictly diagonally 
dominant, the required condition is satisfied for these nodes. The same conclusion can 
be reached for all rows in the second and third block rows. Proving that J (Xo,c*o) is 
essentially diagonally dominant.
In conclusion we may appeal to Theorem 6.4.10 of [37] to show that (2.3.31) is 
non-singular, proving (A5).
Finally we need to show (A1)-(A3) of the Implicit Function Theorem:
Since F ( X , a )  is continuously differentiable in X  and at and since each derivative 
is bounded when (X , a )  lies in the bounded set D, we may use the mean value theorem 
to show (Al).
Similarly F x ( X . a )  given by (2.3/24) is continuously differentiable in X  and a ,  thus
if {X,OL ) are members of V,  (A2) and (A3) follow by the mean value theorem.
Thus the Implicit Function Theorem holds for the system given by (2.2.20) and so
by Corollary 2.3.2, Theorem 2.3.5 is proved. □
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2.4 N um erica l R esu lts  for N e w to n ’s M eth o d  A pp lied  to  
th e  P N  D iod e
2 .4 .1  N e w t o n ’s M e t h o d
In this section Newton’s method is applied to the finite element discretisation of the 
system modelling a PN diode in one dimension. Results show that  Newton’s method 
applied to the system only converges for sufficiently small applied voltage.
The finite element method with mass lumping is applied to the semiconductor system 
(2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in one dimension with Q =  [0,1]. Since the aim is to model a PN diode the 
doping profile chosen is -1 on [0,1/2) and +1 on ( 1 /2 ,1]. The equations are discretised 
with respect to a uniform grid with n interior mesh points. Newton’s method, as 
described in Section 2.3.1, is applied to the finite element system. The linear systems 
produced by Newton’s method are solved using the block Gauss-Seidel method, where 
the blocking is with respect to variable (fEqV and W).  This procedure is frequently 
referred to as a “Newton Gauss-Seidel” method in the literature. The initial guess 
for ip, v and w is the doping profile scaled to match the relevant Dirichlet boundary 









9 0 0.1 6
9 0 0.15 11
9 0 0.2 Diverges
9 0.1 0 Diverges
9 7.3 7.45 11
21 0 0.1 7
21 0 0.2 Diverges
Table 2.1: Newton’s method applied to the one dimensional discretisation of a PN diode 
on a uniform grid. The iteration is stopped when the change in (vP7 . V T , W 1 ) is less 
than 5 x 10“ \
Comparing the results in Table 2.1 with those for G um m d's  method discussed in 
Chapter 3 we see that both methods converge' for small reverse bias (the contact at the 
n-type region has a more positive voltage applied than the contact at the p-type region, 
as discussed in Chapter 1). Newton’s method converges for a smaller range' of applied 
voltage's and will tun comvrge in the fbrwarel bias situation. It is gene'rally asse'rteel in
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the literature that Gummel’s method is more robust than  Newton’s method, however 
Gummel’s method converges linearly while Newton’s m ethod converges quadratically 
when sufficiently close to the true solution. Nevertheless bo th  methods break down as 
the voltage is increased unless a better starting guess can be found.
One way of overcoming the problem of the poor quality starting guesses is to use 
Newton’s method together with a continuation procedure:
2 .4 .2  N e w t o n ’s M e t h o d  w i t h  C o n t in u a t io n
In this section we combine a continuation scheme with Newton’s method. We aim to try 
to find the solution to the semiconductor equations for any applied voltage by solving 
a series of problems for intermediate voltages. The starting guess for the problem with 
slightly increased voltage is based on the previous solution, rather than the scaling of 
the doping profile (used in the previous section).
As a way of introducing the method consider a device with two contacts, assume 
we have a (scaled) applied voltage of no at the left hand contact and a (scaled) applied 
voltage of cq at the right hand contact. Then the nonlinear system can be written in 
the following way: Seek X  such that:
F ( X , a 0,« i )  =  0. (2.4.32)
The’ continuation method seeks a solution to the problem
F ( X , a 0,<T) +  k ( a { -  « 0)) =  0 (2.4.33)
for k between 0 and 1. The aim is to find a solution when k = 1. We assume we know, 
or can easily find, the solution when k = 0. Rewrite (2.4.33), for convenience, as:
F { X . k )  = 0. (2.4.34)
Assume we' have' a solution X t to the system:
F ( X ?. /,:,)= 0, kj £ [0 . 1).
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We try to solve
F ( X , k i +i) — 0, where k{+\ = ki +  A k{. (2.4.35)
To do this we follow standard procedure and differentiate (2.4.34) with respect to k to 
obtain
o  y
J ( X , k ) —  + F k( X , k ) = 0 ,  (2.4.36)
where J { X , k )  represents the Jacobian of F  with respect to X .  Rearranging (2.4.36) 
we have
d X
—  = - J ( X , k ) ~ l F k ( X , k ) .
Using one step of Euler’s method when k  =  kf.
=  - J ( x ^ i a r ' F k i X i ' k i )
or
X E = X t -  A k i J ( X t , k t ) - ' F k ( X i , k t ). (2.4.37)
X[.j will be the initial guess in an application of Newton’s method for solving (2.4.35). 
If the iterations start to diverge we reduce the step size, AAy, and s tar t  again from the 
previous converged solution X r.
I m p l e m e n ta t i o n
We have applied these ideas to the drift-diffusion semiconductor system (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) 
modelling the PN diode on t he one dimensional domain Q. =  [0, 1]. We seek a finite 
element solution for (scaled) applied voltages erg &t x  =  0 and rvi at x  =  1. For each 
A;? £ [0. 1] we seek the finite element, solutions 4b, U and W t satisfying the mass lumped 
finite element system and the boundary conditions:
4b(0) =  - d  +  n (). U(0) -  I I ' (0) =  ao,
4b(l) =  — d + n () +  k,((\\ — rvo). I ?(0) =  I I ?;(0) = o () + A:,(ni — oq).
In the above d =  sinlU 1 (1 /2c)1) is the intrinsic voltage of the device. As before', define 
V,  and W j  to be the vector of values of 4b, I / and \V, at the interior mesh points 
of U. The extended vector 4b is defined to be [4b(0), 4> /. 4b(1)]; . V,  and W ,  are
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defined analogously. Defining X t =  [\I>f , V j , W f ] T then let F ( Xi , k{ )  be the usual 
mass lumped finite element discretisation of the semiconductor equations at
To use the continuation step, (2.4.37), to obtain an initial guess for the finite element 
solution for a system with slightly increased voltage we need the derivative of F  with 
respect to k and the Jacobian of F. F*, is easily seen to be:
A2(aq -  ao)A(O)
(ar -  a 0)A  ( W i  -  Af
0





Since (2.4.37) is used to obtain an initial guess for the solution with increased voltage 
full accuracy is not needed, therefore we do not use the full Jacobian in (2.4.37), instead 
we replace J ( X , k )  by the simpler approximation J (X ,/r )  defined by:
J ( X u k,
A2A ( 0 ) + E ( * ?;-  VO - E ( A f i - V i  
+ E ( W { -  Afi)
A \ W i  -  Af,
- E { W ,  -  Af,
-PvK ( A f „ V „ W , )
+pvYL(Ali , V i , W i)
0 - g 1)H ( $ n V ?, W l) A ^ , - * ,
+ p M A f , . y l. w ,
To start the method off we take A;q =  0 and the first stage of the continuation process 
collapses to finding T (l such that the extended vector 'I'o satisfies:
AM (0)tfo + e ( * 0) - e ( - t f 0) - d , : 2.4.38)
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where To(0) — ~ P  + <^ 0, ^ o ( l )  — P + <^ 0- (2.4.38) can easily be solved by New­
ton ’s Method with an initial guess based on the scaled doping profile (scaled to fit the 
boundary conditions). Vo and W q are known to be identically equal to <ao-
We implement our continuation procedure with a  step size of A hi =  0.1, for all i. 
If the iteration starts  to diverge we backtrack by halving A k{ and restarting from the 
previous converged solution, X{ .
Results for the continuation procedure described above are presented in Table 2.2. 
The left hand applied voltage ao is always taken to be zero for these results. As we 
initially take ko — 0 and A hi =  0.1 the minimum number of continuations steps required 
is 11, more than 11 continuation steps indicate that the program has backtracked at 
some point.
The results in Table 2.2 show that the strategy works well for reasonably large 
applied voltages (only 15 continuation steps are needed for an applied voltage of 0.5 
volts). We have tried to be optimistic in our approach and have taken fixed A hi, this 
pays off for the initial continuation steps at least, but does mean backtracking becomes 









9 0.1 11 31
9 0.2 11 41
9 0.4 11 61
9 0.5 15 79
9 1.0 54 202
21 0.2 11 31
21 0.5 24 105
21 1.0 65 202
21 1.2 102 302
Table 2.2: Newton’s method with continuation applied to the one dimensional discreti­
sation of a PN diode on a uniform grid. The voltage applied at the left hand boundary
( rT ' rT~' 'T ' \  7 1, V  , W  ) is less
than 5 x 10“ ’.
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Chapter 3
The A lternative N odal 
Factorisation M ethod
3.1 In troduction
In this chapter we analyse the convergence of a non-standard method for solving alge­
braic equations arising from finite element discretisations of nonlinear elliptic systems.
In standard  methods for solving such systems, the equations are ordered in the 
natural way inherited from the ordering of the PDEs themselves and the Jacobian 
arising in Xewton’s method then inherits a blocking from this ordering. For example if 
there are 3 PDEs discretised on a mesh with v  degrees of freedom, then the Jacobian 
will have a 3 x 3 block structure with each block of size v x //. (For convenience it is 
assumed that all the PDEs are discretised on the same mesh). A typical approximate 
Xewton scheme for this system may be obtained by applying some block Jacobi or 
block Gauss-Seidel iteration based on this blocking. This leads to successive solutions 
of each individual PDE in turn with the’ coupling between the PDEs neglected. Such a 
"Xewton Jacobi1’ or "Xewton Gauss-Seidel” scheme is typical in device modelling, but 
works well only if the coupling between the PDEs themselves is weak in comparison 
to the coupling between the values of the solution of a single PDE at different mesh 
points of the mesh, for the latter coupling is preserved in the iterative method, while the 
former is broken. However in some applications the latter coupling is the weaker of the 
two. In particular, in the highly nonlinear systems arising in semiconductor modelling, 
especially in the presence of high currents, this has been found to be the case [8].
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For such applications it is then natural to order the equations differently and to 
group the unknowns corresponding to each mesh point together. This we call the 
A ltern a t iv e  N od a l Factorisation  (ANF). Using this reordering the Jacobian then 
has a v x v block structure and a Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel block iteration m ethod which 
solves 3 x 3  systems for updates to the three unknowns at each mesh point can be 
written down. This preserves the coupling between the different unknowns at a  single 
mesh point, but breaks the coupling between solution values at different mesh points. 
This re-blocking has been found to be helpful in device modelling in some circumstances 
[33].
Since only v  local 3 x 3  systems have to be resolved at each (outer) iteration, instead 
of 3 global v  x v systems, the cost per iterate is low. However it is expected tha t  the rate 
of convergence of such a scheme will deteriorate as v  —> oo in the same way as Jacobi or 
Gauss-Seidel deteriorates. It would then be natural to consider versions which solve for 
all the variables at several nearby mesh points simultaneously and (possibly) with the 
addition of a coarse mesh correction such as is used in one step of the corresponding 
nonlinear multi-grid method.
To date there is no rigorous theory for this type of iteration. Even the Jacobi-ANF 
method has so far been justified only with empirical evidence, [8], [30] and [33]. In 
this chapter the convergence of this simplest version of the ANF method for the full 
semiconductor system in one dimension is proved. This result is proved with the aid of 
the recent theory of Dryja and Hackbusch, [29], which shows that if a certain type of 
linearised subspace iteration converges, then the corresponding nonlinear version also 
converges.
To apply the theory of [29] to the semiconductor equations we proceed as follows: 
Using graph theory we show that  the Jacobi-ANF iteration applied to the linearisation 
of the discretised semiconductor equations converges when then ' is no applied voltage 
across the device. A perturbation argument extends the convergence of the linearised 
iteration to the case of small applied voltage. An application of [29] then shows that the 
nonlinear Jacobi-ANF method converges in the case of small applied voltage. Numer­
ical results show that the method does indeed work and, when compared to standard 
numerical methods for solving the semiconductor equations extends the range of applied 
voltages it is possible to solve for.
In this chapter we also discuss Gum m ers method - one of the most common methods
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used in semiconductor device modelling. Gummel’s method is a group of nonlinear block 
Gauss-Seidel iterations where the blocking is with respect to PDE. The method neglects 
the coupling between the PDEs. Results show that this method converges for a smaller 
range of applied voltages than the Jacobi-ANF method, supporting our view that  it is 
important to preserve the coupling between the PDEs in the iterative method.
3.2 T he M e th o d
In this section we introduce the Jacobi-ANF method in a general context. From now 
on we just refer to this as “the ANF iteration” , although there are other versions as 
explained in the previous section.
Consider solving a system of (generally nonlinear) elliptic partial differential equa­
tions on some domain together with appropriate boundary conditions. The system is 
written in terms of scalar PDEs as follows:
L ( z )  =
/  L ] {z i , z2 ) . . . , z m ) \
L ‘2 ( Z1, Z2 , . . . , Zm ) 
k Lni (% 1 i > • • • i Zrri) /
=  0 (3.2.1)
where z ( x )  = (z[ (x), z 2( x ) , . . .  , z m ( x ) ) ] E W n is a vector valued function containing 
the m  solutions of the m  PDEs. Applying the finite element m ethod to this system 
results in the new set of equations:
L,Az
(  L \ jX z u z 2,  z m) \
L 2j , (z ] , z 2, . . . . z m)
\  L lll (z i , z 2  z m )
= 0. (3.2.2)
If there are u degrees of freedom associated with the finite element method, then each Zj 
is a vector with u entries (the values of z ? at these degrees of freedom) and the system 
represents ///// equations in n w  unknowns.
The alternative nodal factorisation (ANF) method is an iterative method which up­
dates the vector ( z ( . z!z  z ^ , ) 1 Ht each degree of freedom in turn, until convergence.
The method can be expressed as:
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T h e  A N F  M e th o d
( T T1 n 71 \  ^(z i) > (^ 2) 5 ■ • • > (2m) ) > to the solution of the
system (3.2.2). Set k — 0.
2 For j  =  1 , 2 , . . . , ^ ,  find
such tha t  the vectors:
satisfy:
w ) ,  I * *
I =  1, 2 , . . .  , v, i — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m,
fc + l j  ~k+l,j
,
L'2,h{z







rjy rj-\ \ J
, (^zk+] j^ , . . . ,  (zfn+1) 7 j to be the vector whose values were
calculated in 2.
4 If the norm difference between z k and z k+] is less than the required tolerance, then 
stop. Otherwise set k = k + 1 and return to step 2.
Solving (3.2.3) corresponds to seeking the m  unknowns associated with the j  th mesh 
point while holding all the other unknowns fixed at the values calculated in the previous 
outer iteration. This is done for each j  =  1, 2 , . . .  , u and may be implemented in parallel. 
Although we may have to repeat steps 2-4 many times for convergence, solving (3.2.3) 
should be relatively easy for small in. The cost of step 2 is which is to be
compared with ()(n'hn) for a Jacobi iterate based on standard blocking.
This algorithm can bo thought of as a nonlinear block Jacobi iteration, where the un­
known variables at each mesh point are grouped together. This idea is further explored 
in the next section.
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3 .2 .1  E x a m p le :  T h e  A N F  M e t h o d  A p p l i e d  t o  a  L in e a r  S y s t e m
If L{z)  = b is a system of m linear differential equations then a typical discretisation of 
this system can be written in the form:
n>(z) = A z  = b, (3.2.4)
where
A =
*4gi A i ;2 
,42 1 ^2,2




z  = ( z f , z l . . . , z l ) r  and b = (b f ,  b\ , . . . ,  b l f
Each A i j  represents the discretisation of the differential operator in the 7th equation 
which operates on the j t h  variable Zj.  If the discretisation is obtained on a mesh with 
v  degrees of freedom, for example, then each A i j  is of size u x v. Applying the ANF 
algorithm (introduced in the previous section) to (3.2.4) simply yields the block Jacobi 
method for the reblocked system:
A z  =  b (3.2.5)
where the blocking is with respect to individual points in the mesh, i.e. A  takes the 
form:
A ] , \  *4 1 , 2  • • •  - A l 




z  —  ( [(-2 1 ) | • ( Z‘2) 1 ,  • • ■ , ( zm) 1 ] , .  . . ,  [ ( 2  j  ) „ , . . . . {zni ) , . ] )
and b is defined in an analogous way. Each of the individual blocks A l } is of size 
in x m and represents the coupling between the unknowns ( ( z ]),. ( z 2),; , . . . .  ( z m)?) ^nd
((21 )j. (22) j  {z m) ])■ i-c. the collection of nodal values of the /// differential equations
at the zth and j  th mesh points respectively.
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A  and A  are related via a permutation matrix P: A  — P A P T . In fact:
(^T,l)ij { - ^1,2 ) i , j
(^2,1 ) i , j  ( A 2 t2) i , j  { A 2 , m) i , j
{Am,  l) i , j  (-^m, 2)i,j ’ ’ ’ (-
The structure of AM highlights some important features of the ANF method. Firstly 
the sparsity pattern  of the block matrix A  represents the connectivity of the mesh while 
the individual blocks reflect the coupling between the partial differential equations. 
Since the ANF method consists of a block Jacobi iteration applied to A  it is reasonable 
to expect it to work better than  the standard m ethod when the variables at a single 
mesh point are strongly coupled together.
See [8] for further discussion on A  and its relationship to A.
Several authors have used the linear and nonlinear form of the ANF method. In [33] 
the linear form is used as a preconditioner for a Newton-Krylov approach to solving the 
drift-diffusion semiconductor equations and turns out to be one of the fastest methods 
tested.
In [30] the nonlinear ANF method is applied to the one dimensional time dependent 
field phase equations: Find 6 and u  such that:
c9t + - u t =  k / \6  +  / ,  
ru t = 7 A u — (u) +  a6
where 0 is a double well potential, /  is a volumetric heat source or sink and all other 
parameters are considered to be constant. Elliott and Gardiner prove that under cer­
tain restrictions the ANF method applied to a linear system related to the held phase 
equations converges. The proof relates the convergence of Jacobi’s method applied to 
the finite element discretisation of Poisson’s equation (which is known to converge due 
to the diagonal dominance1 of the discretised Laplacian operator) to the convergence of 
the ANF method applied to the linear system. However the proof uses Fourier analysis 
and this is restricted to uniform meshes and certain types of boundary conditions. Such 
restrictions are inappropriate in the context of semiconductor equations.
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3.3 A p p lica tion  of th e  A N F  M e th o d  to  th e  Sem icon d u ctor  
S y stem
In this section the convergence of the ANF m ethod applied to the nonlinear drift- 
diffusion semiconductor equations is considered. It is proved tha t  the method converges 
for small applied voltage. As a comparison to the ANF m ethod we introduce later in this 
section Gum m el’s method (a type of nonlinear Gauss-Seidel iteration commonly used 
in device modelling) and give numerical results for this method. It will be shown at the 
end of this chapter tha t  the ANF method applied to a PN diode problem converges for 
a large range of voltages in reverse bias and also converges for small forward bias.
In order to prove the convergence of the nonlinear iteration the theory of Dryja and 
Hackbusch, [29], is used. This paper is concerned with subspace iterations, in which 
each step consists of an approximate solution of the problem in appropriate subspaces of 
the full solution space. [29] proves that, under certain conditions, a subspace iteration 
method for a given nonlinear problem converges, providing it also converges for the 
linearised problem about the true solution of the nonlinear problem. The nonlinear and 
linearised ANF method can be expressed as a subspace iteration in much the same way 
as the block Jacobi iteration.
To prove tha t  the ANF method applied to the nonlinear drift-diffusion semiconductor 
equations converges we first show, using graph theory, tha t  the ANF iteration applied 
to the linearisation of the discretised semiconductor equations converges when there is 
no applied voltage across the device. A perturbation argument (with respect to voltage) 
extends the proof to the case of small applied voltage. Finally, an application of [29] 
completes the proof of convergence for small applied voltage.
The Dryja-Hackbusch theory is discussed in the next section, while the necessary 
graph theory is discussed in Appendix A.
3 .3 .1  D r y j a -H a c k b u s c h  T h e o r y
Dryja and Hackbusch consider in [29] finite dimensional nonlinear problems of the fol­
lowing form: Find .i: 6 V  C X  such that:
F{r)  =  0. (3.3.7)
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where A" is a finite dimensional space with norm || • ||. The problem (3.3.7) may, for 
example, be a finite element discretisation of a nonlinear boundary value problem. Dryja 
and Hackbusch make the following assumptions on (3.3.7):
H I  There exists a solution x* G V  to (3.3.7).
H 2  There exists a neighbourhood, U C D, of a:*, such tha t  x* is the locally unique 
solution of (3.3.7) in U.
H 3  The Frechet derivative, Fx (x), of F(x)  exists at x* and is non-singular.
H 4  There exists a uniformly bounded linear operator DF { x ' , x " )  G L ( X , X ) ,  defined 
for all x ' ,x "  G A', such that
• F(x ' )  — F{x")  =  D F ( x ' , x " ) ( x r — x")  and
• \ \DF(x ' , x")  — Fx (x*)\\ —> 0 as x ' , x "  —> x*, where || • || is the operator norm 
on L (X , X )  induced by the norm || • || on X .
R e m a r k  3.3.1 Under appropriate assumptions it can be shown that [H2] and [H4] 
follow from  [HI] and [H3], we state the assumptions in the above form  to be consistent 
with [29J.
The paper [29] is concerned with iteratively solving (3.3.7) using a subspace iteration 
method. This includes, as a special case, various domain decomposition methods - 
nonlinear versions of those found in [19].
The subspace iteration method in [29] is determined by choosing a set of disjoint 
spaces, X K (n G F  where I  is a finite index set), together with linear injective mappings
Pk '■ A,
providing prolongation operators and linear surjective mappings
rK ■ A —» A k
which provide restriction operators. It is usual to take rH to be the adjoint of p H with 
respect to the Euclidean inner product, i.e. rH =  pj . .
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It is also required that the subspaces pKX K cover the whole of X  i.e. that
X  =  ^ 2 p KX K,
in which case the true solution x  of (3.3.7) can be expressed as x  =  Yhnei P*x k with 
x K G A k.
In order to prove tha t  the nonlinear subspace iteration m ethod introduced below 
converges, Dryja and Hackbusch make one further assumption on the problem:
H 5 rKFx (x*)pK '■ X K —> X K is invertible for each k G I.
Roughly this means tha t  the Jacobian of (3.3.7) should be invertible in each of the 
subspaces X K.
W ith these assumptions we can now define the general method.
T h e  nonlinear subspace  itera tion
Given an approximation, x, to the solution, x*, of (3.3.7) in the neighbourhood U,  one 
step of the nonlinear subspace iteration consists of seeking, for each k G / ,  a SK E X K 
such that
where uj is a damping parameter to be determined. (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) are repeated 
until convergence.
This general scheme includes a wide variety of familiar special cases. For example 
if (3.3.7) represents the discretisation of a single PDE then A' consists of the space 
of vectors defined at the free mesh points of the discretisation. The X K may denote, 
for example, vectors with support within small subdomains of the domain of the PDE 
("local spaces") or globally defined vectors on suitable coarsening of the original mesh 
("coarse spaces” ).
A simple example arises when (3.3.7) is a system of linear equations in K" and the 
A’,- are the standard basis vectors in iR". then (3.3.9) is simply the damped .Jacobi
r KF( x  -  pKSK) = 0. (3.3.8)
The new estimate, :r, of x* is then given by:
(3.3.9)
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method. The ANF method introduced in Section 3.2 is a  somewhat more sophisticated 
example of this general scheme as we shall see in Section 3.3.2.
C on vergence  o f  th e  nonlinear subspace itera t io n
The proof of the convergence of the nonlinear subspace iteration given in [29] depends 
on the assumption tha t  the (linear) subspace iteration applied to the linearisation of 
the nonlinear problem (3.3.7) at the true solution, x*, converges. In other words, the 
linear problem considered is:
Find x  such that:
A x  = b, (3.3.10)
where A Fx (x*) and b := A x * . Applying the linear subspace iteration to this problem 
results in the iterative method:
Make an initial guess, x°, to the solution of (3.3.10). For / =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  find
x l+] =  x l - lj ^ p KA ~1r K(Aa:/ -  b) 
k£I
where
A k =  rKAp K
for each k, £ I.
This linear iteration has iteration matrix
M u := I  -  cj ^ 2 pkA ~ 1tkA.
k £ I
It is well know that the iteration converges provided to, the spaces and the mappings 
are chosen such that:
IIM u \\ < ^  <  1. (3.3.13)
In fact it turns out that if (3.3.13) holds then the nonlinear subspace iteration
(3.3.8) and (3.3.9) converges (with the same choice of uj. spaces and mappings). This is 
summarised in the following Theorem:
T h eorem  3 .3 .2  [[29], T h eorem  1.7]
A s sume H 1 -H 5  and (3.3. I'd) hold, and let cm be any value, in the interval (o ^ . l )  with
(3.3.11)
(3.3.12)
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crw as given in (3.3.13). Then there is a neighbourhood U of x* such that the nonlinear 
subspace iteration (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) converges in U with a convergence rate of au .
This theorem is used to establish convergence of the ANF method for the drift- 
diffusion semiconductor equations as outlined in Section 3.2. To do this the key point 
is to establish (3.3.13). The proof relies heavily on graph theory which is discussed in 
Appendix A.
R e m a r k  3.3 .3  Ortega and Rheinboldt [54, Section 10.3] also have results on the link 
between the convergence of linear iterations and corresponding nonlinear iterations.
3 .3 .2  C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  A N F  M e t h o d  A p p l i e d  t o  t h e  S e m ic o n d u c t o r  
S y s t e m  for S m a ll  A p p l i e d  V o l t a g e
S o m e  P re lim inaries
It is proved in this section tha t  the ANF method applied to the discretisation of the one 
dimensional drift-diffusion semiconductor equations converges for small applied voltage. 
The differential equations to be solved are:
— +  S2{exp(iJ> — v) — exp(w; — iji)) — d =  0, (3.3.14)
— (exp(,0 — v)v  ) — apvr(ij), v, w)  =  0, (3.3.15)
— (exp(w — r(p)w ) T crpwr{'i]), v, w) =  0, (3.3.16)
on the domain Q =  [0,1]. A,5,a,  pv , pw are positive constants, d, is a (given) piecewise 
linear function and r is the generation/recombination term which we take to be:
 ^ exp(u; — ?’) — 1
r{ i j ) , v .w  =  ----------   — --- -----------——-. (3.3.10
exp [w — yj) + exp(7/; — r) +  2
The boundary conditions on the system (3.3.14)-(3.3.16). with an applied voltage of Fq 
at the left hand contact {x =  0 in the model) and \ ] at tlit' right hand contact (.r. = 1), 
ar(':
i:'{0) =  si 11 h 1 +  rv0, 0(1) =  sinh" 1 +  a i-
?■(())= cvo, ' O l ) = fM-
?r(0) =  rv0, i r{l )  =<\ \ .
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For the constant Ut  given in Section 1.2, the a* =  V i/U r , 2 =  0,1, are the scaled applied 
voltages.
The finite element approximation to the solution of the system (3.3.14)-(3.3.16), 
with the given boundary conditions, is calculated on the grid 0 =  xo <  <  . . .  <  x n <
.Tn+i =  1, where n is the number of grid points in the interior of the domain. For each 
p we set hp := x p — x p- \  and we define 4>p to be the standard hat function based on the 
mesh point p. The finite element method seeks approximate solutions T, V and W :
T  =  ^sinh  1 </>o +  ^  ^ P(f>P +  ^sinh  1
n
V =  OQ0O +  'S^ J r^p4>p +  C*i0n+1,
'n+1 ■
p - 1
W  — ao4>o -f lTp(/)p +  Qq0n+i
p- l
which are required to satisfy the equations:
A2(,F , (pp) +  (<52{exp(T -  V) -  exp(VF — T)} -  d, </>p) =  0, (3.3.18)
(exp(T — V)V\<t>p) — a p v(r(T , V, W ), (J)p) = 0, (3.3.19)
(exp(lT -  T)1T, , 0 / ) +  fjpw(r(T ,F ,  M^),0p) =  0, (3.3.20)
with p ranging over the interior points in the mesh.
The calculation of T,Vr, W  is equivalent to to the problem of finding the vector of 
unknowns: X  := (tyT , V T , W r ) T in ]R3n, where Vi/, V ,  W  contain the values of T, \ . \V 
at the interior mesh points. It is also necessary to define VP 6 Kn+2, this is the extended 
vector including the boundary values of T, in the natural order. V .  W  are defined 
analogously. Also define the vector of scaled voltages a  := (o'o,0'i)7 .
To make the analysis simpler, the zero order terms in (3.3.18)-(3.3.20) are mass 
lumped (discussed in greater detail in Appendix B). This simply approximates a term 
i f . g)  by its discrete' counter part. ( / ,# ) ,  obtained using the trapezoidal rule:
i f . , , )  := ] T  h„ +  / K - I  )»(•>■>-■)) (:J :J , 1}
= I *
This means that the nonlinear zero order terms are approximated by diagonal nonlin­
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earities in the discrete system, in an analogous fashion to the standard  finite difference 
method.
After employing (3.3.21), the finite element system (3.3.18)-(3.3.20) can be written 
in the form:
F  ( ( ^ T , V T , W r )T , a.
A2i(0)3> +  e ( ^  -  V )  -  e ( W  -  -  d
A{4f -  V ) V  - p vr ( * , V , W )  
A { W  ~  V ) W  +  Pv}r ( V ,  V , W )
0.
(3.3.22)
The matrices in (3.3.22) are defined by:
A ( B ) p q  —
e ( B ) p =
dp —
r ( * , V , W ) p  =
exP ^ 2 Br<f>r j  V(^P’ V(^  ’ P -  1’2’ • • • ’n ’ Q = 0,1, • • • ,n  +  1,
B  <E Mn+2,
f2 f h p  + hP + A exp{B ), p — 1, 2 , . . .  , n,  B e f ,
hp T hp+ j
2------ I u^ pd(a;p), p  =  1 , 2 , . . .  . n,
<7 I — — —+- 1 r ( T p, Vp,Wp),  p =  1, 2 , . . .  ,7i.
For a given vector of scaled voltages a:, let X( cx)  =  (vFq, V 2 , VF^)7 denote the 
solution to F  ( X ( a ) ,  a )  =  0, where the nonlinear finite element system F  is given by
(3.3.22). We showed in Chapter 2 that for a  sufficiently small there exists a unique 
solution -X’(a )  to (3.3.22).
Before1 considering the convergence of the ANF m ethod applied to the semiconductor 
system we first introduce a standard nonlinear solver for device modelling which we will 
compare with the ANF procedure at the end of this chapter.
3 .3 .3  G u m m e l ’s M e t h o d
"Glimmers Method" is the name given in the semiconductor literature for a group of 
nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel algorithms solving the discrete drift diffusion equations. 
The method was first: introduced by Gummel in 1964 ([36]) and is still extensively used 
in modern semiconductor device modelling - sec for example [8], [9] and [55]. The 
method has been extensively analysised in the context of the undiseretised equations, 
see for example [43]. [44]. and in the discrete case in [23].
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The variant of the algorithm which we use (written in the original, rather than  the 
discretised, variables for clarity) is:
1. Make initial guesses at the solutions to the semiconductor equations: -0' , v and
w°.
2. For k =  0 , 1 , . . iterate the following three steps
(a) Solve using Newton’s method:
— A2A ipk+l +  52 {exp(ipk+l — v k) — exp (wk — ipk+l)} — d =  0, for ipk+l.
(b) Solve the linear system:
— V.(exp(/0 fc+1 — v k ) V v k+l) — apvr ( ,ipk+l, v k, w k) = 0, for v k+l.
(c) Solve the linear system:
— V.(exp(n;fc -  ^ +1) V ? / +1) +  apwr(ifjk+\ v k+l, w k) =  0, for wk+].
R e m a r k  3.3.4 An alternative Gumrnel method would be to use Newton’s method to 
solve the semihnear system:
— V.(oxp {'ij:k+] - v k) V v k+]) -  apvr{xl)k+\ v k+\ w k) = 0 ,
for v k+1 in step 2b and the analogous semihnear system in step 2c. This method is also 
known as a Gauss-Seidel Newton method in the literature.
N u m e r ic a l  R esu l ts
In this section the GumimTs method described above is applied to the finite element 
discretisation of the system modelling a PN diode in one dimension. Results show that 
the method , , !: mI to t his semiconductor system converges for sufficiently small applied 
voltage. It turns out that GumnuTs method, with the same initial guess strategy, is 
more robust to high voltages than Newton’s method.
The finite element method with mass lumping is applied to the semiconductor system 
(3.3.14)-(3.3.16) in one dimension with it = [0. 1]. Since the aim is to model a PN
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9 0 0.1 11
9 0 0.3 13
9 0 0.4 Diverges
9 5.4 5.5 11
9 0.1 0 11
9 0.5 0 12
9 0.9 0 16
9 1.0 0 Diverges
21 0 0.1 17
21 0 0.4 Diverges
21 0.1 0 17
21 0.9 0 24
21 1.0 0 Diverges
Table 3.1: Gummel’s method applied to the one dimensional discretisation of a PN 
diode on a uniform grid. The iteration is stopped when the change in (SI/T , V T , W T )T 
is less than 5 x 10- 5 .
diode the doping profile chosen is -1 on [0, 1/2) and +1 on (1/2,1]. The equations are 
discretised with respect to a uniform grid with n interior mesh points. The initial guess 
for ij), v and w is the doping profile scaled to match the relevant Dirichlet boundary 
conditions.
The results for Glimmers method are contained in Table 3.1. The m ethod only 
converges for small reverse bias (the voltage applied to the contact at the n-type region is 
more positive than the voltage applied to the contact at the p-type region, as discussed in 
Chapter 1). but converges for much larger forward bias. We will see tha t  this behaviour 
is a special feature of C um m ers  method.
G u m m o r . s  m e t h o d  is a d e c o u p l e d  m e t h o d  a n d  ne g le c t s  t h e  c o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  
P D E s .  As  d i s c u ss e d  in t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  t h i s  c h a p t e r  it  h a s  b e e n  s u g g e s t e d  in [8] 
t h a t ,  for  l a rge  a p p l i e d  vo l t ages ,  t h e  co u p l in g  b e t w e e n  t h e  P D E s  is m u c h  s t r o n g e r  t h a n  
t h e  c o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  th e  va lu es  o f  th e  s o l u t i o n  o f  a s ingle  P D E  a t  d i f f e r en t  p o i n t s  o f  
t h e  m e s h .  We bel i eve th i s  is t h e  r eason  G u m m o r . s  m e t h o d  b r e a k s  d o w n  so q u i c k ly  in 
r e v e r s e  bias.  T h e  A N F  m e t h o d  c on s id e r ed  in th i s  c h a p t e r ,  w h ic h  t a k e s  in to  a c c o u n t  
t h e  c o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  P D E s  a t  each  i t e r a t i v e  s t e p ,  will  b e  s h o w n  to  converge '  for  a 
g r e a t e r  r a n g e  o f  a p p l i e d  v o l t a ge s  for th e  s a m e  tost  p r o b l e m .
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3 .3 .4  C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  A N F  M e t h o d  C o n t i n u e d
In order to prove tha t  the ANF method converges for small applied voltage we shall show 
it converges for a zero applied voltage ( a  =  0) and then use a perturbation argument 
to extend the proof to small applied voltages. For the zero voltage proof it is necessary 
to consider in detail the solution to (3.3.22) when ex. — 0. This is easily shown to be the 
vector:
X (0 )  =  [ ^ , 0 t , 0t ]T <E IR3t\  (3.3.23)
where \Fo consists of the nodal values of the finite element solution:
A W
0 n+11\ \  zo“ / /  -—' r \ \ zo~ / /p _  j
of the system
$ 0 =  (s inh  1 + Y ' W o  )P 4>P + (s in h  1
A2( T o > '  ) +  (232 sinh(To) -  d, </>p) =  0, p = l , 2 , . . . , n .  (3.3.24)
The Jacobian of (3.3.22) with respect to X .  at (X (0 ) ,0 ) ,  is given by:
F a- ( X ( 0 ) , 0 )  =
A2A(0) +  E(A> o) +  E ( - V  o) - E ( *  o) - E { - * o )
0 A(A'o) +  P v H { $  o) - p vH { V  o)
0 - p wH { V  0) A( —^ 0) + p wH { V 0)
(3.3.25)
where A ( B )  consists of the matrix A ( B )  minus its first and last columns and, defining 
Spq to be the Kronecker delta, the matrices E and H are defined to be:
E (B ),„  =  S2 ( hp +2/(;,+ l ) exp (B„)S„.  !.:•.................B e
lip +  hp + 1 ^ a
2 cosh (Bp) -f 2]
R em ark  3.3.5 Since. the Jacobian matrix. (3.3.25). will be referred to frequently, it is 
useful to have shorthand notation for the entries of the matne.es A. E and H . The
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matrix A ( B )  is a tridiagonal matrix vihich has entries:
A { B ) pq — <
- ap( B ), q = p - l
ap{B) + ap+i{B ) ,  q = p 





1 f  exp(Bp) -  e xp (Bp-i]
h. B p B p _ |
ap(B)  =  — exp{Bp), i f  B p-1 =  B p.
firi
E ( B ) is a diagonal matrix which has entries:
E { B )




cp{B)  =  S2 (^hp +^ ' p+l j^ exp{Bp).
2 J
Similarly H ( B )  is a diagonal matrix with entries:




hp +  hp-\-\
2 J [2 cosh (Bp) +  2]
Before considering the convergence of the ANF method described in Section 3.2. it 
is first necessary to put it in the framework of the nonlinear subspace iteration method 
of Section 3.3.1. To do this we must define the spaces X .  X H and the linear injective 
and surjective mappings. pK and rK. The spaces are:
Y = R3" and AT =  M3. a = 1 .2 . n.
Since the ANF method is simply a block Jacobi method with the matrix blocked by
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mesh point, the linear injective mappings pK : X K —> X  are defined by:
/ a \
/







I = K 
I = k +  n  
I =  n +  2n 
otherwise
, /c=  l , 2 , . . . , n ,  I =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,3n . (3.3.26)
T ha t  is p K extends a vector (a, b, c)'1 G I 3 to a vector in R3n by placing a in the n th  
entry of the image, b in the n +  n th  entry and c in the n +  2nth entry and taking zeros 
elsewhere.
The linear surjective mappings r K : X  —> X K are taken to be the transposes of p K, 
which means that the r K’s are given by:
rKY  = 1
Y k
K+n 
k + 2 n
, « =  1,2, . . .  ,71, (3.3.27)
here TK is the n th  entry of the vector Y  6 Ar . W ith these definitions it is clear that 
•v =  E L , p A ,  as required by the Dryja-Hackbusch theory of Section 3.3.1.
T h e  p r o o f  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e
In this part the following theorem is proved:
T h e o r e m  3.3 .6  There exists an r > 0 such that for all scaled applied voltages ex. G 
6(0,  r), the A N F  iteration applied to the nonlinear system. (3.3.22) converges.
Theorem 3.3.6 is proved in three stages.
S ta g e  I First it is shown that  the ANF iteration applied to the linearised system con­
verges with zero applied voltage.
S ta g e  II A perturbation argument (with respect to voltage) is used to prove that the 
ANF iteration applied to the linearised system converges for small voltage.
S ta g e  III Finally an application of Theorem 3.3.2 shows that the ANF method applied 
to the nonlinear system (3.3.22). with small applied voltage, converges.
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S tage  I
To obtain the proof of this part recall the linear subspace iteration (3.3.11) and observe 
that, with p K and r K defined in (3.3.26) and the discussion following it, (3.3.11) is 
equivalent to the dam ped block Jacobi method applied to the system:
A x  = b (3.3.28)
where the relation between the matrices A  and A  and vectors x , c c , 6  and b is described 
in Section 3.2.1. Thus the ANF method corresponds to lo — 1 (an undamped subspace 
iteration) and may be written more simply as
i l+l =  ( /  -  D ~ l A ) x l +  D ~ l b (3.3.29)
where D  denotes the block diagonal of A. It is well known (see for example [54]) that 
the iteration (3.3.29) converges provided that the iteration matrix:
M 0 := {I -  D ~ [ A)  (3.3.30)
has eigenvalues which are less than one in modulus.
Thus to obtain the first stage of Theorem 3.3.6 we must prove that Mo has spectral 
radius less than one, when A  is the Jaeobian of the discretised semiconductor system 
(3.3.22) at the zero applied voltage solution (X (0 ) ,0 ) .  For the rest of this stage of the 
proof Mo is given by (3.3.30) with A given by (3.3.25) and A  the re-blocked matrix 
(3.2.6). A method of proof similar to those given in [37, Theorem 6.4.10] and [69, 
Theorem 3.4] is used. These theorems are concerned with the convergence of the Jacobi 
iteration, hero we apply the ideas to the block version.
The proof uses a matrix |Mo|, the ‘modulus' matrix of Mo, defined by:
(|Vo|),„ = | (M))p,l: I '-’......... "•
Re ca l l i n g  t h a t  B  < A  m e a n s  t h a t  all t h e  e n t r i e s  o f  B  a r e  less t h a n  o r  e q u a l  in size to
th e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  e n t r i e s  in -4. it is k n o w n  t h a t  p { B )  < p { A )  w h e n e v e r  \B\  < A  (see for 
e x a m p l e  [37. E x e r c i s e  6.3.11] o r  [74. T h e o r e m  1.16.  C h a p t e r  2]). So,  if it c a n  b e  s h o w n
t h a t  t h e  s p e c t r a l  r a d i u s  o f  | M q | is loss t h a t  one .  it fo l lows t h a t  t h e  s p e c t r a l  r a d i u s  o f
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Mo is less than one and tha t  (3.3.29) converges.
In order to check that the spectral radius of |M o |  is less than  one it is necessary to 
look more closely at the structure of A  and |M o | .  First recall that D  is block diagonal 
with diagonal blocks equal to the diagonal blocks of A  in (3.2.6). From (3.3.25) these 
are easily calculated to be
D K — A kk —
- e K( - ^ 0) 
P i o)
M +  7C7T +  - e K(*o )
eK( ^ 0) +  eK( - ^ 0)
0 ®k(^o) +  Rk+i(^o) +
Pv^'K.i.^ o)
0 - P w K { V  o) aK( - ^ o )  + aK+1{ - * 0) +
Pwhfc ( * 0 )
(3.3.31)










o 2 d 2 o 3
o 3
D n- 1 O r 
On D n
and D  is the block diagonal of .4. so that:
(3.3.33)
Mo =
0 0 2 
D ) ) O) 0 (^D2 ) 0 3
d X 1 o :i
Dn On
D n \ j  On 
0
(3.3.34)
In the above 0 represents the' 3 x 3  zero matrix.
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To show that the spectral radius of |A/o| is less than  one, we examine its row sums:
L e m m a  3.3 .7  The first three and last three rows of  |Mo| have row sum strictly less 
than one, all other rows of \Mq\ have row sum equal to one.
P r o o f
First it is shown that the three row sums of the modulus matrix:
o.) 1Ok\ + \ ( d k) l OK+lI (3.3.35)
are all equal to one for k =  2, 3 , . . .  , n  — 1. These row sums correspond to the row sums 
of all the rows of |A/o|, except the first three and last three.
For the purpose of the proof the following short-hand notation is introduced:
and
O l . 0 2 . 0 3 .
o . = 0 0 4 . 0 5 .
0 0 6 . 0 7 .  _
0 1 . 0 0
o K = 0 0 2 . 0
0 0 £
eoo
Comparing this new notation with (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) it can be seen that, 
O l .  — +  c.(vt'o) +  r' . (  — ^ o ) ,  etc.
W ith th is notation
D> (K
0 2 . ( 0 7 .  0 2 .  -  0 6 .  o : g  
I )  1.  ( 0 5 .  0 6 .  - 0 7 . 0 4 ,
- 0 2 . 0 7 .
( 0 5 . 0 6 . - 0 7 . 0 4 . )
0 2 .  0 6 .
( 0 5 .  0 6 . - 0 7 .  0 4 . )
;) 0 .3 . ( 0 4 .  0 3 .  -  0 5 .  0 2 . )
; ) 0 1 . ( 0 5 . 0 6 . - 0 7 . 0 4 . )
0 3 . 0 5 .
( 0 5 .  0 6 . - 0 7 .  0 4 . )
- 0 3 . 0 4 .
( 0 5 .  0 6 . - 0 7 .  0 4 . )
(3.3.36)
Note that in (3.3.38) below we shall show that 0 5 . 0 6 .  — D t . 0 4 .  0.
Finding the' row sums of the' modulus matrix associated with (3.3.35) is equivalent
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to finding the row sums of the matrix:
| Ol^l  +  | Q l ^ + i  | ( [ 02^  | +  | Q2k + i \ ) \ D7KD 2 K — D 6 KD 3 h
| P 1 * |  \ D ] K\ \ D5KD 6 K- D 7 tiD 4 K\
n (|02k1 + 102k+11)|P7.1
U | D 5 KD6n — D 7 K D 4 K\
n (|02.1 + 102. + 1|)|P6.|
U \ D5 KD 6 K- D 7 KD 4 K\
(103k| + |03k+i |)|D4kD3^-D5kD2, 
1D1k | | D 5 k P 6 k - D 7 k D 4 k | 
( | 0 3 . |  +  | 0 3 . + 1 | )1 P5 . |  
\ D 5 KD 6 K- D 7 KDAK\
( | 0 3 k | +  | 0 3 k + 1 | ) |D4^|  
|D5«D6k-D7kD4k|
(3.3.37)
First consider the sum of the third row of the matrix (3.3.37):
( |Q 2 .| +  | 0 2 . + i |) |Q 6 . |  +  ( |Q 3 .| +  |Q 3 .+1| ) |P 4 . |
\D5kD6 k -  D 7 .D 4 .I
Returning once again to the notation of (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) it is clear that:
( I 0 2 J  +  | 0 2 . +1| ) |0 6 . |  +  ( |0 3 . |  +  | 0 3 . +1| ) |0 4 . |
=  pw (a„(vFo) +  a K+ i ( ^ o ) )  M ^ o )  +
( a K(4>0) +  a K+1( # 0) +  pvhK{ V 0)) (aK{ - & 0) +  aK+l( - & 0 
=  hK{^o)  — ^ o )  +  aK+i ( — ’I'o)) +  pw ^aK(^ o )  +  a*+i (^ o
| a « ( ^ 0) +  a K+i ( ^ o ) }  { a , ( - ^ o )  +  aK+l{-4>0
+
and that
\DoKD6K -  D7KD 4 K\
a K( ^ 0) +  «k+ i(^o)  + p J i A ^ o )  
aK{-4>0) + a K+l{ - * 0) + pwhK( V 0)\ +  pvpw { K { V  0)) 
aK{&0) +  a K+i ( ^ 0) a K( - ^ 0) +  a K+i ( - ^ o )
/V -M 'I '0) a K( ^ 0) +  rtK+i ( ^ ())
/ v M ^ o )  «k( - ^ o) +  a K+i ( - ^ 0)
/?h-(^o) {p« ( a K( - ^ 0) +  « k + i ( - ^ o ) )  + P w ( M ^ o )  + a « + i ( ^ o  




(|Q2k| +  |Q2k+i|)|DGk | + (|Q3K| +  |C;3K+1 |)|D4, 
\DoHD(ih- -  D7KD4K\
= 1
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and the row sum of the third row of (3.3.37) is equal to one.
Note: From (3.3.38) it can be seen tha t  \DdkD 6 k — D 1 KD 4 K\ is never equal to zero 
since aK(B)  and h K( B ) are always positive for all vectors B  (see Remark 3.3.5).
Next consider the second row sum of (3.3.37):
(|02*| + |02*+1|)|07*| + (103*1 + |03*+i|)|O5*|
1 0 5 * 0 6 * -  07*04*1 
Again returning to the notation used in (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) it can be seen that
(|02* | +  |0 2 * +1|) |0 7 * | +  (|03* | +  |0 3 * +1|)|05*j
— U * ( ^ o )  +  u*(  — ^ o )  +  a K+l(  — ^ o )  +  P w h K{'&o) +
a * (  —i t o )  +  a * + i ( - * o )  P » M * o )
=  { a K( ^ 0) + a K+i ( ^ 0) } { a « ( - ^ o )  +  a « + i ( - ,®ro ) }  +
hK( ^ o )  | p w ^aK( —vE'o) +  ( —^ o )^  +  pw ( f t /c^o )  +  dK+] ( t f 0
=  \D5kD 6 k - D 7 kD 4k \.
The last line follows from (3.3.38).
Thus the sum of the second row of (3.3.37) is also equal to one.
Finally considering the first, row of (3.3.37) it is required to calculate the size of
I O^k 1 + lOR+i 
I DU\ +
( | 0 2 k | +  | 0 2 k+1 \ ) \D7KD 2 ti- D 6 h!D3 H\ +  ( \ 0 3 K\ +  \ 0 3 t;+ i \ ) \D4KD 3 t<—D 5 KD 2 f
\ D l l<\ \ D 5 f<D 6 ^ - D 7 HD 4 t
First consider:
( |0 2 k| +  \02K + l \)\D7KD2K -  £>6KD 3K| +  ( |0 3 K| +  |0 3 K+1 |) |D 4KD 3 , -  D5KD2> 
-C k (^o )  (r /K( - ^ o )  + a K+1( - ^ 0) + pwhH{ V 0) )  -  p?,.cK(-T 'o)/?K(^o)
ah.{&()) + O Kr . | ( ^ 0) + ah. { - ^ o )  + aK+l{ - 4 f Q)
Tk0) | r / K( ^ ()) +  aK + 1( ^ 0) +  p rk H{ ^ o ) }  -  P v ^ A ® o ) M ^ o )
= eK{ V 0) «k( - ^ o) + u K+| ( - ^ o )
P„ ./ ik (^o )K -(^o )  + r K( - ^ 0)] r/K( ^ 0) + aK+\(4>
+
+
M - * o ) a A V  o) + c K+l(^o ) T
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pvhK{ V 0) [eK( ^ 0) +  eK( - ^ 0)] [aK( - * o )  +  aK+1{ - V 0)
[eK( ^ 0) +  eK{ - V 0)} { [aK(4>0) +  a K+1( ^ 0)j f a « ( - ^ 0) +  a K+i ( - ^ 0)l +
M ^ o )  Pv ( M - ^ o )  +  a K+i ( - ^ 0) )  + P w  ( a K( ^ 0) +  a K+i ( ^ o ) )  }
[eK(^o )  +  eK( - t f 0)] \D5kD 6 k -  D 7 KDAK
From the above it follows that
( |0 2 . |  +  |Q 2 .+ 1|)|£>7.£>2. -  £>6.  £>3.1 +  ( |Q 3 .| +  |Q 3 .+ 1|)|£>4.£>3. -  £>5.£>2.
1 0 1 . 1 1 0 5 . 0 6 . - 0 7 . 0 4 . 1  
\ 0 l K\ +  |O l K + l|
I D 1 I
=  1
by the definition of D l K.
Thus the row sums of the m atrix (3.3.37) are all equal to one. Separating (3.3.37) 
into the parts corresponding to (^DK^J Ok and Ok+\ and padding with zeros
in an appropriate way gives the result that the maximum row sum of the matrix |A /o |  
is one. However the first and last three rows of |A /o | contain only one of the modulus 
matrices corresponding to Ok and ^k+i and since (where addition and
equality are understood in the sense of row sums)
it follows that the row sum of the first and last three rows will be less than one. Proving
This lemma is used to prove tha t  the spectral radii of \Mq\ and M q are less than 
one. the result is contained in the next Lemma:
L e m m a  3.3.8
i The 3n x 3n matrix |A/o| has a spectral radius less than, one.
ii The linear A N F  iteration matrix, A/q. also has spectral radius less than one.
the lemma. □
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iii The linear A N F  method applied to the linearisation of (3.3.22) at the zero current 
solution converges.
P r o o f  The graph theory terms used in this proof are defined in Appendix A.
By construction \Mq\ > 0. Hence there exists (by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem 
[66, Chapter 5]) an eigenvector x  >  0 with ||£c||oo — 1 such tha t  the eigenvalue, A, 
associated with x , is equal to the spectral radius of |Mo|. To prove (i) we must show 
A < 1 . Let a £  { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  3n} be an index such tha t  x a =  1.
First we claim that
either A < 1 or x 1 =  1 for all 7 C Qa • (3.3.39)
This claim follows by induction provided we show that  either A <  1 or x 1 =  1 for all
7 , such that a  is directly connected to 7 . To show this, denote the elements of \Mq\ 
by \ m \ i j ,  i.e. |M o | =  (|m \ i j ) .  Then, since it is known that 1 \m \ij <  1 f°r all 
i — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  3n (from Lemma 3.3.7), it follows tha t  since x  is an eigenvalue of |M o |  with 
eigenvalue A:
3 n 3 n
A =  Xxa = (\M0\x)a =  ^  \m\ajXj < ^ 2  \m \aj ^  1-
j - 1 j - 1
Since A can only be equal to one if x 1 =  1 for all 7 with |m |Q7 7^  0 (i.e. all 7  such 
that 01 is directly connected to 7 ), the claim (3.3.39) follows by induction.
To finish the proof of part (i) we show that  A < 1 even if x 1 =  1 for all 7 £ Ga .
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Consider the sparsity pattern  of |M q|:
x x x  
x x 
x x
x x x  
x x 
x x
x x x  
x x 
x x















All entries denoted x are non-zero.
From the sparsity pattern it can be deduced that all of the nodes are connected to 
nodes 5 and 6. To see this consider row 1, since |r a | i ,5 and Im-lye are non-zero, node 1 
is connected to nodes 5 and 6. Similarly nodes 2 and 3 are connected to nodes 5 and 
6. Node 4 is directly connected to node 1, so node 4 is also connected to nodes 5 and
6 (follow the paths linking node 4 to 1 and node 1 to nodes 5 and 6). Nodes 5 and 6
are connected to themselves via nodes 2 and 3. Since every node is directly connected 
to the third previous node (i.e. node 7 is directly connected to node 4) it follows by 
induction that all nodes are connected to nodes 5 and 6.
Furthermore, since nodes 2 and 5 are directly connected to each other it follows that 
all the node's are1 also connected to node 2.
Now suppose1 n is such that =  1 for all E Qn . Since1 {2,5,6} C Qa , it follows
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that x 2 =  x§ =  xq =  1. Therefore, from Lemma 3.3.7:
3 n
A =  A.t2 =  (|Mo|* )2 =  =  |m |2,5^ 5 +  |rn|2,6-^ 6 =  1^ 2,5 + M 2,6 < 1- (3.3.40)
j'= i
Hence A < 1 even if x7 =  1 for all 7  E Qa . This completes the proof of part  (i).
Part (ii) follows from Exercise 6.3.11 of [37] \p(B) < p ( A ) if \B\ < A].
Part (iii) follows directly. □
S ta g e  I I
This completes the first part of Theorem 3.3.6. Next it is shown tha t  the ANF iteration 
applied to the linearised semiconductor system with small non-zero voltage converges, 
this is shown in the next lemma. For this lemma it is helpful to note tha t  the one 
dimensional analogue of Theorem 2.3.5 states the following: There exists an r  > 0 such 
that for all ex. E 13(0, r):
I F T 1 The finite element solution, X ( a ) ,  to (3.3.22) with scaled applied voltage ol is 
continuous with respect to ol.
I F T 2  F  x(AT(a), a:), the Frechet derivative of (3.3.22) with respect to X  is nonsingular.
I F T 3  There exists an open set V  C K3n x M2, containing (X (0 ) ,0 ) ,  such that for all 
( Y . a l ) . ( Y , a 2) . ( Z , a , )  e V:
| | F a - ( V , o [ ] )  -  F A- ( K , a 2 ) l l o o  - >  0  a s  | | o t i  -  Q 2 I I 0 0  - >  0 ,
0 as \ \Y  -  Z I U  0.
L e m m a  3.3.9 There exists an r > 0 such that for  all ol E 13(0. r). the linear A N F  
iteration applied to the system
A „ X  = ba (3.3.43)
(where T (, = F  y ( X ( a ) ,  ct) and bn E i K 3 "  is arbitrary) converges.
P r o o f  The iteration matrix of the ANF iteration applied to (3.3.43) is defined hy
n
M , = /  -  [ F v' ( X (q )-q )k] r « F A- (A -(a ) .« ) .  (3.3.44)
K -  1
(3.3.41)
(3.3.42)
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In (3.3.44), F A' ( X ( a ) , a ) lc := rKF x  ( X ( a ) ,  a ) p K, k =  1, 2, . . .  ,n.
It is known from Lemma 3.3.8 tha t  p{Mo) <  1. The aim of this lemma is to show 
that  there exists an r >  0 such that for all a  £ # (0 ,  r) p (M a ) < 1. This is shown by a 
perturbation argument with respect to a .
Since p(Mo) < 1 there exists, by Corollary 3.6 of [74, Chapter 2], a m atrix norm 
|| • ||+ and a number >  0 such that
||Mo||* < < p < l .
If it can be shown that ||Ma ||* < 1 it follows from Theorem 3.4 of [74, Chapter 2] tha t  
p (M a ) < 1, proving the Lemma.
| |M J *  < \\Ma — M 0||* +  ||Mo||, 
C || M a — Mq||* +  <p. (3.3.45)
If | |Mq — Mo||* —>■ 0 as ||ck||oo 0, then, for a  sufficiently small in norm, it follows 
that | |Mq ||* <C 1. To show the continuity of 7\7q,, with respect to ct, consider;
| M 0 — ALoll* =  || I  -  ^ p KF x l ( X ( a L ) , a t ) Kr KF x {X( ac ) , a i )
K=\
U
I  -  5 3 p KF X - ' ( A : ( 0 ) , 0 ) Kr s F ,Y (A -( 0) ,0 )
K — 1
= | | ^ p KF--l (X(0) ,0 )KrKF A-(X(0).0) -
K — 1
II
Y , P « V ~ x ( X ( a ) , a ) KTKF x ( X ( a ) , a ) \ \ . .
K=l
From the triangle inequality it. follows that:
/ /
|.Un -  .V„||. = II Y.l>* [F v'(X(0).0)h- - F a '(X (0 ) .q )kJ rKFA-(X{0).0)|| . +
H - I 
//
l l ^ / v  [ F ^ X l O l . a l . - F ^ X t Q j . c ) , ]  r„F.v(X(0).0)||, +
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| | ^ ^ F ^ ( ^ ( « ) , o ) . r K[FA' ( X ( 0 ) , 0 ) - F A' ( X ( 0 ) , a ) ] | l ,  +
K= 1
n
| | ^ p KF3;.1( X ( a ) , « ) Kr K[FA ( X ( 0 ) , a ) - F A (A : (a ) ,a ) ]  | |„  (3.3.46)
K.— 1
From [IFT 1]-[IFT 3]  (and the equivalence of all norms in a finite dimensional space) 
the last two terms of (3.3.46) tend to zero as a  decreases in norm. For HaHoo sufficiently 
small it follows from [ IF T 1]-[IF T 3]  that:
| |F a.1(A :(0),0)k -  F y ( A '( 0 ) ,Q ) K||,
=  IIF^.1 (X (0 ),  0)„ [ F a -  ( X( 0 ) ,  a ) K -  F x (X (0 ) ,  0 )K] F ^ ( X ( 0 ) ,  a ) J ,
=  | |F A1( X ( 0 ) ,0 ) Kr K[FA ( X ( 0 ) , a ) - F A( X ( 0 ) , 0 ) ] p , F y ( X ( 0 ) , a ) K||,
—y 0 as 1 a  1 oo —y 0.
Therefore the first term of (3.3.46) tend to zero as a  decreases in norm. Also
| | F y ( X ( 0 )i a )K - F y ( X ( a ) , Q ) J ,
=  H F T W O K a U M F A - t X M . a )  ^  F A(X (0 ) ,  a J J p . F ^  ( X ( Q ), Q ) J ,
-» 0 as | jX (a )  -  JY(0 )||oo -> 0.
Since X( ol )  is continuous in ag it follows that the second term in (3.3.46) tend to zero 
as a  decreases in norm. This shows that M n is continuous in ot.
Since M n is continuous in a ,  for sufficiently small a  in norm, it follows from (3.3.45) 
that there exists an r > 0 such that for all a  £ B(0. r):
P ^ l l *  < i-
Completing the ])roof. □
The above lemma shows that, the linear ANF iteration applied to the. linearised 
semiconductor system (3.3.22) converges, for small applied voltage. Next we show that 
the nonlinear ANF iteration applied to the semiconductor system converges:
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Here we use Theorem 3.3.2 to prove Theorem 3.3.6. For this it is necessary to show 
that  the assumptions [H1]-[H5] of the Dryja-Hackbusch hold for the system. This is 
the purpose of the next lemma:
L e m m a  3.3.10 There exist r > 0 such that for  all a  E 13(0, r),  [H1]-[H5] of Sec­
tion 3.3.1 hold for  the system:
F ( X ( a ) , a )  = 0 ,
where F  is given by (3.3.22).
P r o o f  For a  sufficiently small in norm, follow from the one dimensional
analogue of the application of the Implicit Function Theorem to the semiconductor 
equations as discussed in Theorem 2.3.5 of Chapter 2. The Implicit Function Theorem 
requires that there exists a solution, X (0 ) ,  to (3.3.22) when a. =  0 - it is easy to check 
tha t  X ( 0 )  given by (3.3.23) is a solution to (3.3.22) (the existence and uniqueness of 
vEq, satisfying (3.3.24) is given in Theorem 3.3 of [23]).
It follows from the application of the Implicit Function Theorem that the Frechet, 
derivative of F, F a -, exists and is continuous at the solution to (3.3.22) for all sufficiently 
small scaled applied voltages. With this in mind assumption [H4] follows immediately 
bv taking
DFa(x\x") = I Fx (x’ + t{x" -x'),a)dt.
Jo
[The second point of assumption [H4] follows since F a  (-,o:) is continuous at X(c*), for 
sufficiently small a].
Finally, it remains to verify, for [H5], that r KF  \- ( X ( a ) .  cx)pK : X K —» is invert­
ible, k =  1, 2, . .  . , ? 7.. First it is shown that rKF\- { X  (0 ), 0)ps is invertible.
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Using the notation of Remark 3.3.5:
r KF x (X (0 ) ,0 )p ,
£  +  E ^ 7+  - e « ( * o )  - e « ( - * o )
eK( t f 0) + e K( - ^ o )
0 a K( # 0) +  a K+ i ( ^ o ) +  - P vK { ®  o)
pvh K('P 0)
0 - p w h K( V  o) a K( - ^ 0) + aK+l{ - * 0) +
Pwh^i^F o)
(3.3.47)
The (1, l ) th  entry of (3.3.47) is never zero and the (1, l ) th  cofactor is:
aK{ ^ 0) +  «K+ i(^ o )  +  PvhK{Vo)  ^ (-vE 'o )  +  a K+ i ( - ^ o )  +  P w M ^ o )  -  PvPwh2K{ ^ 0)}
=  |  fl«;(,®,o) +  a /c+l(^o) CLk ( — ^ o) +  aK+l ( ~ ^ o )  +
pvhK( V o) a K( - ^ o )  +  aK+i ( - ^ o )  +  PwhK{ V o) a K( ^ 0) +  a K+i ( ^ 0) }
which is also never equal to zero. Thus rKF x { X ( 0 ) , 0 ) p K is invertible, k =  1, 2, . . .  , n.
By the application of the Implicit Function Theorem (recall (3.3.41) and (3.3.42)) 
F x { X  , a )  is continuous with respect to X  and a .  Thus rKF x { X  ,ac)pK is also contin­
uous with respect to X  and a ,  since for example:
||?y-F.v (X, a ) p K -  rKF x { Y ,  a ) p K||oo =  ||rK [FA-(X, a) -  F A(Y, a)]pK||00
—y 0 as ||AC — YU*, —^ 0-
Since1 X( ot )  is continuous in a ,  it follows that, as ||q : | | o o  ~^ d:
I! (rKF x ( X ( 0 ) , 0 ) p Ky '  [ r , F . v ( X ( a ) , a K - r J , v ( X ( 0 ) , 0 K ]  |U
< \HrKF x ( X ( 0 ) . 0 ) Plty '  [rKF x ( X ( a ) . a ) p K -  r KF.v (X (0 ) .  a ) p K] |U  +
|| ( r „ F . v ( X ( 0 ) . 0 K r '  {r,.Fx ( X ( 0 ) , a ) p K -  rKF.v (X(0), 0)P((] | U  
-> 0.
Since rKF \ ( X ( 0 ) . 0 ) p h- is invertible, it follows from Theorem A.2./. that for ck suffi- 
riently small. r KF \- ( X  (a ) .  ot)ps is invertible. Proving [H5]. □
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It is now possible to prove Theorem 3.3.6, this states that the nonlinear ANF it­
eration applied to the nonlinear system (3.3.22) converges for sufficiently small scaled 
applied voltage.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3.3.6
Since the spectral radius of the ANF iteration matrix  is less than one for small applied 
voltage, the linear ANF iteration applied to the linearisation of (3.3.22) converges (see 
[54]).
Finally, since assumptions hold for the ANF method applied to (3.3.22), it
follows from Theorem 3.3.2 that the nonlinear ANF m ethod applied to (3.3.22) converges 
for sufficiently small scaled applied voltages. □
R e m a r k  3.3.11 Since completing this thesis it has come to our attention that it is 
possible to prove Lemma 3.3.8 (the proof that the linear A N F  iteration with zero applied 
voltage converges) using the M-matrix  theory of Hackbush [37, Chapter 6j. This result 
allows us to extend the convergence of the A N F  iteration to the two dimensional case. 
The proof takes the following form:
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the linearisation of the two dimensional semicon­
ductor system with zero applied voltage, (2.3.31), was essentially diagonally dominant  
(Theorem 2.3.5). It is also easy to see from Lemma 2.3.3 and (2.3.31) that this matrix 
has positive diagonal terms and negative off diagonal terms and is therefore an M-matrix  
([37, Theorem 6.4-4])-
Recalling from Section 3.2.1 that the linear A N F  iteration is a type of block Jacobi 
iteration it can be deduced from [37, Theorem 6.1.1] that the linear A N F  iteration applied, 
to the two dimensional semiconductor problem with no applied voltage across the device 
converges. Analogous arguments to those used in the one dimensional A N F  proof show 
that the convergence of the linearised iteration can be. extended to the case of sufficently 
small applied voltage. Finally an application of [29] shows that the. nonlinear Jacobi- 
A N F  method converges.
3.4 N um erica l R esu lts  for the A N F  M eth o d
In this section the convergence and performance of the ANF method is compart'd with 
the standard Gummel and Newton Gauss-Seidel methods for solving the drift-diffusion
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equations. It is shown that  the ANF method applied to the semiconductor system 
(3.3.22) converges for a larger range of applied voltages than the other two methods.
The ANF method is applied to the mass lumped finite element discretisation of 
the semiconductor equations (3.3.14)-(3.3.16) on a uniform mesh with n interior mesh 
points.
The ANF method implemented is based on the alternative blocking described in 
Section 3.2.1. For an applied voltage of V) at the left hand boundary (x =  0 in the 
model) and Vr at the right hand boundary (x — 1), the iteration is:
1 Make an initial guess X"o 
(3.3.22). Set k =  0.
v F ° t , V ° r , W Ql
t
to the solution of the system
2 For k = 1, 2 , . . .  , n, find
y k + i ^  5( V fc+1) , ( w k + l
such that (for z =  \F, V , W)
, , \ , ( z k ) i I 7^  k
z k+]'K) =  ^ 1 I =  1, 2,. .. ,n
1 I ( z k+]) l l = K
solves
r , F ~ k +1,k ^  ~ k + \ .k1 ~ k-\-1,k ^^  , V  , w , a o , a i  =  0.
In the above <y0 = rv] — jjj,-, F  is given by (3.3.22) and rK is given by (3.3.27).
3 Set X k+] = k -j- 1 to be the vector whose values were calculated
in 2. Set k = k + 1.
4 If the difference between X k and X in the 2-norm is less than  5 x 10 ° then stop, 
otherwise return to step 2.
The nonlinear system in Step 2 is solved by Newton's method. The initial guess for </’• >' 
and ir is the ' g g profile scaled to match the relevant Dirichlet. boundary conditions.
The convergence results for the ANF method applied to the PN diode problem are 
presented in Table 3.2. The method was tested for a range of applied voltages and 
for a range of uniform finite element meshes. Comparing these results with those of
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Number of outer 
loops for convergence
9 0 0.1 42
9 0 0.2 47
9 0 0.5 54
9 0 1 61
9 0 1.4 Diverges
9 0.1 0 43
9 0.2 0 Diverges
21 0 0.1 156
21 0 0.5 228
21 0 1 267
21 0 1.4 Diverges
Table 3.2: Convergence of the ANF method applied to a simple one dimensional PN 
diode with doping profile equal to -1 on [0,1/2) and +1 on ( 1 /2 ,1]. The ANF method 
breaks down when an voltage of greater than  one volt is applied across the device.
Gum m el’s method (described in Section 3.3.3) and the Newton method (described in 
Section 2.4) on the same problem it is seen tha t  the ANF method converges for a  larger 
range of voltages in reverse bias and will converge for small forward bias. However, as 
the ANF method has to solve a large number of 3 x 3 nonlinear systems the m ethod is 
slow in comparison with Glimmers or Newton’s method. It is believed that the parallel 
implementation of the ANF method will be far superior to the Gummel or Newton 
methods both in terms of speed and size of convergence ball.
The ANF method breaks down when the applied voltage is increased above 1 volt; 
this seems to be due to the inner Newton iteration failing to converge. To combat this 
globally convergent Newton methods were investigated, details of such methods can be 
found in [28]. We used a hookstep method taken from a set of programs based on the 
outlines in [28] and coded by R. Behrens. We implemented the globally convergent 
Newton method only for the semiconductor system (3.3.14)-(3.3.16) with the gener­
ation/recombination term, r given by (3.3.17), set to zero. The globally convergent 
Newton method did increase the range of applied voltages we were able to solve for by 
0.4 volts.
3.1. NUMERICAL KXPFRIMEXTS Go
Chapter 4
Iterated Defect Correction for 
Irregular Semilinear Problem s
In this chapter we consider semilinear scalar equations. This is useful preparation for 
solving semiconductor equations, since many iterative methods for the drift-diffusion 
system consist of solving sequences of semilinear equations (for example the version of 
G um m ers method discussed in Remark 3.3.4). In addition, when there is no applied 
voltage across the device the whole drift-diffusion system reduces to the electrostatic 
potential equation:
— A2 Ai/> +  2(s)2 sinh ip — d =  0,
where A2 and S2 are both small and d is the doping profile.
In this chapter we show that there exists a finite element solution to a general semi­
linear problem posed on a domain with a polygonal boundary subject to mixed bound­
ary conditions. \Ye prove a prion  error estimates and introduce an efficient multilevel 
method for accurate' solution of the discretised problem.
A review of the originality of the results in this chapter is given in Section 4.3.1.
4.1 T he Prob lem  and B asic  D efin itions
Let, Q bo a bounded domain with polygonal boundary <40. Assume <40 = Uy__j<40;
where Oilj. j = 1 u are consecutive straight lino segments of <40, numbered as
<40 is traversed in an anti-clockwise direction. Consider the solution of the following
C h a p t e r  4
equation:
—A u(x)  +  f ( u ( x ) ,  x )  — 0 in D, (4.1.1)
subject to the boundary conditions:
du
dn
u g on dQD, (4.1.2)
(4.1.3)
Where the Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries and are assumed to form a 
partition of dQ: {dMj : j  = 1, . . . ,  is}.
Identify dQ,ly+] with d£li and set x 3 =  dQ,3 fl 9QJ+ i for each j  =  1 , . . . , za Let 
co3 G (0,27r) denote the angle (internal to Q) between the segments dQj  and df l3+1 at 
Xj. When dQ.j and dQJ+\ both belong to either or it will only be necessary 
to consider Xj to be a corner point (i.e. u>j ^  7r). Otherwise the solution is smooth near 
Xj. If Xj is a collision point (i.e. Xj  G dQo  Cl dQ /v) then it is necessary to consider all 
to3 G (0, 27T).
If any x 3 is a collision point and /or  if to3 > tv for any j ,  then the solution u  of the 
problem (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) will not be in the Sobolev space H2 near x 3, but rather will have 
a singularity of the form \x — x 3\qj , where (\3 < 1 depends on ij 3. This is proved in [35] 
for (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) in the case /  =  0. The result is established in this thesis for the case 
of quite general nonlinear / .
At this stage of the thesis the following quite general assumptions are made
( A l )  /  : K x M —» IR has the property that for all x  G £2, f ( - , x )  G C2(R) and if 
u G C(il) then the function x  —> f ( u [ x ) , x )  is in Loo(^).
(A 2) (j C H -■ {(Kin).
(A 3) (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) has a solution ?/q G L^(Q ) with the property that A?/.q G L ^ .
R e m a r k  4.1.1 i ( A l )  allows the case where f  is a smooth, but not globally bounded 
function of u.
ii (A 2) ensures that g has an extension g, G H1. with gr \dilo = -I-
iii Many sufficient conditions for  (A3) can be found in the literature (e.g. [ f l ]  and
[64]- although many ‘published results are only for smooth boundaries).
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We use C  and C' to denote generic positive constants. For convenience introduce 
the shorthand notation f ( u)  := f ( u ( x ) , x ) ,  x  G 17, f ( u )  and f "{u)  will be taken to 
mean the derivatives of /  with respect to u.
To describe the solution of (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) it is necessary to refer to the fractional 
order Sobolev spaces Hs =  HS(Q), s >  0, as defined in [35, Section 1.2]. As usual | • \s 
and || • ||s denote, respectively, the semi-norm and norm in H s. | • |o =  II • ||o denotes the 
usual L2 norm on Q and || • ||oo denotes the uniform norm on fb For a subdomain L  of 
Q, || • ||S)£ denotes the norm on HS{L). If L  is a subset of the boundary of Q, HS(L) is 
taken to be the trace space as defined in [35, Section 1.4].
It is also necessary to define two further spaces which are used for notational purposes 
in the finite element analysis. Define H^/ to be a weighted H2 space with a weight 
function W  which decays sufficiently quickly near the points Xj,  such tha t  the weak 
solution of (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) is a member of H2y. Denote the norm of Hfy by || • Hh'^- Let 
C2v be an analogous weighted C2-space, with norm || • ||C2^ . The precise form of the 
weight function is not needed here, we simply need the fact tha t  a suitable weight exists 
as in [60].
Define V =  H 1 and for any Dirichlet data, d G kD(<9f2£)):
Vd := {v e  V : v\dn D =  d} .
The following lemma is fundamental in our quest to fully describe the solution of 
(4.1.1)-(4.1.3).
L e m m a  4.1.2 Suppose b G and u is the unique elem,ent of Vg which satisfies
(Vn. Vv)  = (b.,v). for  all ?> G V0. (4.1.4)
Then, there exists an rv £ (1/4.1], depending only on the angles {oj:/ }. and a constant C  
which is independent ofb.  gr and u, such, that:
IMIl+n ^  C { ||5||() +  ||t(/f.||2} . (4.1.5)
P r o o f  The lemma is proved by combining several results from Grisvard [35].
Set  B  =  116 11(j +  | |A (/f.||0 -f H ^ l a O / , ! ! ! ^ ^ ) / , -
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By [35, Theorem 1.4.6] B  < C  {||6||o +  H^elk}-
Define u := u — ge. Then u C Vo and using (4.1.4) and Green’s Theorem yields
(V u,V u) =  (b,v) +  ( Age,v)  -
= : L{v)
dQ i
for all v C Vo- 
Since
dn ) m D 1 d n ul2’dn° " u" - L2>™D
*  I I ^ I W M I o .
L  is a linear function on L2 with norm bounded by B.  Thus it follows from Section 2.5.2 
and Theorem 2.5.2 of [35] that for each j ,  there exist singular functions S j jm (m =  
1 , . . .  , r i j ,  r i j  finite, for each j )  and scalars c 3 such that
V n]
Us =  ^ 2  11, cjSj,m (4.1.6)
j =  1 771=]
such that
u 11 : =  u — u s
satisfies
I M I 2 < C B  (4.1.7)
for some constant C. Each function SJ7n(x)  is smooth except for a singularity which is
no worse than \x — X j^ j as x  —>• Xj,  where rv7 > 1 / 4  for each j.
For each j  it follows from [35, Theorem 1.2.18] that
SJJn e  H 1+nJ. rri — 1 n.j.
Also from [35. Theorem 2.5.2] the coefficients c] in (4.1.6) satisfy
\cj\ < C'B.
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W ith a  =  min{o;j} it follows, from (4.1.6), that
v nj
Ihclll+a <  C f l £ £ | | S iim||i+a
j  =  1 m —  1
< C B ,  (4.1.8)
with C  independent of u. Then (4.1.8) together with (4.1.7) implies
ll^lll + a 5; |i^s||l+a T  ||'R'/?||i +q
< C B ,
and since u  =  u +  ge the result follows. □
For now on let a  denote the number found in Lemma 4.1.2.
C o ro l la ry  4 .1 .3  Let uq 6 Loo be the solution to (4-l . l)-(4-1.3) introduced in assump­
tion (A 3). Then uq G H l+a and
IM |l+ «  <  C  { ||/(uo)||o +  1 1 -2 } • (4.1.9)
P r o o f  For uq G Lqo it follows from ( A l ) ,  (A 3) that J ( uq) G L ^  C L2, so the result
follows from Lemma 4.1.2 (since the strong solution of (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) is also a  weak
solution). □
In the next section we will consider the solution of (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) which is a zero of 
F : Vf; —> (Vo) defined by:
(F(?/),?;) := (V«, V i:) + ( f ( u) , v )  =  0, u G Vg. v  G Vo- (4.1.10)
This has linearisation
^F [u)v. u?J = (V?;. Vw) + ( /  (u)r .w) ,  u G V(,. v. ir G Vo- (4.1.11)
At this stage make the following additional assumptions 011 our problem:
/ f
(A4) F (u q ) : Vo — »  (Vo) is Injective and hence. by Banarh's isomorphism theorem. for 
all ir G V’o
l|F (*/o)«'ll(v„V ^  H H l i
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R e m a r k  4 .1 .4  Assumption  (A 4) ensures that for  all b G L2 , there exists a unique 
w G Vo such that
For weak solutions of problems of the form (4.1.1)-(4.1.3), the finite element method 
combined with quasi-uniform mesh refinement will only yield suboptimal convergence 
rates due to the singularities appearing at the X j .  However it is known tha t  mesh 
grading will restore optimal convergence (see, for example [60, Section 7]). Surprisingly 
there seems to be no literature on the basic stability/convergence theory of the finite 
element method applied to (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) under the general conditions considered here. 
Hence we give such a theory in this section.
In this section it is assumed that there exists a sequence of meshes 77 with the 
following properties:
( M l )  The meshes are shape regular (non-degenerate) in the sense of Ciarlet [20].
(M 2) The number of triangles in 7/, is of order h~ 2 as h —» 0, where h denotes the 
maximum diameter of the triangles in 7/,..
(M 3) The interpolant T[i,uq to ?/,q at the mesh points of the mesh satisfies
for  all v G Vq.
From Lemma 4-1.2 and (A 4) it folloius that w G 7f1+a and :
H ll+ a  < C\\b\\0-
4.2 T h e  F in ite  E lem ent S ystem
I N - n , u 0 ||i <  C h  | M | h?i., 
I N - n ^ o l l o  < c h 2 K i ln * , -




Where the weighted norms are chosen as indicated in Section 4.1.
(M 4)
h —> 0 monotonicallv as h -a 0 .
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where h denotes the minimum diameter of the triangles in Th-
R e m a r k  4.2 .1  ( M 4 )  is a very weak condition which says that the min imum diameter  
of the triangles should not become too small compared to the maximum diameter.
An example of a sequence of a priori  defined meshes which satisfy ( M 1 ) - ( M 4 )  is 
given in [60, Theorem 1.7.2]. This construction is given only for the case of a single 
singular point. X j , but the extension to many x 3 is straightforward in principle. More 
generally adaptive procedures aim at satisfying ( M 1 ) - ( M 4 )  by a posteriori error esti­
mation techniques. In this chapter it is assumed, for the theory, that ( M 1 ) - ( M 4 )  are 
satisfied.
Since it has been assumed that the triangulation, Th, is non-degenerate, the ‘quasi- 
interpolant’ w of w G H1+Q, [61, Theorem 4.1], satisfies
||w — h)||i < C h a ||w;||i+Q. (4.2.15)
This will be used in Lemma 4.2.9.
It remains to define the finite element approximation to the weak solution of (4.1.1)-
(4.1.3). First define the piecewise linear finite element space:
Vh  : =  {'c G H 1 : v  is continuous on Q,, v \r  is linear for all triangles T  G Th ]
a n d  for  d E H 2 (OQ /; ):
V), ,1 := {r G V/, : v(x )  =  d(x)  for all mesh points x  G dQo]  ■
W e  co n s id e r  t h e  d i s c re te  p r o b l e m  of  f i n d i n g  u/, G V), g s u c h  t h a t
V h ( u h) =  0 in (V/, ,0 ) . (4 .2.16)
where '  F /, : V/, (/ » V/ , .0 is d e f in e d  by:
( F /,("/,)• i'h) =  (Vu/,. T v h ) +  ( / ( / / / , ) .  r h ). r h G V/,.0 . (4 .2 .17)
In  th i s  subse 'c t ion  wo sh o w  t h a t  t h e r e  ex i s t s  a u n i q u e  ///, s a t i s f y in g  (4.2.16)  a n d  p r o v e
a n  o p t i m a l  e r r o r  e s t i m a t e  in t h e  H ' - n o r m .  A l t e r n a t i v e  p r o o fs  o f  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  f in i t e
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element solutions to (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) can be found in various references, for example in 
[25]. Here we give a proof using a more elementary starting point.
First recall the following well known lemma, which will be used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2.3:
L em m a  4.2 .2  [5, C h apter  2, P r o p o s it io n  1.1]
Suppose A  : X  —» Y  is a bounded linear invertible map between Banach spaces X  and 
Y .  I f B : X  -> Y  is linear and
II A  — B  II v_>y <
II ^  H r - * ’ 
then B is invertible.
The following key lemma studies the behaviour of the linearised operator F (it), for 
u near u q .
L e m m a  4.2 .3  There exists 5 >  0 and C > 0 such that, for  all u E Vg r I with
II Uo -  u ||oo< 5:
(i )  F1 (u)  : Vo —> (Vo) is bijective and
II v | | i<  C  || F {u)v ||_ i , v E V q .
(ii)  f V )  : V/,,0 (V„.,o) is bijective and
II vh | | i<  C  || F {u)vh 1 ( i 0 )/: v>- e  VM- 
P r o o f  If  || uq -  u  | |-xj< S <  1, t h e n  u s in g  a s s u m p t i o n  ( A l ) :
II I  O'-o) ~  f  ('»■) Hoc <  C  || II. -  U q | | o c <  C S .
T h e  cons t  a n t  C  (l('p(' iids on  a q b u t  no t  on  ti. F r o m  th i s  it fol lows t h a t  for  r. ir E V().
| (  F (//,)) - F  (a)  \ =  | (  /  (</,„) - / ( / / )  r.u^J \
< 11/ ( « o ) -  f ' [u )  || tc II '• III II III
<  C'i) I I  v  I I  i  I I  ir  | |  i .
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(as usual || • ||i denotes the norm in H 1), which implies
| | F ' M - F ' ( u ) | | Vo^ (Vo). < C T .  (4.2.18)
Hence taking 5 small enough it follows from Lem ma 4.2.2 tha t  F (u ) is invertible, 
thus F (u) is bijective. To complete the proof of pa rt  (i), use assumption (A 4) and 
(4.2.18), to obtain:
II v ||i <  Ci || F'{u0)v ||_i
<  Cj { | |  [ f ' ( « o )  -  F' (u) ]  V  | |_!  +  II F'(u)w | | - i )
< Ci {C2<51| v ||i +  || F'(u)v | |_ i }
Choosing S < 2c]c2 84ves the reclu ired estimate.
For part (ii), injectivity follows from part (i). To prove surjectivity, consider a
f
d G {Vh,o) and the problem of finding a Vh 6 Vh,o such that:
F =  (d , w h ), w h G V h
this problem reduces to n equations in n unknowns for the coefficients of vh- So the 
surjectivity follows from the injectivity.
Finally, define the Ritz projection: : Vo -» V/^o, by
{ V P h W ,  =  (Vu;, Vu/0 ,  w  G V0, vh G V h $ .  (4.2.19)
Using (4.2.19) it is straightforward to deduce tha t  for any w G Vq:
II Phw || i<  C || w ||i (4.2.20)
and by a duality argument it follows that:
II u> -  Phtr ||o< C/C || w | | l5 iv G V0 . (4.2.21)
For all ir G Vo, r/, G V/, q it then follows from (4.2.19) and (4.2.21) that :
(F [u)rh. Phir) = (Va/,. V P kw) +  ( / ( ? /> / , .  Phir)
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=  {Vvh, Viu) +  ( /  (u)vh, Phw)
=  ( F \ u ) v h , w )  -  ( f ' ( u ) v h , w  -  P h w )
> (F ' (u)vh,w)  -  C | | ^ | | o | | ^  -  Phw\\0
> { F \ u )v h,w)  -  C h a || vh ||i|| w ||i .
Since PhWh =  Wh, for wh G V^o, the result follows from the estimate in part (i) of this 
lemma. □
If, in addition to we were to assume tha t  /  > 0, then there are rel­
atively simple arguments for proving the existence and uniqueness of finite element 
solutions to (4.2.16) [see for example the type of argument used in [42]]. Due to the 
quite general assumptions imposed in this section it is necessary to use Brouwer’s Fixed 
Point Theorem to prove the existence of a solution uh of (4.2.16). The argument, which 
is essentially adapted from Xu [73], uses a fixed point map, which is defined with the 
help of the following lemma:
L e m m a  4 .2 .4  u^ satisfies equation (4-2.16) if  and only if
(u0)uh = F* {uQ)uo +  R {u0, u h), (4.2.22)
/
where R(uo,Uh) G (V/lto) is defined by
R ( u 0-uh)vh = ( / ( u 0) + f \ u 0) [uh -  u 0] -  f { u h) ,v h^ . (4.2.23)
P r o o f  Recall that, F (uq) = 0 in (Vo) . Then (4.2.16) is equivalent to F(uq) — F /,(u/J = 
/
0 in (V^o) , which is equivalent to
F {u0) [iih -  u0] =  F(?/,0) +  F (u0) [uk -  u0] -  Fh{uk ). in (V/ud .
This may be rewritten as:
(V(?p* -  u o ) . Y r h ) + {f  (uq)(e./, -  n{)). vh)
=  (Va,).  V /’/,) 4- ( / (n o ) ,  r/,) +  (V(i/.,, -  i i . q ) .  V?v,) +  ( / ("o)("/i. -  »■())■ <’/,)
-  (V in,. V  i'i,) -  (./(//./,). ty,).
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This equality is equivalent to:
(Vuft, S7vh) +  {f '{u0)uh, v h) = (Vu0, V v h) +  ( f ( u 0) +  f ' {uo)uh  -  f ( u h) , v h)
=  (Vu0, V v h) +  { / (u0)uo,vh) +
( / M  +  / ( w 0)[w/i -  w0] -  f { u h ) , V h ) ,
which is true if and only if
F'(uo)uh = F' (u0)u0 +  R ( u 0, u h), in (VM )
where R(uo,Uh) is given by (4.2.23), as required. □
Lemma 4.2.4 leads to the following definition:
D e f in i t io n  4.2 .5  Define the map 4 ^  : V/^o —> Vh,o as follows, for  each vh E V^o require 
&h{vh) to satisfy the equation:
F* {u0) [$h{vh) +  fhge] := ^  {u0)u0 +  R{u0, v h +  Uhge), in {Vk,o) ■ (4.2.24)
is well defined by Lemma 4.2.3(ii). The existence of a solution, to (4.2.16) is 
guaranteed if it can be shown that 4>/j has a fixed point, for then w/7 =  4>/l (u/l ) +  n hSJc 
solves (4.2.16). The existence of such a fixed point is proved by applying Brouwer’s Fixed 
Point Theorem. First we state the theorem:
T h e o r e m  4.2.6 ( B r o u w e r ’s F ix e d  P o in t  T h e o r e m )  [T h e o re m  8.1.1 o f  [40]]
Let C be a bounded dosed convex non-empty subset of a finite dimensional normed 
vector space, and suppose G is a continuous funct ion that maps C  into C . Then G has 
a fixed, point, in C; i.e. there exists w E C such that
G(w) = ir
In order to apply Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem it is is necessary to prove 4>/, is 
continuous from a bounded closed convex subset of V/, o to the same set. To define this 
set the following definition is needed:
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D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .7  For any u G  Vg, define QhU G  Vh,g to be the solution of the problem
F'(uo)Qhu =  F (u0)u in (V h>0) . (4.2.25)
R e m a r k  4 .2 .8  1. Although we have defined F1 ( u q )  : Vo —> (Vo) the definition is
easily extended to include F* ( u q )  : Vg —> (Vo) •
2. A unique solution to (4-2.25) is guaranteed by Lemma 4 3(H) by solving the
problem F* ( u o ) v k  =  F^  (uq)(u — H h 9 e ) ( V h , o )  f or v h  C V/i,o then setting Q h U  =
Vh "V 14h9e •
In particular, with u = uq define the following ball in Vh,o centred at Qh,uo — Tlh9e'-
&h =  { v h G  Vh,o ■ II vh +  IIhge -  Qhu0 | | i<  h u o IIh'^ +  II 9e M2 } (4.2.26)
To prove the mapping properties of ^  the following optimal convergence property 
of QhUo is needed:
L e m m a  4 .2 .9  For small enough h:
uq — QhUo || i <  Ch w0 II h2, +  II 9e  \\2 (4.2.27)
P r o o f  To prove this lemma follow an argument used in Section 5.7 of [15], modified 
slightly to deal with the inhomogeneous boundary conditions.
Consider the problem: find Q / ( u q  G  Vh,g satisfying:
F [uo )Q hU{). v h = F (uoJuo-A’h) , v h G  V/li0. (4.2.28)
As remarked above there exists a unique solution Q ^ uq to (4.2.28).
Pick a suitable positive constant. K  G  IR (K  > — minx ^n f  {uq{x)),  for example), 
which ensures that there exists a positive constant J  such that:
F (//,())r. r ) + I \ (r .  r) > d || r  ||f, r G  V. (4.2.29)
We note tha t  for any c/» F V/, ()
F ( eo ) {(fihUQ -  ?/o] . rh ) =  0. (4.2.30)
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Using this and (4.2.29) it follows that for any v/t £ Vh,g:
P II QhUo -  w0 ||] < ( f ' ( u 0) [Qhu 0 -  u0] , [QhUo -  w0]) +
K  ([QhUo — uo] , [QhUo -  Wo])
=  ( f ' (uq) [QhUo -  Wo], [vh -  wo]) +
I< || QkUo -  uo ||q
< C || QhUo — uo lli|| wo — Vh ||i +
K  II QhUo -  uo II? . (4.2.31)
Throughout this argument C  is a constant which may depend on uo-
Now we bound || QhUo — uo ||o using duality arguments. Let re £ Vo be the solution
(which exists by assumption (A4)) to the adjoint problem:
(V (u0)w;,u) =  {[Qhuo -  u 0] ,w ) , v £ V0. (4.2.32)
Using the fact that (QhUo — n hge) — (uo — 9 e) £ Vo, the self adjointness of F (uo) and
(4.2.32), it follows that:
WQhUo — Wollo =  ([Qhn0 -  Wo] , [Qhu 0 — Wo])
=  ([QhUO -  wo] , [{QhUo -  n hfjc) -  (wo -  0e)l) +
([QhUo -  Wo] , [Hh9e -  <Je])
= (V '(uo) [(QhUo -  UhfJe) -  (no -  9c)} , w) +
{[QhUo -  W0] , [n h,9e -  9c}) • (4.2.33)
Now. from (4.2.30) we deduce that for all iVh. £ V/,o
0 =  (V {uo) [Qh"o ~  w.0] , w:/(,)
=  ( f ' (?/()) [{Q 1, 11-0 -  n h9e) -  (uo -  9 c)] • »■/,)
+  (V ( / / , ) )  [ n h f j (. -  (J(]  . a - / , . )  .
which taken together with (4.2.33) implies that for all a?/, £ V/,_o:
WQhi'o ~ "olio == (F  (a.0) [{Qh"o -  FI/,ryf.) -  (an -  9 , )] . [ir -  a:/,]) +
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{[QhUo -  Uo], [Rh9e -  9e\) + ( F' (u0) [ge ~  n hge] , wh
< C  II (QkUo -  u kge) -  (u0 -  ge) ||i|| w -  w h ||i +
IIQhUo -  Uollolln^pe -  Pello +  C\\Ylh9e ~  9e || 1 " 1 • (4.2.34)
Picking Wh to be the ‘quasi-interpolant’ of w defined in [61], we can then use [61,
Corollary 4.1] to deduce tha t  ||u>/i||i <  \\w\\i and inequality (4.2.15) to show that:
WQhUo -  U o l l o  <  C h a || {QhUo -  ^h9e) ~  ( « 0  — 9e)  Hi l l  w  | | i + a  +
II Q huo -  u 0 lloll U hge -  9e Ho + C | | n ^ e -  pe||i |M li-(4-2-35)
From Remark 4.1.4 and (4.2.32) it follows that there exists a constant C  such that:
II w  | | i < | |  W | | l + a <  c  II QhUo -  u 0 11o, 
which, taken with (4.2.35), shows tha t
|| Qh.Uo Uo 110 ^  C {h  || {Qh'U'O nh.^7e) {uq ~  Qe) ||l “F | | 9 e | | l  }
< C { h °  II Q h U o - u o  II, +\\uhge — ^elli} •
Since gP G H2 it follows that
Hence (4.2.31) and (4.2.36) imply that for all e/, G Vh,g- 
■1\\Qh>‘o ~  '/oil? <  C\\Qhu 0 — u 0 ||i {|| uo -  r h ||i + h n  || QhUo — a o 111 +^-11.97 II2} <
I I  Q huo ~ uq | | o <  C {h°  || Q h ’Uo -  u0 H ,  -F/i||^eII2} • (4.2.36)
which implies that if h is chosen small enough:
II Qh.Uo — Uq || i<  C { ||  //() -  /'/, ||i +  11,<7e 112 } • (4.2.37)
Then with r/, =  H/p/.o we may use (4.2.13) to deduce that
II QhU.0 -  Uq || 1 <  C h  11| //(j IIh'J
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as required. □
We are now in a position to prove the following prerequisite for Brouwer’s Fixed 
Point Theorem:
L e m m a  4.2 .10 For all h sufficiently small, maps 8^ into 8 h and is continuous. 
P r o o f  For Vh G 8h,  consider $h{vh.)- By (4.2.24) and (4.2.25) we can deduce that:
/ I
F (u0) ( * h{vh) +  n ^ e  -  Qh.uo) = R ( m ,  Vh +  IIhge) G (V/^o) •
Lemma 4.2.3(h) implies that $h{vh) exists.
Thus using Lemma 4.2.3(ii) we have
II $h{vh) +  TLhge -  QhUo | | i<  C  II R{u0, v h +  Uhge) || / .  (4.2.38)
( Vhi0)
Now (4.2.23) yields
|| R ( u 0, vh + Uhge) || o<\\ f { u 0) + /  {u0)[vh + Uhge -  u 0\ -  f ( v h + Uhge) ||0 (4.2.39)
{Vh. o)
which we shall bound in terms of h and H^olln'^ +  IlfJelk- 
In particular we shall show below that
\\R{u{), v h +  ru&oil / < C h 2 {II^oIIh^ +  ll^elb} , 
which taken together with (4.2.38) shows that, for h sufficiently small
II $/,(■<>/,) +  n  -  QhU-0 || 1 <  h  { I N H h ^ .  +  11,9c 112 }  •
This proves that <!>/,. maps 8/, to 8/,.
To obtain the bound on R.(uq . r/, +  Tlhfjc-) tise Taylor’s Theorem on the right hand 
side of (4.2.39):
, / ( ^ o )  +  ./ ( " o )  [>'h + h l  i,(j,, — //()] — ./ (/■/, +  14/, ()c ) =  — - [ ( ’/) +  n /, <yf. — n o ] " . /  ( 0 1 )- ( 4 - 2 . 4 0 )
wh('re C,h{x) lies between uo(x) and +  Ylit(j,(x). x  G il. Wo shall show that
II Qi ||to >s bounded independently of h. This will beYrue if both ||r/,||-x. nnd 11fl/ , 11^
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can be bounded independently of h ,  as u q  is certainly independent of h .  Since 11/* is the 
standard interpolant onto piecewise linear functions, | | lTU ge| |oo  < ||<7e||oo- Therefore it 
remains to bound G Bh- Again recalling that:
l i n ^ U o l l o o  <  ||uq | |oo <  C | | u o | | 1 +  0 ) (4.2.41)
it follows from the discrete Sobolev inequality of [75, Lemma 2.1] that
v h II OO ^ II Vh  +  n ^ e  — n^Uo |joo +  || ri/jlio — H-hde lloo
< C ( l o g ( i j j  \\ vh +  Uhge - U hu 0 \\i + C  \\ Uo \\l+a +  \\ge
(4.2.42)
Moreover, for any Vh € B/*,
II Vh +  YLflge U hu 0 ||i ^  || Vh +- YlhQe QhUo ||i  T  || QhUo FI^uo 111
< h { IN IIh ^  +  llpelb} +  II QhUo -  Uhu 0 111 . (4.2.43)
/
By Definition 4.2.7 we have the following equality in (V/^o) :
F  (u0) [Qhuo -  Uhu0] =  F ' ( u o )  [ « o  -  n hu0] .
Thus by Lemma 4.2.3(ii) and (4.2.12), we have:
Q h U o — Ll/jUo || i  <  C  || F  ( u q )  [ Q h M o  —  F I^ u o ]
(V*. o]
=  C  II F  (?/o) [ u 0 -  n ^ i r o ]
<  C  || //,() — IlfrUo | | i
<  C h  || u {) 11H2 •
(D,,c
(4.2.44)
Now returning to (4.2.42) and using (4.2.43). (4.2.44) and (M 4 ) ,  we obtain, for 
v i> C &h-
M U  <  C h  ( log ( J
<  C
" o l l i i * .  +  W f J c h  
"Oil 11^- T  11 '"'0II I -f o +  \\fje || 2 +  \\(j
+  C | | u o | | ] + 0 +  || Or  
, as h  —  ^ 0.
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Hence, for all Vh € By,  Halloo < C  as h —» 0.
Now returning to (4.2.40), we observe tha t  (fy is bounded independently of h in the 
Loo-norm as h —> 0. Moreover, since {;/, G fi/i, it follows from (4.2.26) and Lemma 4.2.9 
that
\\(vh +  Uhge) ~  uolli <  \\uo -  Qhuo\\i + \\vh + Uhge -  Q hu 0\\i 
<  C h { \ \ u 0\\u -2w +  ll^elb} ,
which taken together with (4.2.39) and (4.2.40) implies that
II R {u 0, v h +  Uh9e) ll(Vfco^  Ch2 {ll u o IIh^ +||flfe||2} , as h -> 0.
This establishes the desired bound on R(uo,vy  +  n ^ e ) .
Therefore for h sufficiently small, (4.2.38) tells us that
\\®h{vh)+ Rh9e ~  QhU0\\i < {Ch) ( h  {lluolln^ +  l^e lk } )
< h {II^oIIh'^ +  llpclb} >
which shows tha t  Qy  : By —> By,  as required.
To complete the proof it remains to show that § y  is continuous, to do this assume 
that v y , w y  £ By.  Then
F (u0) [ $y { vy )  ~ ®h{wh)] = R { u 0, vy  +  Ukge) -  R ( u 0, w h + Uyge).
By Lemma 4.2.3(ii):
II $h{vt1) -  $/i(w/,) W\ <c  II R{u0,v h + n h9e) -  R ( u 0, w h + u kge) || >.
and since /  £ C2, a simple calculation shows that the right-hand side approaches 0 as 
nh ll]h in || • ||i- This proves the continuity of <!>/,.. completing the proof. □
We can now conclude that then' exists a (locally) unique solution to the finite element 
problem (4.2.16). This is the subject of the next result.
T h e o r e m  4 .2 .11  For h sufficiently small. (4.2.16) has a locally unique finite element.
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solution Uh with
II Uo -  Uh 111 < C7i {|| u 0 ||H2(/ +  II ge ||2} , (4.2.45)
|| ?^ o — Uh lloo —> 0, as h —)• 0. (4.2.46)
P r o o f  By Lemma 4.2.10 and Theorem 4.2.6 has a fixed point vh and by the 
remarks following Definition 4.2.5 uh := vh +  n h.ge satisfies (4.2.16). This gives the 
existence of a solution to the finite element system (4.2.16).
Since uh — lihQe £ #/i, the required estimate comes from Lemma 4.2.9 and (4.2.26):
l l^o — u/i ||i <  H u o - Qh ^ o l l i  +  \ \uh~QhUo\\i
= ll^o -  QhUoWl +  \\[uh — ^h9e\ +^-h9e — QhUoWl
< C h {|| u 0 ||H2, +  || ge lb} •
(4.2.46) follows from (4.2.45) by assumptions (M 3 )  and (M 4) and the discrete 
Sobolev inequality of [75].
Finally, we use the third part of Lemma 4.2.3 to prove the local uniqueness of the 
finite element solution.
Suppose u/l) 1 and u /,2 are two solutions of (4.2.16) and consider Ufl> 1 — LIh9e,Uht2 ~ 
n h9e C &h- Then, for all v h G V/,i0:
0 =  (V?//fil, V v h) +  { f { u hA) , v h) -  (Vu/l)2, Vi)/,) -  (f ( u h;1) , v h)
=  ( V K ,1 -  u h)2] . y v h) +  ([ f{uh,\) -  .f{uh:1)\,vh).
By the mean value theorem (Section 3.2 of [54]), there exists a t G (0, 1) such that 
f(ui,. 1 ) -  f { u h _2) = f ' { u k_2 +  t{uh, 1 -  u,h:1)){uhA -  u h -2)
a n d  s ince  11/t \ -  Yli ,gr . -  U^g, .  G £>/*. it fol lows t h a t  Uf , .2 +  t{u,i,.. 1 — u/ , 2 ) _  n \xg c_ G B/,. 
D e f in in g  ///, 0 :=  ” /i.2 +  -  "G' i)-  t h e n  for  al l  c/, G V/ ,o :
° = y [ " i , .  1 -  "G-iL ^ f,/t) +  ([/(a/,..i) -  /("■/. .2 )]< Di)
= fV[t//,.i -  j//,.2]. V/)/j) +  ( /  ("/,.o)["/,.i -  u h ‘2\.i'h )
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(F (1^ , 0)K.,i -  u hj2],vfl) (4.2.47)
As Uh 0 — n hge G 13^  it follows that
I K  -  u M | | i  < C h { \ \ u Q\\U2w + || ge ||2}
and using (M 4) and the discrete Sobolev inequality that | K  — ^o lloo  —> 0 as h —» 0. 
Hence we may choose h small enough such that
II ^0 ^/l,0 ||oo5; &
where 5 is as given in Lemma 4.2.3.
Thus from the third part  of Lemma 4.2.3:
It follows from this theorem that the locally unique solution of (4.2.16) is bounded 
independently of h in the Loo-norm as h -4 0.
4.3 A M ultilevel A d a p tiv e  Schem e
A simple strategy for solving (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) to a required tolerance, TOL, would be 
to use a refinement strategy. This could involve solving (4.2.17) for some sequence of 
triangulations, {T £} ,  with decreasing mesh size h. hP > h l >  h2 >  . . . .  [hk denotes the 
maximum diameter of the triangles in the triangulation T k and n o t  h  to  t h e  p o w e r  
k}. We denote the corresponding finite element space by Vk and define the standard 
finite element, solution to (4.2.17) in this space to be u k , k  > 0. We might accept a finite 
element solution. 11 j' . as good enough if. for example:
We know from (4.2.45) tha t  for K  sufficiently large (4.3.48) will eventually be sat­
isfic'd.
II Uh,i ~  2 ||i <  C{6) || F (u/lio ) K i 1 ~ Uh^\ ll(vh0)'
=  0
by (4.2.47). □
4 '  -  uj; 1 111 < t o l (4.3.48)
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If f ( u )  is linear in u, then the cost of finding a finite element solution satisfying 
(4.3.48) is the cost of solving a sequence of linear problems for each k.
However if f {u )  is nonlinear we have to solve a sequence of nonlinear problems, each 
of which must be solved by some inner iteration, by Newton’s Method for example. This 
is much more expensive than the cost of solving a sequence of linear problems. We aim 
to introduce a m ethod for solving our semilinear problem with approximately the same 
cost as solving a problem with linear / .
We describe a m ethod for computing an approximate sequence:
— u h-> ^ =  0 , 1 ,  2 , . . .  ,
with starting value:
:=  u °h,
such that ii'f is much cheaper to compute than u£, bu t an optimal error estimate remains 
true:
| | u 0 - u £ l l i = O ( / i * ) .  (4.3.49)
Thus we will still be able to find a solution, such tha t  (4.3.48) is satisfied, for 
sufficiently large K  . It turns out tha t  the cost of computing this sequence is the cost 
of solving one nonlinear problem on the coarsest mesh (i.e. k =  0), plus the cost of one 
linear problem for each k = 1 , 2 The  total work is thus not much more than 
in the linear case. We show that if the coarsest mesh diameter, /?°, is sufficiently fine, 
then (4.3.49) is satisfied for the sequence of approximations {u^}  which we shall define 
below. We call our method a multilevel defect correction scheme.
4 .3 .1  R e l a t e d  W o r k
The methods described in this chapter are strongly related to the work of Xu in [72], 
[73] and Axelsson in [6]. In [72] a two mesh method is proposed where the solution 
to the finite element discretisation of a semilinear problem is found on a coarse mesh 
and then a correction is calculated using one step of a Newton iteration (a linear solve) 
on the finei1 mesh. The original finite element solution is then updated before a final 
correction is found on the coarse mesh (another linear solve). The algorithm proposed 
in [6] is essentially the same, but dot's not include the final coarse mesh solve'. In [73.
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Section 5.4] the method of [72] is extended to the situation with more than one fine 
mesh in much the same way as is proposed here.
In [72], [73] and [6] very good convergence rates are obtained for the methods, 
providing the maximum mesh diameters of the meshes decrease sufficiently rapidly. In 
this chapter we consider much weaker links between the meshes. Xu considers the 
semilinear problem set on a convex domain and assumes the existence of the finite 
element solution. Axelsson assumes tha t  the meshes are quasi uniform and the derivative 
of the function /  with respect to u is positive (which guarantees the existence and 
uniqueness of the finite element solution, see for example [42]). The results presented 
here are more general in that they cover problems with irregular solutions (i.e. the 
solutions have singularities induced by corners/mixed boundary conditions and /  is 
allowed to be non-monotone).
Other related work can be found in [3], [4] and the references therein. These propose 
a multilevel method (the “Discrete Defect Correction M ethod” ) which tries to minimise 
the amount of work needed on the intermediate meshes. They try to exploit the proper­
ties of the Mesh Independence Principle (MIP, see for example [3]) to limit most of the 
work to the initial and final meshes. The MIP is basically the idea that for any mesh 
with small enough mesh diameter Newton’s method will take a fixed number of steps 
to converge. There are various conditions to check if the MIP holds and these can be 
found in [3]. In [3] and [4] the following algorithm is proposed:
1. Choose a coarse mesh.
2. Solve the nonlinear problem on the current mesh using Newton’s method.
3. Refine the mesh and start resolving on the new mesh. If the MIP holds go to step 
4, if not refine the mesh and return  to 2.
4. Choose a sequence' of finer meshes. Perform one step of Newton's method on each 
of the finer meshes to update the solution using the previous solution interpolated 
onto the new mesh as an initial guess. Finally on the finest mesh solve the problem 
to full tolerance.
There is no proof that the algorithm is well defined or that it will converge to the 
required solution. If the choice of initial mesh is suitable (i.e. it satisfies the MIP), then
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the method is close to the Defect Correction m ethod considered here. Otherwise the 
connection is not so obvious.
4 .3 .2  T h e  D e fe c t  C o r r e c t io n  A l g o r i t h m
/
For each k, let denote the nonlinear map F^ : —!► ( ^ o )  defined by replacing
Vh by Vfc in (4.2.17). Let (F*) : V% g —> L ^V *0, ( ^ o )  ^ denote the Jacobian of F j ,
where L(A”, Y)  denotes the space of linear, continuous maps, A  : X  —> Y .
Our Defect Correction Algorithm is:
1. Set u°h =  the exact solution in V® g of the nonlinear finite element problem
F°(u°) = 0 in ( v ° 0) .
2. For k =  0,1, 2 , . . . ,  iterate the two steps:
• Solve for e£+1 E V^q1:
( d +1) A )  4 + ’ = - d +1( « P  (4.3.50)
• Update ukh\
u k+' = iikh + ekh+l. (4.3.51)
Step 2 can be considered to be a sequence of single steps of Newton’s Method on 
successively finer meshes. Note that since T/f+] is a refinement of T/ f , C V^+1 and 
(4.3.51) defines an update in V^+1.
t
Since V'fi C C (fl) ,^F^+1  ^ (iify and F^+ '({/.£) are well defined for all k, all that 
remains is to show is that (4.3.50) is solvable in order for the algorithm to be well- 
defined. This is shown in Lemma 4.3.2. As a preparation for the proof we need the 
following result:
L e m m a  4.3.1 Suppose u E V/)](y Cl with, || uo — u ||oc< b. where S is as given in 
Lemma f.'.l.S. then for all b E L>. there exists a unique solution E Vj) () such that:
for all irJ, G V*‘().
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P r o o f  We note that finding v£ is equivalent to solving a square linear system, thus 
uniqueness implies existence. To show uniqueness, suppose
then Lemma 4.2.3(ii) implies that:
4; Ik < c || (f£) («)«fcllWo)'
=  0 .
Thus v'f =  0, completing the proof. □
4 .3 .3  C o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  D e f e c t  C o r r e c t io n  M e t h o d
It is now possible to prove that the algorithm is well defined and tha t  the defect cor­
rection method converges. It will be shown that, providing the meshes are refined suf­
ficiently cautiously, the sequence of defect correction solutions satisfy an error estimate 
of the following form:
where C\ is the constant appearing in the error estimate for the exact finite element
of which will be described below.
The next lemma shows that the algorithm is well defined and also contains a key 
step in the proof that the defect correction method converges:
I K  -  ||i < C] ( l  +  C2 ( V )  ) hk { | K H h ' ^  +  W 9e II2 }  , k = 0,1, (4.3.52)
solution ?/,/). as in (4.2.45). e and C'2 are fixed constants, independent of k, the identity
L e m m a  4.3.2 Suppose G satisfies
(4.3.53)
where d is us given in Lemma f.2.'d. Then fq,+ 1 G ^ 1 is well defined. Further, for all 
pG  (2. oc). there exists a constant ( f  such that
(4.3.54)
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P r o o f  If (4.3.53) is satisfied, then it follows from Lemma 4.3.1 that u^+l G 
given by (4.3.50) and (4.3.51), is well-defined.
Moreover, since ek+] =  u 1^ 1 — (4.3.50) may be rearranged to give:
v ^ + ' , v u , y ' )  +  ( / (« * )  +  / ( 4 ) f.k+l _  f  k Uh Uh , ^ + 1) = 0 ,
for all w k+l G V^q1. However, recalling tha t  u£+1 G V ^ 1 is the exact solution of 
(4.2.17) with h =  hk+l, we have:
( V < +1,V««‘+I) + ( f (u k+l),wk+1) = 0 .
Hence, subtracting and rearranging these two expressions shows that:
■ u t+1  - u i +l !,k+l _  f  k Uh u h • in (VJJ
The right hand side has to be understood as an element of q1  ^ in the right way, 
i.e. as the linear functional
w k+1 7 / /C +  1 —  f l k  ti. Uu w k+] ’ Wh
Here we have the usual L2 inner product, not the H 1 inner product. 
Then Lemma 4.2.3(h) implies that:
r f +1 - u t <  C J  ( F ^ M  K ) ,k + 1 „ fc+1
Uk+ I
N o w  o b s e r v e  t h a t  if b is a n y  f u n c t i o n  in Loc, t h e n  b y  de f i n i t i o n
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where |  ^ =  1 and p £ (2,oo), q £ ( l ,oo). Since the Sobolev Embedding Theorem
tells us tha t  Hie/jHr < C|h^/i||i? it follows that
1 ( v f c + 1 '
V W  0
<
■‘ p / 2
=  {lIK’f l l L , } 2 (4.3.56)
Then to estimate (4.3.55) use Taylor’s Theorem to deduce that there exists a f ( x ) ,  
lying between u£+ 1(a?) and u k (x)  for all x  £ Q, such that
7 l k  +  l  —  l ! kUh Uh =  f  (?) ?A+l  ptUu Ui
Since it has been assumed that  ||uo — u^Hoo <  5 it follows that
II u k ||oo< <$ +  || Uo ||oo
and because u k+1 is also bounded independently of k [this follows from Theorem 4.2.11: 
note tha t  hk is the diameter of the A:th mesh], it follows that £ is similarly bounded. 
Thus there exists a constant C, independent of /c, such that:
7 / f c + 1  —  1 ! ku h Uh < C  || U
k +1
u h Ill-
Taking this together with (4.3.55) and (4.3.56) proves the required estimate. □ 
As indicated above, the defect correction method only performs well when the meshes 
arc refined in a sufficiently careful way, that is to say there is a limit on the number of 
new mesh points which can be introduced at each refinement step. This is reflected in 
the following new mesh refinement assumption:
(M 5 )  There exists positive constants 7 > 0 and e £ (0, 1), independent of A:, such that 
for all k:
'hkY  <~. l/,0) 1" '  ( V  + 1V +f ■ (4.3.57)
R e m a r k  4 .3 .3  This essentially requires (h k )~ < C'{hk+] ) l+f. but we choose the. more 
specific form of the constant, for conveiiien.ee.
W ith mesh condition (M 5) it is possible to prove the following theorem:
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T h e o r e m  4.3 .4  I f  h° is sufficiently sm,all and the sequence of  meshes satisfy (4-3.57), 
then the defect correction solution sequence {u £ : k  =  1 ,2 , . . .}  is well defined and sat­
isfies
lh > -u £ l l i  < C i  ( l  +  C2 ( V ) £) / t t { | K | | H2v +  || Se ||2} ,  fc =  0 , l , . . . .  (4.3.58)
C2 is a constant given by:
C2 =  2CPCX [47 +  1] (h° ) l~c {|KIIh^ + II 9e II2}  , (4.3.59)
C\ is the constant appearing in (4-2.45), e and 7 are the constants appearing in (4-3.57)
and Cp is the constant in (4-3.54)-
P r o o f  The result is proved by induction.
Assume that the result is true for k. If it can be shown that
ll«o — **lloo < <5 (4.3.60)
holds, then if follows from Lemma 4.3.2 that + 1 is well defined and satisfies
II ui, + ' -  4;+l II. < c p II iii -  <+l \\lp . (4.3.61)
for ]) G (2, oo).
To prove (4.3.60). use the discrete Sobolev inequality of [75], the interpolation as­
sumptions (4.2.12), (4.2.14) and the inductive hypothesis that (4.3.58) is true for u kh, to 
show that
Hoc < ||u0 -  n,;no Hoc + 1 id,, no -  ?7ft ||oc
< C h Oh) I ' ( lo& I 1 ) WUhu o ~  {lh
< C h
< C h
' log Ch.1 i?,. +  ll7/o -  "i  II i
c  ( 10^  ( C h k +  C, (1 +  C , [ h K ) ) h + II <k II2
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<  C h k ( t o g M A V .  (4.3.62)
Since it follows from (M 4 )  that
(4.3.60) holds if h,° is taken sufficiently small such tha t
Ch° ( log ( J - ) Y  <5 ,  (4.3.63)
where C is the  constant appearing in (4.3.62).
Therefore, for h° sufficiently small,
IIWo W/J|oo 5; &
and ?ifl+1 is well defined and satisfies (4.3.61).
Now, to show that  (4.3.58) is true for A: =  k +  1, use the triangle inequality and the 
error estimate for the exact finite element solution (4.2.45) on the k +  1th mesh:
i N - 4 , + ' i i i  <  i n - « £ + i i| ] +  K + 1 - * £ + 1 lli
< C ,h k+' { | |«0||1|2H, +  |l<fe l|2} +  l K +l - t i J C H , .  (4.3.64)
Comparing (4.3.64) with (4.3.58) we see that it remains to show that
I K +I -  4 + 'lli < C tC2 (ftt+l) l+f { l M I „ ; , . +  I I  Ur  1 1 - 2 }  .  (4.3.65)
With this in mind, consider the left hand side of (4.3.65) and apply mesh assumption 
(M 5) and (4.3.61), for p c  (2. oc):
4 * '  -  4 ; + l lli  <  c . i i «
A-+1
/HI” /,
< Cp\\uh ' ' -  //,
< 2CV
<  2C„
‘Uh+] ~ " ()|| l +  ||H-0 -  H/) lljA' I I 2
c 'r  ( V M "  + r 'r  | V ' 1 1 + c ,  h Ir.- II II2
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2 CpCf ( / i t + 1 ) ‘ + 7  (ft0 ) '  ' ( l  +  C j f f t *
Since h° > hk > hk+l, it follows tha t
1 +  7 ( l  +  C2 (h°) ) (h°) (^hk+l j^ {|Iu o |Ih ^ +  II 9e H2} •
(4.3.66)
Taking h? sufficiently small such tha t
2CPC X [47 +  1] { ||u0|l } < (ft0) ' ’
it follows from the definition of C2, (4.3.59), that:
C 2 ( / i °)  =  2 C P C ,  [ 47  + h 2vv+  II 9e II2 0\ 1 < 1.
Therefore from (4.3.66) we have
h < 2 c pc n i + 4 7 ] ( f t 0) 1" ( f t t+1) { iK I lH ^ + l l f f e lb }
= ^ ^ ( / . ^ ^ ‘^ { i K I l H ^ + l l f f e l h }  (4.3.67)
proving (4.3.65) holds. Therefore combining (4.3.64) and (4.3.67), we obtain
Ib'o -  ukh hkk-j-1 \ \ l  + 1 F “h1 w 9e II2
as required.
We conclude that if the result holds for A:, then it holds for k +  1. To complete the 
proof it remains to show that the result holds for A: =  0.
Since u® = ii°h is well defined by Th('orem 4.2.11. From the discrete Sobolev 
inequality of [75]. (4.2.45), (4.2.12) and (4.2.14):
I K  - " ! ! -  I I  ^ 0  * 9 )  H o c
< llt/o-nXMoiioo +  i i n i i a o - ^ ,
Cr,. +  C  ( loh ( 77) ) I \ \ N - h u o ~  "/! In<  C  ( h
< i N i b +c  log - 7 I r , .  T  II Or  II2
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o / - / I<  c / ^  l o g ^  
which implies
I N  -  u^lloo <  5
by (4.3.63).
obviously satisfies the error estimate (4.3.58) as
I N - * ° l l i  =  | N  -  w°||i
<  Cih°  { |N I I h ^  +  || 9e  II2} •
This completes the inductive proof. □
The following corollary compares the error in the standard finite solution with the 
error in the defect correction solution. It is shown that  the errors in the H ^no rm  on
the k th  mesh are the same, up to order (hk) l+e.
C o ro l la ry  4.3.5 I f  h° is sufficiently small and the sequence of meshes satisfy (4-3.57),
then:
| | » . 0 - « * l l i  - ° ( ( , l t ) l +e )  <  I N  <  l l u o - ^ l l ,  + ° ( ( /l 'C) 1+' )  ■ (4 -3 -6 8 )
P r o o f  Using the triangle inequality
I N  -  4  111 -  Ik ;  -  u kh\U < IN'O -  1‘l h  <  | N  -  uk | |! +  II u kh -  iik \\i. (4.3.69) 
From (4.3.67) it follows that
I \Uh -  u k h  < C  (^hk j^ { | | « o | l i , f r +  I I  9e  I I 2 }  
which combined with (4.3.69) implies the result. □
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Chapter 5
A Posteriori Error Estim ates for 
Semilinear Elliptic Equations
In this chapter we study a posteriori error estimates and adaptive methods for semilin­
ear problems. An a posteriori error estimate is a computable bound on the error in an 
approximate solution to a problem. It usually involves the approximate solution which 
has already been found. As we have seen in the previous chapter semilinear equations 
often arise in semiconductor modelling. As an initial insight into wiry we study adap­
tive methods consider the semiconductor equations (1.3.12)-(1.3.14) under zero applied 
voltage and A =  0. W ith such an assumption v — w = 0 and the system reduces to 
finding 0 such tha t  2A2 sinh — d = 0. This has exact solution i/' =  sinh-1 (d/252), 
which has the same jumps as d itself. For small A these jum ps become narrow interior 
layers (regions of fast variation in the solution). As the voltage is increased v and w 
are no longer identically equal to zero but also have narrow layers in the vicinity of the 
jumps in d. There is a large literature that describes the asymptotics of the solutions to 
the semiconductor equations as A —> 0 and /o r  5 —>■ 0 (see for example [56] or [51]). The 
aim of this chapter will be to introduce a posteriori error estimators and an adaptive 
method that will bo capable of fully capturing these interior layers. The a posteriori 
error estimate and adaptive scheme will be combined with the defect correction method 
of Chapter 4 to form an adaptive defect correction method in Chapter 6.
Although quite a lot of work (see Section 1.4) has been doin' on the adaptive' solu­
tion of the semiconductor problem, much of it is not rigorous or is based on a prion  
information. Hero wo give rigorous a posteriori error estimate's and demonstrate that an
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adaptive scheme based on the estimate is capable of capturing all the detail of a model 
semiconductor problem with known asymptotic solution.
Appearing in the a posteriori error estimates are constants independent of the mesh 
parameters and finite element solution. Rather than  analysing these constants in detail 
and giving bounds on their size we instead give a method of numerically estimating 
them. We demonstrate that this estimation scheme works well and find that in some 
cases the effective values of these constants may be smaller than a purely analytic theory 
would predict.
Although a lot of work has been done on finding a posteriori error estimates for linear 
problems (see for example [7], [11], [32], [14], [31]), work on nonlinear examples has been 
considerably scarcer. A posteriori error estimators for general nonlinear problems are 
presented in [57], [70], [71] and [12]. [57] gives H 1 a posteriori error estimators and we 
will follow a similar procedure and extend the results to the L2-norm. Verfiirth produces 
H 1 a posteriori error estimates in [70] and Lr , r  £ ( l,oo) estimates in [71] for a very 
general class of problems on polygonal domains with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
These estimates are very general, but are quite difficult to use due to the presence of 
approximation terms. Our a posteriori error estimates will be of an analogous form, 
but will avoid the use of these approximating terms. Similar results to Verfiirth in the 
L2-norm an ' obtained in [12].
5.1 T h e Sem ilinear P rob lem  C onsidered
We consider semilinear problems of the following type:
— A n{x )  +  f (u. (x) ,  x )  = 0, in Q, (5.1.1)
u =  <y, on dO.D- (5.1.2)
du
—  — 0, on dQjy. (5.1.3)
Oil
We assume' that O is a bounded polygonal domain in R2 and that dil  can be decom­
posed as the union of cA2/; and Oilk . where and DD/v Rto disjoint sets consisting 
of line segments of i)V.. We assume that 0Q n i 1 0-
We furt her assume that
( A l )  f  : R x O -> R has the' property that for all x  E Q. , f{-.x)  £ C2(R) and if
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u  G C(Q) then the function x  —>• f ( u ( x ) , x )  is in Loo(R).
(A 2) g e u l ( d n D).
We use C  and C  to denote generic positive constants whose numerical values may 
change from line to line. For convenience introduce the shorthand notation f ( u )  := 
f ( u ( x ) , x ) ,  x  G fi, f  (u) and f ' (u) will be taken to mean the derivatives of /  with 
respect to u.
Since we are interested in finding an accurate finite element approximation to the 
weak solution of (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) we need to define a family of finite element triangulations 
Th-, each consisting of triangles TV We make the following restrictions on the type of 
underlying triangulation allowed. Assume that Th satisfies:
( M l )  Q =  U Tfce7^TV
(M 2)  T i , T 2 G 7V Tj 7^  T 2, are either disjoint or have a vertex in common, or a side 
in common.
(M 3 )  The triangulations are non-degenerate over the whole family.
(M 4) We assume for each triangle, T*., in the triangulation there are at most I\ trian­
gles having a non-empty intersection with this triangle and tha t  K  is independent 
of the maximum triangle diameter of the triangulation.
(M 5) No edge of a triangle on the boundary of Q has both  Dirichlet and Neumann 
boundary conditions defined on it (so if t  is an edge of a triangle on the boundary 
then either r  G dQjy or t  G <9D/v).
R e m a r k  5.1.1 Assumption (M4) is equivalent, to (MS), but we leave it in as it, helps 
the clarity of the 'proofs of the a posteriori error estimates.
For ('very triangle T/,. in our triangulation. 7/,, w(' define £(T*:) to be the set of edges 
of our triangle'. Let
t',, = 1 J  £ ( T k.).
T  ,cTh
Wo split into three different sets:
£ n  := {r  G Si, : r C dQ/y}  .
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8 n  := { r e t i r e  d Q ^ } ,
£n ■= £h \ { £ d ^ £ n } ,
thus £/, =  £n U £ d U <fyv- We define the mesh parameters:
hk := d iam (T fc) ,  T fc G 
hT := length of side t ,
fi := max (fit.).
T  keTh
In order to define the weak and finite element solutions to our problem we use some 
shorthand notation: V := H ] (D) and
Vg \= {v G V : v =  g on dQ o}  (5.1.4)
to denote the natural spaces for the weak solution. The piecewise linear finite element
space is given by
Vh := {v G V : v|Tfc is linear, V T fc G % }  . (5.1.5)
For d G Hi(<9D/;) we define
Vk,d. :=  C V/,. : v{x) = d(x) for all mesh points x  G d Qp  }. (5.1.6)
V)i g is the natural space to seek the piecewise linear finite element solution to (5.1.1)-
(5.1.3).
The weak solution, v,q G V9, of (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) is defined via the functional F : V —>
I I
(Vo) , where (V)  is defined to be the dual space of V:
(F {a). v) := (Vu, Vw) +  ( f(u).v). ,  u G V j G  V0 . (5.1.7)
With this definition th(' weak solution, uq G Vg. satisfies
F (//.()) =  0 in (V0 ) . (5.1.8)
We also need the Freehet Derivative of F. F : V —> L (Vo.  (V'o) ). which is defined
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by
(u)v,u?j  =  (Vu, Vie) +  ( /  (u ) v , w ), u G V, u,u; G Vq. (5.1.9)
The finite element approximation, G Vhj5, to uo may be defined by the functional 
F h ■ Vh (V^o)’ given by
(Fh{u),v)  := (Vu, Vv )  +  ( / (u ) ,u ) ,  u  G V/^u G V/^o- (5.1.10)
Then G „ satisfies
F/l(uh) =  0 in (V^,o) •
In our a posteriori error estimate we need the jum p  function, 







V u h\T _.n-{T)  + V u /l|T+.n+ (r) r  G £n
Vu/l |T -n(r) t  £ £n  -
0 t  G Sd
(5.1.12)
In (5.1.12), if t  G : T + and T_ are the two triangles common to edge t  with 
outward normals n +{r) and n _ ( r )  at the edge r ;  if r  G f/v: T  is the triangle on the 
boundary of Q to which r  belongs and n ( r )  is its outward normal at the edge. We note
that, for piecewise linear u/j, dm, is constant on the edge r .
We make the following further assumptions on our problem:
(A 3) There exists a weak solution, ?/o, satisfying (5.1.8). uq is a member of the (frac­
tional order) Sobolev space H 1+a Pi Vg, where rv is a fixed number, greater than 
zero, depending only on the geometry of Q.
(A 4) The Freehet derivative of our weak form, (5.1.9). has the following regularity 
property at v,q: for all b G L2, there exists a unique ?r G H 1+f> n  Vq solving
F {uq)w , v ) = (b.r) r G Vc
and furthermore for any constant A° such that ||(F (;/q)) 11 /. ((v0)' v0) — ^ ° :
5 .1.13 '
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(A 5)  There exists a finite element solution, Uh £ satisfying (5.1.11). We also
assume that INJIoo is bounded independently of h , tha t  uh is locally unique in an 
K^-ball centred at uq and that
||ko — Uh\|i —>■ 0 as h —> 0, (5.1.14)
1 Wo — 'U'h 1 oo —^ 0 2ls h —y 0. (5.1.15)
R e m a r k  5.1.2 1. It is shown in Chapter 4 that (AS) follows i f  we assume there
exists a weak solution m  L0Q in addition to ( A l )  and (A2).
2. (A5) follows if  we assume mesh conditions (Ml)-(M5) in Chapter 4-
3. The assumption that uq £ Hl+a implies that no £ L ^  by the Sobolev Embedding
Theorems.
5.2 T he a posteriori Error E stim a tes
In this section we prove the following a posteriori error estimates:







( r £ £ h
IN) -  W/Jlo
oVI { E  " l n \ \ u 0
{ T , e r h
T  ^ ^  \ \hkf{uh)  1 l-2 (Tfc) f (5-2.16) 
t  k. e T h
(5.2.17)
In the above C  and C  are constants independent of / ,  the mesh parameters and the 
finite element solution and A0 is the bound on the inverse of F (uq) appearing in (5.1.13).
These a posteriori error estimates are analogous to the estimates in [70] and [71]. 
However, in [71]. the loss of H2 regularity due to reentrant corners an d /o r  mixed bound­
ary conditions is handled by use of a scale of W 1, spaces with variable p. In this work 
wo instead use the scale H 1+<> = Similar L; estimates, but assuming full H2
regularity, are found in [31],
As wo are mainly interested in those error estimates for mesh refinement, wo do not 
calculate the value of the constants C. C  and A° here, but instead estimate their values
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numerically as part  of our mesh refinement strategy.
At the end of this section we also give the a posteriori  error estimates for a one 
dimension semilinear problem. The results are somewhat surprising as the estimate 
does not contain a term derived from the Laplacian.
5 .2 .1  T h e  H 1 E s t i m a t e
Here we prove the following theorem which gives the a posteriori  error estimate in the 
H^norm:
T h e o r e m  5.2.1 Let uo G  Vg be the solution to problem (5.1.8) and let uh G  be the 
solution of (5.1.11). Then i f  h is sufficiently small:
|| UO ~ u h 111 <
1
FT s to ' d u hdn ^T££h +  \  ^  \ \hkf  (n/i) 1 l-2 (tjt )  T  keTh . (5.2.18)
The proof of this theorem is obtained with the help of Lemma C.1.2 in Appendix C, 
which shows tha t  providing Uh is sufficiently close to uq in the H ^norrn  (which we can 
guarantee, by (A5), if h is small enough):
( V o )  ’
We also use the “quasi-interpolant” Verfiirth introduces in his paper [70]. This tells 
us that for each v G  H 1, there exists a piecewise linear “quasi-inte^polant,, v such that
(a) For a triangle T*., with diameter hk
>.2.19)
where T/,- is the union of all triangles in 7/, having a non-em])ty intersection with
T a-
(b) For an edge r  triangle in 11 k' triangulation, with length h T.
Ilr ~ ,;IIi.o(t) < (  [h-T)  ^ ||'(;||ii1 (f ) (5.2.20)
where t  is the union of all triangles in 7/, having a non-empty intersection with t .
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To prove the estimates (5.2.19) and (5.2.20) Verfiirth uses results by Clement [21] 
together with a scaling argument. Similar estimates are also proved in [13].
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.2.1:
P r o o f  From assumptions (A3) and (A5) we have that uq and Uh are bounded 
(independently of h) and that ||uo — Uh\\i —> 0 as h —> 0.
Thus, for small enough h, we may apply Lemma C.1.2 of Appendix C to prove that 
for the functional F given by (5.1.7),
Thus we aim to prove the theorem by bounding |(F(ii/l ), v)\ above in terms of and v.
Take any v G Vo and let v G V/^o be its “quasi-interpolant” satisfying (5.2.19) and 
(5.2.20).  Then since ?/,/,. satisfies (5.1.11):
(F(u/t ), v) =  ( V u h l V v )  + ( f ( u h),v)
=  (Vu/,., V[u -  v}) + (/(vq,.), [?; -  u])
\\uq -  u h \|i <  2A°||F(rt/l) | |(Vo)/. (5.2.21)
In (5.2.21) A0 is the bound on the inverse of F (uo) introduced in assumption (A4). 
Thus it remains to bound ||F(u^)||^Voy • By definition
sup \(F{uh),v)\. (5.2.22)
=: S\  +  5 2. (5.2.23)
We bound Si and S 2 separately.
First we consider Si and use Green’s Theorem in each triangle, T/y
Si = (Vu/„ V[v -  7])
T a  €Th
r‘ d u h
X —  [ V  -  I
I
(A uh)(r -  i')
i'a eT/, refer*-)''
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where the last step follows since =  0 for all E Th-
Now, taking the sum over all the edges of the triangles and remembering that v — v = 
0 on d f lo  (v E Vo, v is piecewise linear and zero at all the mesh points on d£lo) we 
have that:
I S .  I E  E







< E i /
re£h J t




{hr) 2 { v - v ) \ .
Now using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice, the fact that 
on each edge and (5.2.20), we have the chain of inequalities
duh
dn is constant




2  1 2
{hT) ? { V - V
2 1  2
<  ( E ^ T
r££h
< C l  Y l C ' r f
[ r e £ , ,
< c  <
















The constant in the last line depends on the maximum number of triangles which touch 
any given triangle. This is assumed bounded as h —» 0 in assumption (M4).
Now we go on to consider bounding S 2 above.
\S->\ = \{.f{uh). [?; -  r})\
=  I E  ( / ( ^ ) - [ ' ; -  'r ' D t J
T k€Th
< E  \v>+f(“h).(hkrl[v-r})'Y
T ktTu
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Then, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice and (5.2.19), we obtain
is 2i <  Y .  \  ( ( / » * ) - > - e ] ) 2
Tk£Th  ^ Tfc  ^  ^ Tfc
y i  \\hk f i ufi ) i i L 2( T fc)
t  keTh
^ l l ( h f c )  — Vj|,L2(Tfc) 
Tfc
-  C { Whk f ( Uh)\\h2(Tk) (  { 5 Z  H^H^T*)
Tfce rh
^  C  IIhk f  {Uh)\\i,2(Tk) ( IMIl^
t  keTh
(5.2.25)
iiF («nn(Vb)< <  c ( e ^ ) 2
duh
dn
with the constant C  depending on the connectivity of the mesh as in (5.2.24).
Thus combining (5.2.24) and (5.2.25) on S\  with (5.2.23) and (5.2.22) we obtain the 
result
+ { 1 f ^ uh^ L ( T , )
t  kerh
Combining this bound with (5.2.21) proves the lemma. □
5 .2 .2  T h e  L2 E s t i m a t e
In this section we prove an a posteriori error estimate in the L‘2-norm. This is proved 
using a duality argument which takes us from the H 1 estimate to the L2 estimate. For 
technical reasons we assume here that g in (5.1.1 )-(5.1.3) is replaced bv its piecewise 
linear interpolant. on dLlp. This is what is usually done in practice and allows us to 
write a simpler proof of the theorem. This result could be extended to include the cast' 
of general g by the techniques used in Lemma 4.2.9. The result is contained in the 
following theorem:
T h e o r e m  5.2.2 Let, iiq E V,y be the. solution to problem (5.1.8) and let ///, E V/, fy be the 
solution of (5.1.11). Then if h is sufficiently small:
E
\\CTh
(1 \ 1 < \ 1 1 r2{hk) w0 -  n-h + II W( )  -  I I h  || | 15.2.20)
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To prove this theorem we need an interpolation operator which is valid for Sobolev 
spaces of fractional order. We use the interpolation operator and estimates proved in 
Scott and Zhang [61]. This operator is different to the interpolant used in Section 5.2.1. 
The paper states that for all v E Vo, there exists a t )  6 V/^o such tha t  for 0 < m  < I < 
2 , I >  \ :
T  ( ^ ) 2<m“ ' >l l « - * l l H " ' ( T l.) }  < C | M | , ,  ( 5 . 2 . 2 7 )
, t  , e r h
which implies
\ \ v - v \ \ m  <  C h L- m \\v\\i. (5.2.28)
We can now give the proof of Theorem 5.2.2:
P r o o f  Define = uo — Uh, £  Vo by assumption. We consider the auxiliary 
problem:
Seek x  ^ Vo such that
- A x  +  / ( u  o)x =  in f i ,  (5.2.29)
x =  0, on <9Qd , (5.2.30)
^  =  0, on d n N . (5.2.31)on
The weak solution, \o, to (5.2.29)-(5.2.31), solves the following problem:
Seek x o  £ Vo such that
(V y0, V?;) +  ( /  (?/0)xo,w) =  (e/nu), v £ V0 (5.2.32)
or equivalently- seek \o £ Vo such that:
F M x o  = f’h hi (Vo)-
By the assumj)tion (A4). yo is hi the space H 1+f> Cl Vo and
| | \ o | | i  < II \ o II l + n  < A° ||rv, ||t). (5.2.33)
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Using (5.2.32) we have that
Ikhllo =  {e.h, e k ) = (V*o, V e/J  +  ( f ' ( u 0)xo, ^h)- (5.2.34)
Taking xo £ V* o to be the interpolant defined in [61] and satisfying (5.2.27) and
(5.2.28) we note that
(V-uo, Vxo) +  (/(no),Xo) =  0
and
(V i/^ V x o )  +  ( / (u h), Xo) =  0.
Thus
(Veh, Vxo) +  ( / ( « o) -  /(« / ,) ,  Xo) =  0. (5.2.35)
So taking (5.2.35) from (5.2.34) we obtain
\\eh\\o =  (Ve;i, V(xo -  Xo)) -  (/(no) -  f{uh)-,Xo) +  ( / (no)xo, e/0
= (Veh, V(xo -  Xo)) ~ (/(no) -  / (n /0  -  f ' {uo)eh,Xo) +  ( /  (n0)e/n xo -  Xo) 
=  : 5] +  5 2 + 5 ;j. (5.2.36)
We bound 5],5'2 and 53 separately.
First we consider S\ .  Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice we have
15)1 =  | ( V e , ,V U o - X o ) ) |  
= I E  (Vc/,, V(xo -  Xo))tJ  
T , e r h
= I E  ((^■),vVfi/l,(/iib)_ftV ( x 0 - \ u ) ) TJ
' U  £ T h
< E  IK^ )a^ llL(T,) E  IK^ )^ vv(xo-xo)llLm
UU-e 7}, J
Xow. using (5.2.27) with m = 1 and I =  1 + n. w(' have the result, that
is)i < c  1 ] r  v ,, , j[ry rii)  ^ IIA(,ii,+„
17. e r , ,
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and using (5.2.33) we deduce that
|S ,| <  C A ° ]  ] T  | | (f tt )“ VeA| |? ,2(Tt) 1 ||eh||o
{T keTh )
<  C A ° |  Y ,  l l ( ^ ) “ e/ , | |2H, ( T l ) }  | |e/.llo- ( 5 . 2 . 3 7 )
Now we consider bounding S3:
Ih ‘(t c
T  k£Th
l ^ l  =  \ ( f  {u0)eh,xo ~  X o ) l
=  I E  (f ' M eh:X0 -  X o ) t J
<
T  k£Th
c E  ((hk){]+a)\ehl(hkr il+a)\xo-Xo\)Tk
T  k£Ttl
< c \ Y  I K ^ ) ( 1+ a ) ^ l l L 2( T t ) \  { E  l l ( ^ ) _ ( 1+ Q ) ( X o - X o ) l | 2L 2 ( T f c ) 
( T keTh J ( T kerh
here C = ||/'(^o)Hoo-
Again we return to (5.2.27), with m  =  0 and I =  1 +  <a, and (5.2.33) to obtain the 
inequality:
I*5:11 <  c j  £  | | ( / . * ) < 1 + " > e * | | ? , ( T l ) J  l l X o l l i + a
<  C A '> | £  | | ( / u ) <' + “ ) ' 7 , l l L ( T l.) > Ik/. llo
[ t  , e r h )
<  C A ° |  £  | l ( / u . ) l+cV/ ,H2 l ( T l ) |  Ik/. llo
< C-A0 |  IK/^J '^llifi .cr,)  j Ik/.llo- (5.2.38)
w hic h  is t h e  s a m e  as  t h e  b o u n d  on | S | | .
Before bounding S-2 - we not(' that by Taylor's theorem, for each x  E Q
f { u h { x) )  =  . f { i U)(x) )  4 -  /  { t n) { x) ) { ufl{ x)  -  u q ( x ) )
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+  f ” (o (x ) ){uh{x)  - u 0(x ))2
where o{x)  lies between uo(x)  and Uh{x). Thus
|cj(x )| < max{|uo(x)|, |w/i(sc)|}
< 7 independent of h by assumption (A5).
Hence
I / M  -  f { u h) -  f ' { u o ) e h \ <  | | / 7/IIlqoJ—7 ,7 ] (5.2.39)
Thus, we can conclude that
IS2 I =  \ { f { u 0 ) - f { u h ) - f ' { u o ) e h , xo) \
<  C(\eh \2, |xo|).
Now by the Generalised Holder’s inequality and (5.2.28) with m  — 1 and / =  1 +  a  
we have that
|S2| <  C( \ eh\ \ \ x o \ )
< c lk/,llu llxollo
< C\\ch \W ||xoII1
<  Clk/i l l? [llxo — X0 II1 +  llxolli]
<  C | k / i l l i  [1 +  l l x o l l i + o -
Now using (5.2.33), we obtain the result
| 5 2 | <  f l i c , I l f  [ 1  + / C ] A ° | b , | | 0
< c . \ ° | | fi), | | f  ||c,,||o. (5 .2.40)
Thus, returning to (5.2.36) and using (5.2.37). (5.2.40) and (5.2.38). we obtain the 
required result. □
In order to implement the L-2 estimate in our adaptive' procedure we need to know 
the H 1 a posteriori error estimate 011 a triangle. We estimate this quantity by the 
contribution a triangle'. makes to the oveT all H 1 a posteriori e'rror estimate, i.e. we'
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shall assume that  we have the following estimate:
( ^ ) 2
ref(Tt )
du h
dn +  I K / K ) | | L 2( T fc)
(5.2.41)
5 .2 .3  T h e  a posteriori  E rror  E s t i m a t e  in  O n e  D im e n s io n
We consider finding the H 1 and L2 a posteriori error estimates for the following one 
dimensional semilinear problem:
Find u such that:
-u {x) +  f ( u ( x ) , x )  = 0, on Q = [0,1], 
u(0) =  it0, it(l) =  u 1.
(5.2.42)
(5.2.43)
where u° and u l are given and /  : R  x Q —» R has the property tha t  for all x E 
£2, f { - , x )  E C2(R) and if u E C(fi) then the function x  —» f ( u ( x ) , x )  is in L00(f2).
We define uq E X  := {i> E H 1^ )  : u(0) =  it°,i>(l) =  it1} to be the weak solution of 
(5.2.42), (5.2.43) which we assume to exist. Then uq solves the problem
F(u) =  0 in (H i) ' ,
/
where F : A' —>• ( H q ) is defined by
(F(it), v) := (u , v ) +  (/(w), u), a E X , v E Hj.
We also define the Freehet Derivative of (5.2.45) by F : X  —> L ( H q , ( H q)
(5.2.44)
(5.2.45)
(F (u)v,w)  := (v , in ) +  ( /  {u)v. ii'). n E X ,  v .w  E Hq. (5.2.46)
We seek a finite element approximation to (5.2.42). (5.2.43). To do this we define a 
finite element mesh with n +  2 mesh points. {./'a- }n  ^ ' - su(;h that
0  — Xq < X\ < . . .  < „ <  Xv + \ — 1.
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Define the mesh parameters:
hk • %k 1 •> h 1 , . . . ,  ti T  1,
h := max { 4 }  ,
fc=l,...,n+l
4  • [*£/c— 1 5 'E k\ •> h 1 , . . . , 77/ T  1 •
Define Xh ■= {v  E A  : u(0) =  it0,u ( l)  =  it1, v\jk is linear, k  =  1, . . . , n  +  l} .  We
consider finding the piecewise linear finite element approximation, uh E Xh,  of the
/
weak solution of (5.2.42), (5.2.43). Introducing the functional : Xh —> (Xh to) :
(Fh(u) ,v) := (u , v )  + ( f ( u ) , v ) ,  u ( E X h, v e X hy0, (5.2.47)
where Xh$  := {u E Xh ■ v(0) =  v( l )  = 0 } ,  we require Uh to solve:
Fh(uh) =  0 in ( X h,o)' • (5.2.48)
We make the following assumptions on our one dimensional semilinear problem and
its finite element approximation:
(A 6) There exist a weak solution, uq £ X  n  H2(fi), satisfying (5.2.44).
(A 7) There exists a  finite element solution, Uh E A'/,., satisfying (5.2.48) which is locally
unique in an H '-ball centred at uq and
1 wo — Will 1 0 h —> 0,
117/.o — Uh.\\oc —^ d ^  h —y 0.
( A8) F (,/,,) : Hi - t  (Hq) is a bounded invertible functional and for nil h E I-<2* there 
exists a unique it: E H2 fl Hq solving
F #(7/o)w = b in (H i) '
and
1  ^’ 112 < -4l|5||o
whert' || ( f  (no)) || , , /  . <  A°." V )  "/.((n1) .ii1) -
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W ith the assumptions (A6)-(A8) we outline the proof of the following one dimen­
sional a posteriori error estimates:
fn+l  ^ 1
| |wo-w/i||i < CA0
ll«0 -  U/i!lo < CAo |  hi \ \u 0 -  U/iIIh>(/s) |  + ll“0 -  U(i|li| ■
To prove these error estimates we need the s tandard  finite element interpolant:
Let v be a member of Hq, then v is continuous and there exists a v G such that 
for each mesh point Xk-
v{xk) = v{xk), k =  0 , . . .  , n  +  1.
It is well known, see for example [42], that
lh> -  £|Il,(/,) <  C h k \\v ||l .2(/,), (5.2.49)
il" -  '511m;,.) <  Chl\ \v"\\L2lh). (5.2.50)
We also need the following result, which is proved in an identical way to the cor­
responding result (5.2.21) in the two dimension case (by using assumptions (A6)-(A8) 
and a one dimensional version of Lemmas C.1.1 and C.1.2 in Appendix C):
For h sufficiently small:
\\'<H) -  u h\\i <  2A0||F(?/^) II(a')' ‘ (5.2.51)
We are now able to we outline the proof of the H 1 a posteriori error estimates in 
one dimension:
T h e o r e m  5.2 .3  Let. n() E X  be the solution to problem. (5.2.44) uh F A'/, solve the 
problem (5.2.48). then for h sufficiently small:
ll"o - "/,||i < CA() j ] T ]  \\l>'k.f{<ih)\\2L.Ak  ) |  • (5.2.52)
P r o o f  W(' only outline the proof as it is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2.1.
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For arbitrary v E Ao define v  E A'^o to be the interpolant satisfying (5.2.49) and 
(5.2.50). Then:
(F {uh ) , v )  =  (u'h , v ) +  [ f ( u h ) , v )
=  {u'h , { v  - v ) ' )  +  { f ( u h ) , { v  - v ) ) .
Then using integration by parts over each interval, I k , and remembering that for a 
mesh point, Xk,
(v -  v ) ( x k) = 0
and since u k is a piecewise linear function u h\jk =  0, we obtain
n+1
(F ( uh ) , v )  =  £ ( / ( « * ) ,  (v -  5))/,.
/c — 1
Thus, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice:
71 +1
|(F(?x/l),u)| < \(llk f (uh ) ,  {hk) ~ l {v -  v ) ) / J
k= 1
i i( n+ 1  ^ 2 ( n+ 1 2
U - i  J U = i










sup |(F (?/./,). v)\ < C  <J \\ll^ f ( u h)\\l-Ah.)
t'C A i i . I! ri l  i =- 1 k= 1
which, when combiiK'd with the estimate (5.2.51). implies the result. □
T h e o r e m  5.2.4 Let. //() E A' be the. solut ion to problem (5.2.44)  an(l 11 h C A"/, solve the
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problem (5.2.48), then for h sufficiently sm.all:
I K - K . l l o ^ C A o j l ^ ^ l K - u . l l ^ ^ J  +  ||it0 -  ithlli |  • (5.2.53)
P r o o f  Again we only outline the proof, as it is very similar to the proof of Theo­
rem 5.2.2
Here we define e\x := uq — u-h and consider the auxiliary problem:
Seek z E Hq such that:
ft J— z + f  (uq)z =  eh on Q (5.2.54)
where uo solves (5.2.44).
Let z q  be the weak solution of (5.2.54), then z q  solves
F ' ( u0)z = e.h in (Hj)
and by assumption (A8):
Ikollo < \ \ z q \ U  < \\zoh < A0||eh ||0. (5.2.55)
As before define zq E A'/^o to be the interpolant of zq at the mesh points, satisfying
(5/2.49) and (5.2.50). Then as in the two dimension case:
I K  Ho =  {("h■('!,)
=  i z 'o-( 'h) +  ( / { u 0) z 0 ) e h )
=  {eh. { z Q -  Zq) ) + ((/('no) -  /(»/,)), io) + { / M e ^ z o )
=  o -  z o )  ) +  { { f { u  o) -  f { ( l h )  +  f ' { u o ) e h ) ,  Z q ) +  ( / '  ( u 0 )('/,. ( - () -  /()))
= : S i + S'2 +  S3. (5.2.56)
Bounding S \ . S -2 and S3 using (5.2.49). (5.2.50) and (5.2.55). we obtain:
IS, | <  CAo IM Io ,
I S'21 < C’Aollc/, ||(
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I S31 < C  A0 lleAi IIh1 (/fc)
2
lle^ Ho­
using these bounds, in conjunction with (5.2.56), gives the result. □
R e m a r k  5.2.5 Although the H1 a posteriori error estimate (5.2.52) is slightly different 
to the corresponding two dimensional estimate numerical experiments confirm that error
estimates of this form are accurate in the one dimensional case.
5.3 A d a p tiv e  T echniques
There are many different ways of refining a given triangulation (for a nice summary 
see [53]). We focus on a method that tries to equidistribute the error in the finite 
element solution over the triangles and produces a conforming triangulation without 
zero limiting angles.
Our approach in this thesis is as follows:
Assuming the overall a posteriori error estimate is larger than  a given tolerance, we 
shall calculate the contribution to the a posteriori error estimate (on the whole domain) 
made by each triangle (see (5.2.41) for the H 1 a posteriori error estimate on a triangle). 
We then need to identify a list of triangles whose contribution to the error is large 
compared to the average error on a triangle (these triangles are to be refined). We also 
form a list of triangles where the error is very small (these triangles are to be derefined, 
if possible). In fact we identify a triangle for refinement if
Furthermore we require that we refine a maximum of 300 triangles at each iteration of the 
algorithm. If we have identified more than 300 triangles we increase the threshold error 
at which to refine until fewer than 300 triangles are marked for refinement. Refining 
a maximum number of triangle's helps to stop spurious spreading of the refinement 
zone and means we obtain a more focused mesh, with less need for derefinement. We 
chose, after numerical experiments. 300 triangles as an upper refinement, limit for the 
semilinear test case, however a different maximum might be more appropriate for other 
problems.
contribution to the error > 2 x average contribution to the error
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We use the popular red/green refinement strategy, as described by Bank et al. in 
[10]. As shown in Figure 5-1 red refinement splits a triangle into four by subdividing 
the edges of the triangle into two. An extension of this technique would be to also 
use blue refinement which refines pairs of triangles in such a way tha t  the mesh is 
quickly oriented to fit any special features of the problem. This has been found to be 
particularly useful for problems with internal or boundary layers in [46]. However we 
have not implemented it here.
Figure 5-1: Red Refinement. The triangle on the left is called the parent triangle of the 
four new triangles introduced by the refinement.
Figure 5-2: Green Refinement, also called green closure.
Derefinement is achieved by removing one level of refinement from the flagged tri­
angle. i.e. the triangle is removed along with other triangles sharing the same parent 
('lenient from its last refinement, thus wo are just loft with the previous parent element.
When all the rod refinement and the dorofinoment has been completed we are often 
left with a non-conforming triangulation (one with hanging mesh points) to prevent
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this we then perform green refinement where needed, shown in Figure 5-2. Since green 
refinement can reduce the size of the minimum angle within the triangulation we do 
not directly refine a triangle tha t  has been produced in this way, bu t rather we remove 
the new edge introduced by the previous green refinement and refine its parent triangle 
directly using red refinement.
Derefinement is not always possible, for example we cannot remove a triangle formed 
by green refinement if it would leave a non-conforming triangulation.
Set up initial mesh and a guess at 
the solution on this mesh. Set initial 
value of constant in a posteriori 
error estimate equal to 1._________
f
Calculate finite element solution on the 
current mesh using an iterative method.
I
Calculates posteriori error estimate 
using estimated value of constant
I
( s t o p  - ( ^ e r ror < t o l / T )
Work out which triangles to 
refine/derefine.
Refine ^  Ye s  
more than 300 
triangles?^
No
Increase the value of the 
error at which 
a triangle is to be refined
Interpolate previous 
finite element solution 
onto the new mesh.
Estimate value of 
constant in the 










Figure 5-3: The steps involved in calculating an accurate finite element solution using 
our adaptive refinement procedure.
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solution over an edge of a triangle makes to the a posteriori error estimate is split 
equally between the two triangles forming the edge.
In one dimension we are able to implement a slightly different refinement strategy 
based on [31]. Here we refine an interval ( ‘a one dimensional triangle’) into m new 
intervals, where m depends on the size of the error estimate in the original interval and 
is typically larger than two. Basically, assuming we have an a posteriori error estimate 
of the form
ll^o -  u h || < C  ] T | |  h kE(uh)\\h
h
where: { }  is the set of Nf intervals which we have subdivided our domain into and 
hk is the length of the interval Ik, E(-) is some funct ion defining the a posteriori error 
estimate, || • || is a norm on the whole domain and || • ||jk is the norm on the interval I k - 
We assume the constant C has been estimated. Then, for  an interval Ik, if
TOL
C\\hkE(uh)\\Ik >
for some tolerance TOL, then we seek a hk := hk/nrik, where rtik is an integer such that
TOT
C\\hkE{uh)\\l k ~ — .
The interval I k is then divided into ink equal intervals, each with length equal to hk - 
We find that decreasing the tolerance slowly at each refinement, rather than starting 
off using the required tolerance, helps stop the spread of the refinement, zone unnecessarily 
and avoids the need for  derefinement.
The constant, C, in the a posteriori error estimate is estimated numerically by 
estimating the norm difference between the finite element, solutions at each level of the 
iteration and comparing it with the values of the a posteriori error estimate.
To do this, we assume we have an estimate of the form:
II"o -  u h|| < C||E(?p,)||.
Then, if is the finite' element solution on the Arth mesh, using the triangle inequality 
we have
I IT"  - T l  < c { | | E ( „ ‘;+ , )|| + ||E(4 )||}. (5.3.57)
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Since | | |E ( u ^ +1)|| +  ||E(ti^)|| j  is known from our computations of the a posteriori error 
estimate and we may estimate ||'R^ +1 — u^\\, we can compute a lower bound for C  on
n
the (k +  1)th mesh. This we take as an estimate of C.
The code used to implement this adaptive strategy is discussed in Section 6.1.
5.4  Test P rob lem s for th e  A d a p tiv e  P roced u re
5 .4 .1  T h e  L ayer  P r o b le m
It is well known that the solution of the problem
with discontinuous d, exhibits layer behaviour ( that is a region of fast variation in the 
solution) at the junctions of discontinuity in d as A —> 0+. Using standard  singular 
perturbation theory a number of authors have calculated the width of the layer at these
—A2 A u -f 262 sinh(ii) =  d (5.4.58)
junctions, see for example [56] for results in one dimension and Section 4.5 of [50] (and 
the references therein) for results in two dimensions. We test the adaptive procedure 
introduced in Section 5.3 by trying to capture the width of the layer for a problem of 
the form (5.4.58).





—  =  0, on dQ \  dQ] U 80,2-
dn
(5.4.62)
where is the set { (x .y)  : x — 0, y E [0, ^)}, E the set {(.r.y) : x  =  l , y  G [0, 1]}
and d. is the discontinuous function:
(5.4.63)
For S2 we take the value 1 x 10 7. denote the junction \ J r 2 +  y2 = ^ by F. With
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such parameter values (5.4.58) corresponds to a PN diode (see for example [50]) with 
geometry represented in Figure 5-4.
(0 ,1 ) (Id)
8Q
(0,0.5)
(0.5,0) ( 1.0 )(0 .0 )
Figure 5-4: The profile of the diode for the test problem. The doping profile takes the 
value +1 in and -1 in 0 -2- T =  |(.x,?/) : (x2 + y2)? = represents the junction 
between O \ and D2, the layer occurs in a region around T. The thick lines represent the 
Dirichlet boundaries.
The problem (5.4.59)-(5.4.62) with d given by (5.4.63) fits into the framework dis­
cussed in [49] with zero applied voltage. In Section 4B of [49] asymptotic analysis is 
used to compute the width of the layer in u  at the junction T. It is found that for 11 
satisfying (5.4.59)-(5.4.62) the width of the layer at T is of order
Alog(A) (5.4.64)
as A —> ()-(-.
We try to capture this behaviour numerically using adaptive techniques. In particu­
lar as a severe test of adaptivitv we try to capture numerically the behaviour, (5.4.64). 
as A —> ()+. One difficulty with this problem is that it is not well defined where the 
layer begins and ends. We overcome this with our a priori, knowledge of the solutions to 
equations of the form (5.4.59)-(5.4.62): from previous numerical experiments it is found 
that "away" from the layer u essentially has the same value as one of the boundary
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conditions (5.4.60), (5.4.61). Thus we say (x ,y )  is in the layer if
smh ( ^  J +  € < u(x,  y) <  sinh f ^ l - e (5.4.65)
for some small number e. We take e =  0.03 for this experiment.
In our adaptive process we seek a finite element solution, Uh, to (5.4.59)-(5.4.62) 
satisfying
I K  -  u h\|0 <  TOL,
where uo is the weak solution and the tolerance, TOL, is set at 5 x 10- 3 . We do this 
by seeking a finite element solution satisfying the L2 a posteriori error estimate
E (uh) < 5 x 10- 3 , (5.4.66)
where
E (uh) = C h la A \  \  + B-
t  keTh
(5.4.67)
In the above B  is the H 1 a posteriori error estimate and A^  is an estimate of the 
contribution the triangle T^ E Th makes to the total H 1 a posteriori error estimate. 
The constant C  is the estimate of constant appearing in the a posteriori error estimate 
(estimated in the way described in Section 5.3). As in Section 5.2 define B  by:
+  < 2^ I K / K ) | I l , ( t , )
T , e T ,
(
B  : = *2 \  £  E
d u h
dti(reSh





Since the estimate (5.4.67) is a combination of the L2 a. posteriori error estimate and the 
H 1 a posteriori, error estimate. C in (5.4.67) can be seen to be a bound on the constant 
appearing in the L2 estimate' multiplied by the square of the constant appearing in the 
H 1 estimate. Dne to the' nature' of the points at which the Dirichlet and Xe'umann
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conditions meet, a  in (5.4.67) is taken as 0.5 - see Chapter 4 and [35] for more details.
x-axis
0.4 y-axis.
Figure 5-5: The finite element solution to the semilinear problem when A = 1 x 10- 1 , 
produced after 18 adaptive refinements. The mesh contains 5947 mesh points and 11761 
triangles. The initial mesh was a regular ‘20 x 20 mesh.
Using the adaptive scheme outlined in Section 5.3 and the a posteriori error estimate 
from Section 5.2 we are able to solve the finite element system (5.4.59)-(5.4.62). the 
results are contained in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. A typical picture of the finite element 
solution when A =  1 x 10~4 is presented in Figure 5-5 and a typical mesh for the same 
value of A is shown in Figure 5-6. We note that it is clear from our pictures that our 
refinement strategy has concentrated the mesh points in the area around the junction 
1 where we expect there to be a large change in the true solution.
Fable 5.1 shows the finite1 ('lenient solution has a layer of width of order approxi­
mately A as A —> 0+, this compares well with the order of width of the layer. (5.4.64). 
predicted in [49].
It is interesting to look at tin1 value of the estimated constant in the a posteriori.
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Figure 5-6: The mesh for the semilinear problem when A =  1 x 10~4. This mesh is 
produced after 9 adaptive refinements and contains 2763 mesh points and 5413 triangles. 
The initial mesh was a regular mesh of size 20 x 20.








Order of A 
iri width
lx lO " 2 10 x 10 23 5013 0.9722
1x l0 ~ 3 10 x 10 14 3247 0.5277 0.5307
5 x l0 ~ 4 10 x 10 11 2230 0.3611 1.0946
1x10-4 10 x 10 15 2963 0.1527 1.0695
5x HP ’ 10 x 10 12 3894 0.1111 0.9177
1 x10~5 20 x 20 16 6453 0.0526 0.8679
5 x l ( ) - (i 20 x 20 12 3667 0.0382 0.9230
1xlO-6 30 x 30 10 4166 0.0193 0.8484
Table 5.1: shows how the numerically computed width of the layer depends on A as 
A —> 0T. The theory predicts that the width is of order Alog(A) as A —> 0+. These 
results are computed using the L_> a posteriori, error estimates and a tolerance of 5 x 10 b
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A2 Estimate of the constant 
C  appearing in (5.4.67)
Order of A in the 
estimate of the constant
1 x 10“ 2 0.83 —
1 x 10“ 3 3.65 -1.28
5 x 1(T4 6.25 -1.55
1 x 10“ 4 12.13 -0.82
5 x 1(T5 16.94 -0.96
1 x 1(T5 68.33 -1.73
5 x 1CT6 98.73 -1.06
1 x 1(T6 328.92 -1.49
Table 5.2: shows how the estimate of the constant computed numerically on a mesh 
adapted from a regular 10 x 10 mesh, depends on A. The theory predicts an order of 
(A)-6 as A - a 0+, but this is not seen in practice. The value of the constant given is an 
average of the computed values as we near the required tolerance.
error estimate and compare it with the value one would predict from the theory:
From Table 5.2 we see that the order of A in the estimate of the constant in the 
L2 a posteriori error estimate (5.4.67) grows with order between 0 (A - 1 ) and 0 (A - 2 ) as 
A —->• 0+. Since the constant, C, in (5.4.67) is a bound on the constant appearing in the 
L2 estimate multiplied by the square of the constant appearing in the H 1 estimate and 
each of these constants is of order O(A0), it appears that the constant may grow as fast 
as:
O (A 0) \
Since the leading term in the Frechet derivative of (5.4.58) is: —A2A u, one may expect
A0 =  0 (A “ 2)
and thus the constant in the a posteriori error estimate' may be estimated to be of order 
A” 6 if standard analysis is applied. The observed order of A-2 shows that standard 
estimates may be very pessimistic.
The reason for the difference in this case may be partly explained by the following 
heuristic argument:
The Frechet derivative associated with our problem is:
(F '(ao)c .T ) -  (A2V r. V tr) +  (252 cosh(n0)c, w).
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We aim to show that  the effective numerical inverse of the discretised Frechet derivative 
(i.e. the constant A0 above) does not blow up with order A-2 as the analytic theory 
suggests. To see this consider discretising the Frechet derivative using piecewise linear 
finite elements on a uniform mesh with mesh size h (and mass lumping the zero order 
term), doing this we obtain a matrix of the following form :






where uo(i) represents the value of the weak solution at mesh point z and K  is the finite 
element stiffness matrix  corresponding to the Laplacian.
As we have observed, for a mesh point z, z/o(z) is either close to the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions (zzo(z) — sinh-1 ( ± l /2 5 2)) or z is in the layer. For a mesh point z not in the 
layer, since S is small:
cosh(uo(z)) ~  cosh ^sinh 1 ^







Therefore, for a mesh point z not in the layer the zth row of the matrix (5.4.68) is 
essentially the zth row of the matrix A2K  +  h2I,  which is dominated by the diagonal 
matrix h2I  when A is small. However, for a mesh point z in the layer ;/.()(/) is typically 
small compared to the boundary conditions and
cosh(u0(z)) ~  1.
The /th row of (5.4.68) is then essentially the zth row of \ 2K  + 252h2I. Assuming d < A 
this is of order ( )(A2) as A —>• 0, but this only happens in the layer.
We conclude that this heuristic argument suggests that the finite element approxi­
mation of 11(F (z/.0))“ 1 1| should vary in size between 0(11~2) and 0 (A ~ 2). ||(F ( z z q ) ) _ 1 ||
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will only approach 0(A~2) when we have refined into the layer significantly and the 
0 (A ~2) terms dominate the 0 ( h ~2) terms. This may explain why we are only seeing 
an order of A- 2 , in the estimate of the constant, rather than the order A-6 the theory 
predicts.
5 .4 .2  E f f ic ien cy  o f  t h e  A d a p t i v e  M e t h o d
It is also interesting to look at the efficiency of an adaptive method, i.e. how close the a 
posteriori error estimate gets to the real error in the finite element solution as we refine 
the mesh. We make the following definition of efficiency of an adaptive method:
D e f in i t io n  5.4.1 Let uo be the weak solution of a given problem and let u £ be the 
corresponding finite element solution on the kth mesh. Then for  a given norm,  || • ||, 
define
efficiency of the method : =  lim °f  IK  ~
oo upper bound on ||uo — u ^||
Ideally the efficiency should be close to 1, showing tha t  the method is correctly 
estimating the error in the solution as the scheme progresses.
The efficiency of a posteriori error estimators is also considered in [2], where the 
efficiency of Bank and Weiser’s error estimates ([11]) are theoretically tested for degree 
p finite element approximations on quadrilateral meshes. It is shown there that the 
error estimators are asymptotically exact (as the mesh diameter tends to zero) for 
regular problems, providing that the degree of approximation is of odd order and the 
elements are rectangular.
We test the efficiency of our adaptive m ethod on the following seinilinear problem:
2(1.9)'
(1 -  (1.9.r -  0.95)2)'
u ( x , y ) =  — ta n h - 1 (0.95). on (5.4.70)
A u +   ------  _ ■ 9 tanh(u) =  0. in 9  =  [0,1] x [0, 1], (5.4.G9)
/ i  t i  n , , . .  c i  O i-v  ) Z
u(x,  y) =  tanh '(0.95). on dih-  (5.4.71)
Du
—  = 0. on OQ \  U 0Q>- (5.4.72)
on
where <9Qi =  {()} x [0. 1] and dlA =  {1} x [0. 1]. 
The problem (5.4.69)-(5.4.70) has solution
x . y)  — tanh 1 (1.9.7: — 0.95). (5.4./3)
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Refinement level L2 a posteriori Efficiency at
error estim ate this refinement level
1 1.28 x 10~2 2.92
2 2.67 x 10~3 1.13
3 3.29 x 10“ 3 3.84
4 3.24 x 10“ 3 1.01
5 5.01 x 10~3 4.28
6 5.42 x 10~4 3.13
7 1.27 x 10~3 2.23
8 8.53 x 10“ 4 2.61
9 6.29 x 10“ 4 2.85
10 3.21 x 10“ 4 4.94
11 3.24 x 10" 4 4.30
12 5.84 x 10“ 4 4.23
13 4.20 x 10“ 4 2.61
14 1.52 x 10“ 4 1.29
Table 5.3: shows the efficiency of the adaptive m ethod as we refine the mesh. The values 
of the a posteriori error estim ates shown include the estim ated value of the constant at 
each refinement.
which has slight boundary layers at dQ\ and <9^ 2.
We use our adaptive m ethod to com pute a finite element solution to the problem and 
see how the efficiency of the m ethod behaves as we refine the mesh. We use the L2 norm 
in our test of efficiency as it is reasonably easy to approxim ate the true error ||uo — w/i||o 
using (B.0.1), where uq is given by (5.4.73). The upper bound on ||uo — ^/i||o consists 
of the a posteriori error estim ate (5.2.26) w ith the constant estim ated as described in 
Section 5.3.
The results, presented in Table 5.3, show that although the efficiency of the adaptive 
m ethod applied to (5.4.69)-(5.4.72) does not conclusively tend towards 1, the 0, posteriori 
error estim ate continually over estim ates the error in the finite element solution. The 
variation in the efficiency value (and in the size of the L2 a posteriori error estim ate) is 
due to variation in the estim ated value of the constant in the error estim ate. One wav 
to smooth this variation might be to take an average of the recently estim ated values of 
the constant as we refine the mesh, but we should probably also make sure any average 
has a bias towards the last estim ated value.
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Chapter 6
Efficient A daptive Num erical 
M odels of Typical Sem iconductor 
D evices
In this chapter vve test the m ethods introduced in the two previous chapters on two very 
different semiconductor problems: A PIN diode in its off-state and a M OSFET diode 
with varying applied voltages.
In Section 6.2 we consider the PIN diode problem. W ith  zero applied voltage the 
model reduces to a single semilinear equation with two small param eters, A and S. The 
limiting forms of the solution as A —>■ 0 and as 5 —> 0 are known from asym ptotic analysis. 
We use our a posteriori error estim ates to produce accurate finite element solutions 
to the semilinear equation. We show the effectiveness of the refinement procedure by 
dem onstrating tha t as A -» 0 or 6 —> 0 the numerical solutions have the right asymptotic 
behaviour. These initial results are obtained by solving the full nonlinear problem on 
each of the fine meshes.
We also test our defect correction m ethod on this problem , but use adaptively deter­
mined meshes, rather than the a prion  determ ined meshes of the theory in Chapter 4. 
The defect correction method solves a nonlinear problem on the coarsest mesh and one 
linear problem on each of the finer grids. We show th a t this adaptive defect correction 
m ethod is competitive' with the m ethod tha t solves a nonlinear problem on each of the 
meshes. It is shown that the m ethod produces solutions of the correct form, provided 
the initial mesh is sufficiently fine and the meshes are refined cautiously.
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In Section 6.3 we consider the M OSFET diode with four contacts. Using a se­
ries of simplifying assum ptions we reduce the problem  to a system  which is easier to 
solve. This system is solved for a variety of applied voltages and the calculated electron 
concentrations compared to the known behaviour of the electrons in the M OSFET.
First we provide some details of the program  used to find the finite element solutions:
6.1 T h e F in ite  E lem ent C ode
The adaptive finite element code used in this chapter and for the PN diode experiments 
in C hapter 5 combines and extends two research codes: PETSc [63] and FEMLAB [38].
PETSc [h ttp ://w w w .m cs.an l.gov /petsc/petsc .h tm l] is intended for use in large scale 
applications and has an extensive range of tools for the numerical solution of partial 
differential equations. The code can be used on machines set up in parallel or serial, 
though we only use it on a single machine. PE T Sc is w ritten  in C and uses the M PI 
standard  for message passing. We have extended the code to include unstructured 
grids of triangles and the discretisation of the operators appearing in the semiconductor 
equations. In our code PETSc is used to discretise the finite element problems and solve 
the resulting systems.
FEM LAB [h ttp ://w w w .m ath .clialm crs.se/R esearch/Fem lab/index.htm l] is a less pow­
erful and much slower Fortran code designed for solving convection-diffusion problems 
but has a very good adaptive refinement procedure. We use the grid structure and 
refinement code from FEMLAB, adding our own a posteriori error estim ates and refine­
ment criteria. The refinement strategy in the extended code is the procedure described 
in Section 5.3.
The code operates in the following way:
(1) Set up the initial grid and guesses at the solutions to the equations. (FEMLAB)
(2 ) Set up and discretise the operators, adding in the boundary conditions. (PETSc
extension)
(3) Solve the resulting systems. (PETSc)
(4) Calculate the a. posteriori error estim ate and which triangles to refine. (FEMLAB
extension)
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(5) Refine the grid if the a posteriori error estim ate is greater than  the tolerance and 
return  to (2). Otherwise exit the code. (FEMLAB)
The adaptive finite element code is used in the next two sections.
6.2 T he P IN  D iod e  in T h erm al Equilibrium
The PIN diode is a semiconductor device with an n and p region separated  by an 
intrinsic (or i) region. An i region has a very low concentration of ionized im purities 
(characterised by a zero or approxim ately zero doping profile in the region). T he device 
behaves like a PN diode but has some additional features. In this section two numerical 
m ethods for solving the finite element system  associated with the PIN diode in therm al 
equilibrium are tested against each other and the results compared to the asym ptotic 
analysis contained in Section 4.4 of [51].
6 .2 .1  T h e  P I N  D io d e  E q u a t io n s  in  T h e r m a l E q u ilib r iu m
The two dimensional semiconductor device equations discussed in Section 1.3 with a 
zero applied voltage across the device (therm al equilibrium) reduce to the problem:
-A 2A'0 4- 2<52 sinh('0) — d =  0, in H c K 2, (6.2.1)
i ( d \ dnD0 =  sinh 2~-2-  J , on dQ D, (6.2.2)
— =  0, on dQjy. (6.2.3)
on
The Diriehlet boundary, dSlp, and the Neumann boundary, <9f2/v, are two disjoint re­
gions whose union is the whole of the boundary of Q. In (6.2.1), d is the doping profile 
and for the PIN diode considered in this section will take the form:
+ 1 in $2+
0 in P 0 • (6-2-4 )
- 1  in {}
i l +. 12o and il are disjoint, simply connected sub-dom ains of Q with
f2+un0un_ = Q. n+nn_ = 0.
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In this section Q is taken to be the unit square and
:= {(x,y) G R2 : 0.75 < x < 1, 0 <  y <  1},
fi_ := {{x,y)  E M2 : 0 <  x  <  0.25,  0 <  y <  0 .5 or \ J x 2 +  (y — 0 . 5 ) 2 <  0 .2 5} ,
n 0 := f t \ ( n + u n _ ) .
The Dirichlet boundary of the domain, d t lo ,  is split into two parts: T+ and T_:
T+ : =  { ( l , y )  : 0 <  y < 1},
r -  :=  { ( 0 , y )  : 0 <  y  <  0 .5} .
For the doping profile defined by (6.2.4) the Dirichlet boundary conditions (6.2.2) are
ip =  sinh-1 ^ 7^ 2 ^ on T+, (6.2.5)
,- i  / " I Nip = sinh (^2^2 )^ on T_. (6.2.6)
The domain, sub-dom ains and Dirichlet boundaries are shown in Figure 6-1.
6 .2 .2  A s y m p t o t ic  A n a ly s is  for th e  P I N  D io d e
Approximations to the solution of the PIN diode problem (6.2.1)-(6.2.4) are obtained 
by exploiting the smallness of A and <) in [51].
In the PN diode case, as discussed in Section 5.4, the lim its A —> 0 and 8 —> 
0 commuted in the asym ptotic analysis of [49]. This is not true for the PIN diode. 
Different approxim ate solutions art' obtained as A —> 0 and 8 —> 0. The following 
asym ptotic results are obtained in Section 4.4 of [51].
W hen A < 8  and letting A —> 0 the asym ptotic solution to (6.2.1)-(6.2.4) is calculated 
to bo:
sinh '"1 ( 2^ 2) i11
0 in fl() ■ (6.2.7)
sinh 1 ( 7^ 7 ) in i l -
However, when 8 < A and 8 —> 0 the asym ptotic analysis gives the following solution
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( 1 , 1 )(0 ,1 )
(0 ,0 .75)
(0 ,0 .5)
(1,0)(0 ,0) (0 .25,0) (0 .75,0 )
Figure 0-1: Cross section of the PIN diode considered.
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to (6.2.1)-(6.2.4):
i/j\n+ = sinh-1 ^ ^ 2^ > « -  =  sinh-1 and =  0 in J20. (6.2 .8)
6.2.3 Num erical R esults for the P IN  D iode Problem
This section compares the efficiency of the two numerical methods introduced in Chap­
ters 5 and 4. The ability of each of the methods to capture the asymptotic results 
detailed in Section 6.2.2 is also examined.
The first method is the standard finite element method with adaption where a series 
of nonlinear finite element problems are solved on a series of refined grids, the grid 
refinement is determined by using an a posteriori error estimate for the problem, as 
discussed in Chapter 5.
The second method is the defect correction method given in Chapter 4, this solves 
one nonlinear finite element problem and then a sequence of linear finite element prob­
lems on carefully refined grids, the grid refinement is determined by carefully using the 
same a posteriori error estimate.
For convenience the mass lumped version (see (6.2.9) below) of the finite element 
method is used for both schemes.
T h e  S tan d ard  F in ite  E lem en t M eth o d  w ith  A d a p tio n
Given a grid of triangles Th =  {2fc}, define Vh to be the piecewise linear finite element 
space associated with the grid. The mass lumped finite element method for the PIN 
diode problem (6.2.1)-(6.2.4) is to seek iph £  V/i such that:
(F(VVi), vh) := (A2VV>h, Vv h) +  (282 sinh(^h) -  d, vh) =  0 , vh G Vh, (6.2.9)
where (■, •) is the L2 inner product and, denoting the mesh points of a triangle Tit by p 
and its area by A (Tk), the mass lumped inner product is defined by:
(v,w) := ^  v(p)w{p).
3TktTh.
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(6.2.9) is equivalent to seeking iph €  Vh such that
F(V>/i) =  0 in (Vh) (6 .2 .10)
where (Vh) is the dual space of Vh-
Define ipo to be the weak solution of (6.2.1)-(6.2.4). The a posteriori error estimates 
associated with (6.2.9) are (see Chapter 5):
11*00 ~  "0/1 111 <  Ci
||0o -  "M o <  C2
duh
dn +  { £  ! I W K ) l l L ( Tl)
T k€Th
^ v l!w0 IIH1 (Tfc) f 11^ 0 uh\
Tjke7h
(6 .2 .11)
In (6.2.11) Eh = {r} is the set of edges of the triangles in 7h, hk is the diameter of the 
triangle Tk G Th and a G (0.25,1] is a fixed positive constant depending purely on the 
domain and boundary conditions, a can be calculated using the results of [35]. W ith 
the boundary conditions given in Section 6.2.1 a = 0.5.
Ci and C2 in the a posteriori error estimates depend on A, but for the purposes 
of this set of experiments C\ and C2 are taken to be equal to one. As discussed in 
Chapter 5 C2 may theoretically be of order A-6  (numerical experiments in Section 5.4.1 
for the PN diode suggest C2 is of order A-2 ), therefore taking C2 = 1 in our numerical 
method is equivalent to seeking a finite element solution which has an L2 error signif­
icantly less than the required tolerance. Since we are mainly interested in comparing 
the performance of the numerical methods at the same values of A and 5 this will not 
affect the results.
The numerical algorithm for the standard adaptive method is:
(1) Choose an initial finite element mesh and a tolerance.
(2) Seek a finite element solution to (6.2.9) on the current mesh using Newton’s method.
(3) If the error in the finite element solution, as measured by the L2 a posteriori error
estimate, is less than the tolerance then stop. Otherwise, refine the mesh based 
on the a posteriori error estimate. Return to (2).
As in Section 5.4 refinement is based on the L2 a posteriori error estimate (6.2.11).
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A triangle is refined if its error (indicated by the size of the contribution the triangle 
makes to the total a posteriori error estimate) exceeds the average error taken over all 
the triangles by some factor. To avoid over-refinement a maximum of 500 triangles are 
refined at each loop of the algorithm.






1 x 10"4 10 x 10 4155 8205 9
5 x 10"5 10 x 10 3157 6212 8
1 x 1(T 5 10 x 10 4866 9624 9
5 x 1(T6 10 x 10 4823 9540 9
1 x 10"6 20 x 20 3222 6324 7
5 x 1(T7 20 x 20 3172 6225 7
1 x lO” 7 20 x 20 3286 6454 7
5 x 1(T8 20 x 20 3442 6763 7
1 x 10“ 8 20 x 20 3904 7686 7
Table 6.1: Results for the standard adaptive method with A2 =  1 x 10 4 and S —> 0. 
The solutions are for a tolerance of 5 x 10- 3 .






1 x 10“ 4 10 x 10 4155 8205 9
5 x 10"5 10 x 10 3150 6203 9
1 x 10“ 5 10 x 10 5087 10074 12
5 x 10~6 20 x 20 6704 13276 11
1 x 10"6 20 x 20 4764 9415 13
5 x 10"7 20 x 20 4987 9860 10
1 x 10"7 20 x 20 6898 13681 11
5 x 10~ 8 20 x 20 6943 13770 11
1 x 10"8 20 x 20 3768 7427 10
Table 6.2: Results for the standard adaptive method with 62 = 1 x 10 4 and A —> 0. 
The solutions are for a tolerance of 5 x 10- 3 .
Using the numerical algorithm finite element solutions to the PIN diode in thermal 
equilibrium were computed for a variety of A and <5. The results are contained in 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Selected finite element solutions are shown in Figures 6-2, 6-3, 6-5 
and 6-6 .
It is observed and can be seen from Figures 6-2 and 6-3, that as £ —> 0 the solution in 
the regions Q+ and are approximately equal to the boundary conditions as predicted.
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,  “T-L. '  + , T l  '  I -  f
’ +i +4.++ . ++ ++i +'
y-ax is 0 0 x-ax is
Figure 6-2: The finite element solution to the PIN diode problem when A2 =  1 x 10 4 
and 62 =  1 x 10“5.
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y-axis x-axis
Figure 6-3: The finite element solution to the PIN diode problem when A2 =  1 x 10 4 
and S2 = 1 x 1(T8.
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In Figure 6-4 the discrete Laplace operator applied to the finite element solution is 
shown. The maximum value of the Laplacian of the finite element solution is of order 
1CT4 in the interior of Qo- Thus as 6 —» 0 the adapted finite element solution is clearly 
of the form predicted by (6.2.8).
+ + + + 7 +  
+ + +
y-axis x-axis
Figure 6-4: The discretised Laplace operator applied to the best finite element solution 
of the PIN diode problem when A2 = 1 x 10 1 and S 2 — 1 x 10 8.
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 show the finite element solution of the PIN diode problem when 
S2 =  1 x 10 1 and X2 = 1 x 10~n and 1 x 10~8. It can be seen from the pictures that as 
A —» 0 the finite (dement solution is of the type predicted by the asym ptotic analy sis.
The layers in the finite' element solution as A —» 0 are much deeper than when 6 —» 0. 
this is reflected in the need for a mesh with more mesh points as A —» 0. It seems strange 
that fewer mesh points are needed when A2 = 1 x 10~8 than when A2 = 5 x 10 8. but 
it would appear that t his is due to the increased sharpness of the layers and flatness of
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the solution in the part of the domain corresponding to Do- [Very few mesh points are 
needed to capture layers that are almost vertical drops].
As A —> 0 we see from (6.2.7) th a t the solution should become more like a scaled 
version of the doping profile (scaled according to the boundary conditions), in particular 
the layers in the finite element solution should occur at approximately the same points 
in the domain as the jum ps in the doping profile. To test this the starting positions of 
the left and right hand layers were computed. The right hand layer is defined to start 
when the solution is bounded away from the Dirichlet boundary condition at x  =  1 by a 
factor of 0.03 [0.03 is an arbitrary choice, any small number could have been used here]. 
The left hand layer is defined to s ta rt when the finite element solution in the region 
{(x , y ) [0,1 ],y £ [0,0.45)} is bounded away from the Dirichlet condition at x  =  0
by 0.03. In theory, as A —)• 0, these should tend towards 0.25 and 0.75 respectively. The 
results of this test are contained in Table 6.3. The results do indeed conform with the 
theory and illustrate the sharpness of the finite element solution.
+
X X X N  + ++ + + + + + + .++ y-TV+ + + +j_ + .
y -a x i s x -a x i s
Figure 6-5: The finite element solution to the FIX diode problem when S2 =  1 x 10 1 
and A2 =  1 x 10 X
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y-axis x-axis
Figure 6-6: The finite element solution to the PIN diode problem when S2 = 1 x 10 4 
and A2 = 1 x 10~8.
A2 Position of right 
hand layer
Position of left 
hand layer
1 x 10" 1 0.2222 0.7777
5 x 10“ 5 0.2222 0.7777
1 x 10~5 0.2431 0.7604
5 x 10“ 6 0.2401 0.7599
1 x 10-6 0.2467 0.7533
5 x 10-7 0.2467 0.7533
1 x 10 7 0.2484 0.7516
3 x 10"H 0.2484 0.7516
1 x 10 8 0.2500 0.7500
Table 6.3: Thu x positions of the layers in the finite element solution as A —» 0 and 
6 =  1 x 10 The layers are defined to start when the finite element solution is 
bounded away from the boundary conditions.
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T h e D efect C orrection  M eth o d
In this section the defect correction m ethod, introduced in C hapter 4, will be applied 
to the PIN diode problem (6.2.9). The results obtained will be com pared to the results 
using the standard  adaptive m ethod.
The defect correction m ethod is a  m ethod for solving semilinear finite element prob­
lems accurately and efficiently. The m ethod involves solving one nonlinear problem and 
then  a sequence of linear problems on finer grids. A lthough the theory in C hapter 4 is 
for a priori determined meshes, the meshes used in this section are obtained by cautious 
mesh refinement of a uniform mesh based on the a posteriori error estim ate (6.2.11). 
This is an adaptive version of the defect correction m ethod.
Before giving the algorithm  for the m ethod it is necessary to define the Frechet
derivative, F' : Vh L ^4%, (Vh) of the nonlinear function, F, given by (6.2.9):
(F ' ('iph)vh,w h) : =  ( \ 2V v h, V w h) +  (282 cosh('iph)vh,Wh) vh:wh E Vh. (6.2.12)
The adaptive defect correction algorithm  is:
(1) Choose an initial finite element mesh V® and a tolerance. Set k =  0.
(2) Seek a finite element solution, to (6.2.10) on the initial mesh. Solve the non­
linear problem using N ew ton’s m ethod.
(3) If the error in solution ?/;£, as m easured by the a posteriori error estim ate, is less
than the tolerance then stop. Otherwise, refine the mesh carefully based on the a 
posteriori error estim ate to obtain the new mesh.
( 4 )  Solve the following linear problem on the current mesh:
f ' w £ ) 4 +1 =
for c '^+ l . Set f/^ +1 =  +  r:^ '+ 1 and k =  k + 1. R eturn to step (3).
As before, the refinement is based on the L9 a posteriori error estim ate, but to
conform with the defect correction theory in C hapter 4 the meshes are refined very 
cautiously (a maximum of 10% of the triangles are refined at each stage). The theory 
for the defect correction m ethod also requires a sufficiently fine initial mesh. It was
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found that, on average, the defect correction m ethod required an initial mesh four times 
finer than  the initial mesh for the standard  m ethod to converge.
It is known (e.g. [23]) th a t the finite element solution to (6.2.9) satisfies a discrete 
m aximum  principle, i.e. it only takes values between the boundary conditions (6.2.5) 
and (6.2.6):
Sillh_1 ( 2^ )  “  ^ h^  “  sinh_1 ( 2^2)  x  e  (6.2.13)
It was found th a t if too many of the triangles were refined a t each refinement step 
of the algorithm  then the discrete m aximum  principle (6.2.13) was violated (typically 
refining over 20% of the triangles would cause problems).
The defect correction m ethod worked exceedingly well for the PIN  diode problem
(6.2.9) when A was held fixed and S —» 0. This is probably because as 5 decreases the 
layers in the solution become less severe.
52 Initial mesh Final num ber 
of mesh points
Final num ber 
of triangles
Num ber of 
refinement steps
1 x 10“ 5 40 x 40 3745 7309 7
1 x 1CT6 40 x 40 3631 7083 7
1 x 1 0 -7 40 x 40 3734 7291 8
1 x IQ” 8 40 x 40 3688 7199 7
Table 6.4: Results for the defect correction m ethod for £ —» 0 and A2 =  1 x 10 4. Results 
are for a tolerance of 5 x 10-3 .
The results for the defect correction m ethod when J —»■ 0 and A2 =  1 x 10-4 are in 
Table 6.4. These results for the defect correction m ethod compare very favourably with 
the results for the standard  method in Table 6.1, particularly in term s of the number 
of iterations and mesh points the m ethod requires for 52 =  1 x 10“ \  Figures 6-7 and 
6-8 show the finite element solutions when S2 — 1 x 10-5 and 1 x 10 8. respectively. 
Comparing these with the finite element solutions produced by the standard  method 
(Figures 6-2 and 6-3) shows that both m ethods produce com parable results. The only 
real difference between the solutions is tha t the defect correction solution has more 
mesh points in regions of slow change, this is due to the finer initial grid required for 
the method to work.
The PIN diode finite' element problem. (6.2.9), when <5 is held fixed and A decreases 
is more difficult to solve using the defect, correction m ethod, mainly due to the' si/e of
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Figure 6-7: The defect correction finite ('lenient solution to the PIN diode problem when 
S2 =  l x 10 5 and A2 = 1 x 10 '.
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Figure 6-8: The defect correction finite element solution to the PIN diode problem when 
S2 =  1 x H P 8 and A2 =  1 x H P 4.
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the initial mesh required.
It was found th a t if a sufficiently fine initial mesh was not taken (6.2.13) was violated. 
For example the finite element solution to (6.2.9) with A2 =  1 x 10-6 and 52 = 1 x 10-4 
had an error of 65% for an initial mesh of size 40 x 40, the error decreased to 30% for 
an initial mesh of size 50 x 50 and the error was 12% for an initial mesh of size 60 x 60. 
Taking an initial mesh of size 70 x 70 for this problem  is not desirable, partly because 
solving the initial nonlinear problem takes too long, b u t mainly because the mesh is 
over-refined in regions of slow change in the solution - the whole point of using the a 
posteriori error estim ate is to avoid over-refinement.
Instead of using a very fine initial grid to s ta rt the defect correction m ethod off when 
A is small, a slightly different defect correction algorithm  is used. The altered algorithm  
replaces step (4) of the original defect correction algorithm  with the new step:
(4)' Solve the following linear problem on the current mesh:
F ' ( ^ ) 4 +1 =  - F ( ^ )
for e£+1. Set ?/^+1 — +  eh+1. If the solution V^+1 exceeds the bounds (6.2.13)
at a mesh point, then set the solution equal to the nearest boundary condition at
tha t mesh point. Set k =  k+1 and retu rn  to step (3).
Steps (1) to (3) of the new algorithm  remains the same.
A2 ' " Initial mesh Final number 
of mesh points




1 x 10-5 40 x 40 3626 7077 9
1 x 10“ 6 50 x 50 7022 13823 16
1 x 10“ 7 60 x 60 10751 21239 22
1 x 10“ 8 70 x 70 7617 14949 6
Table 6.5: Results for the altered defect correction m ethod for A —>• 0 and S2 =  1 x 10 4. 
Results are for a tolerance of 5 x 10- 3 .
W ith this altered defect correction algorithm the m ethod works very well on the PIN 
diode problem with S fixed and A decreasing. The results for the method are contained 
in Table 6.5 and in Figures 6-9 and 6-10. The solution produced by the defect correction 
method is identical to the solution produced by the standard  adaptive method, except 
for the increased num ber of mesh points needed to obtain the same accuracy.
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Figure 6-9: The defect correction finite element solution to the PIN diode problem when 
A2 = 1 x 10~° and S2 =  1 x 10" '. The solution is produced by using the altered defect 
<;orrection algorithm .
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It is interesting to compare the number of linear solves the m ethods require to find 
a finite element solution which has an error less than  the given tolerance. A comparison 
of the total number of linear solves required for each m ethod is given in Table 6.6. For 
the finite element PIN diode • ; 1 1 ms considered, the defect correction method requires 
fewer linear solves, despite the increased number of iterations for small A. However, since 
the initial grids used in the defect correction m ethod are much larger than those used 
in the standard adaptive method, the defect correction m ethod still takes a comparable 
amount of time to solve the finite element problem.
Figure 6-10: The defect correction finite element solution to the PIN diode problem 
when A2 =  1 x l()_a and S2 = 1 x 10* .  The solution is produced by using the altered 
defect correction algorithm.
In the time available it is not possible to optimise the code used to solve the finite 
element PIN diode problem with the standard and defect correction methods. It is 
therefore not possible to give cost profiles [the number of operations involved in solving 
a problem] for the methods. However, it is possible to get an idea of the relative costs of 
the methods. It is known that if a finite' element problem was solved using an optimal
y - axis °  0 x -ax is
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A2 s2 Number of linear solves 
for standard method
Number of linear solves for 
defect correction method
1 x 10~4 1 x 1(T 5 32 17
i  x n r 4 1 x 10"7 22 17
i  x n r 4 1 x 10"8 66 53
i  x io ~5 1 x 10"4 64 20
1 x 10~7 1 x 1(T 4 156 32
1 x 10"8 1 x 10"4 310 14
Table 6 .6 : The number of linear solves required to solve the PIN diode problem for 
different values of A and 6 using the standard adaptive and defect correction methods. 
The initial grids are those used before and change depending on the method, A and S. 
The tolerance is fixed at 5 x 10-3 .
method then the total cost would be:
Number of mesh points x Number of linear solves.
Since the standard and defect correction methods considered here both involve adaptive 
procedures the estimates of the ‘ideal’ total costs are calculated using the formula:
Number of mesh points Number of linear
> , x 
Iterations *n current grid solves required
The results in Table 6.7 suggest that the defect correction method is easily competitive in 
terms of cost. The only time the defect correction method has an ‘ideal’ cost significantly 
greater than the ‘ideal’ cost of the standard method is when A2 =  1 X 1 0 - 4  and 62 = 
1 X 1 0 - 8 . The increased cost is due to the large initial mesh the defect correction method 
requires and the large number of linear solves it takes to solve the initial finite element 
problem to the required accuracy.
There appear to be two main problems with the defect correction method, both of 
these manifest themselves most clearly as A —> 0. They are the large increase in the 
number of mesh points required and the increase in the number of iterations needed to 
obtain an accurate defect correction solution. The main reason for the increase in the 
number of mesh points required is the fine initial grid needed to start the method, but 
these grids are still not fine enough to capture the layers to the required tolerance. The 
second reason for the increase in the number of loops and mesh points is the cautious
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A2 S2 Ideal cost for 
the standard method
Ideal cost for the 
defect correction method
1 x 10"4 i x n r* 39136 35497
i x n r 4 1 x io -7 33592 35789
1 x 1(T 4 1 x 10” 8 61304 83445
1 x 10"5 1 x 10“ 4 81621 42419
1 x 1 0 -7 i x n r 4 357578 198885
1 x 10~8 i x io~4 655109 74619
Table 6.7: The ideal cost of finding an accurate finite element solution to the PIN diode 
problem for different values of A and 6 using the standard adaptive and defect correction 
methods. The tolerance is fixed at 5 X 10-3 .
adaptive strategy, new mesh points are mainly introduced within the layers at each 
iteration of the algorithm, but extra mesh points are also needed at the outer parts 
of each of the layers, resulting in a larger than expected a posteriori error estimate. 
It is only when the errors at the extreme points of a layer starts to compete with the 
error from within the layer that the a posteriori error estimate starts to reduce and the 
algorithm terminate.
Despite the extra loops and mesh points required the defect correction method still 
competes well with the standard adaptive method in terms of ‘ideal’ cost and accuracy 
achieved. Even with a large increase in the number of iterations required the defect 
correction method requires a smaller number of linear systems to be solved. The results 
contained in this section suggest that the defect correction method is an exceedingly 
good method, providing care is taken with the refinement procedure and the initial grid 
is sufficiently fine.
6.3 Simplified M OSFET
The MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) is one of the most 
important semiconductor devices since it can be used as a switch without consuming 
any power. There have been numerous numerical models of the MOSFET device, for 
example [62], [27], [34] and [52]. Here we solve a reduced model proposed in [51] in 
which some simplifying assumptions enable us to model the device and capture its most 
important features, yet allow us to focus on the most important part of the device and 
reduce the computational effort needed for the simulation. This simplified model is a
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2 x 2  coupled system, with variables ip and v, comprising scaled electrostatic potential 
and electron quasi-Fermi level respectively ((6.3.18)-(6.3.19) below). The efficient ap­
plication of adaptivity to  this system is a challenging open problem: One has to choose 
between using one the variables as a basis for determining the adaptive meshes - usually 
ip, see [47] - or trying to adapt on both variables which requires more computations as 
in [27]. In this thesis we have only used the former approach. As one shall see below, 
although this is sometimes successful there may be some situations in which it is unsat­
isfactory. It is still an open question to investigate fully adaption of meshes for different 
components of the solution of a coupled system which may have difficulties in different 
places.
The M OSFET has four contacts: the source, drain, bulk and gate contacts. The 
source and drain are connected to highly doped n-type regions of semiconductor and 
the bulk is connected to  a p-type region with much lower doping. Between the source 
and drain is a thin layer of oxide (silicon dioxide for a silicon based semiconductor) and 








Figure 6-11: Cross section of a simplified M OSFET device
When a sufficiently large voltage is applied a t the gate an inversion layer forms near 
the semiconductor/oxide interface (BC in Figure 6-11). In this area the electron density
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dominates the hole density and so this region near the semiconductor/oxide interface is 
known as an n-channel. When there is a sufficiently large voltage difference between the 
two contacts the n-channel is able to carry a significant current from source to drain. 
This current can be switched on and off by applying different voltages at the gate. The 
aim of this section will be to numerically model how the electrons behave in this channel 
for different applied voltages.
The n-type region below the source contact will be referred to as the source region. 
Similarly the n-type region below the drain contact will be called the drain region. The 
remaining p-type region will be referred to as the bulk region.
The drift-diffusion equations (in the quasi-Fermi variables) introduced in Section 1.3 
hold in the semiconductor region, Q,s (ADFE in Figure 6-11). To simplify the model 
we assume that the generation/recombination rate is set to zero. The oxide region, Qox 
(IJCB in Figure 6-11), is assumed to be free of charge (n =  p  =  0) and here Laplace’s 
equation holds for the electrostatic potential ip. The equations modelling the MOSFET 
can therefore be written as:
A2A 'ip -f 62 {exp(ip — v) — exp(u; — ip)} = d, in (6.3.14)
—V. (exp(^ — v)Vv) =  o, in (6.3.15)
V. (exp(w — ip)Vw) = o, in ns •> (6.3.16)
Aip -  0 , in (6.3.17)
As the voltage applied at the source contact acts as a reference voltage for the drain 
voltage we set the source voltage to be zero. It is not necessary to always apply a voltage 
to the bulk contact and for the purposes of our simulation the applied voltage at the 
bulk will also be assumed to be zero. Defining the voltage applied at the drain contact
to be Vd and the voltage applied at the gate to be Vg , the Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the system can be written as:
v =  w — 0 , ip =  sinh-1  ( + l / 2£), at the source contact, 
v = w = 0 , ip = sinh_ 1(—1/ 2<S), at the bulk contact, 
v = w = Vd/Ur, "0 =  sinh-1  (+ 1 /26) T Vd/Ur, at the drain contact,
ip — sinh- 1(—1/ 2b)-\-Vg/UT, at the gate contact,
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where Ut is the thermal voltage given in Chapter 1. At all other boundaries of the 
device homogeneous Neumann conditions hold for ip,v and w (where appropriate). All 
that remains to specify is the interface condition for 0  at the join between the oxide and 
semiconductor. Taking the origin of the coordinate system for the model at the point 
B in Figure 6-11 and with the x- and y-axes as shown, we impose the usual interface 
conditions for 0 :
0 (0 - , y) =  0 (0+ , y), €oxdx'tp(0—1y) =  csdxip(0+,y),
where eox is the absolute permittivity of the oxide and €s is the absolute permittivity 
of the silicon semiconductor. Values for these quantities are given in Chapter 1. This 
condition forces the potential and vertical component of the electric displacement (eV 0) 
to be continuous across the interface.
The properties of the MOSFET with various applied voltages are studied in Chap­
ter 3 of [65]. With Vg = 0 it is known that there are very few electrons in the channel. 
Non-zero gate voltage Vg creates an electric field near the semiconductor/oxide interface, 
this repels holes and induces electrons into the channel. As the gate voltage increases 
more electrons flow into the channel, increasing the current. However increasing the 
drain voltage Vg has the affect of repelling electrons from the drain end of the channel 
and reduces the density of electrons in this region.
Since we are interested in modelling the behaviour of the MOSFET in the n-channel 
(near the semiconductor/oxide interface) we introduce a simplified model which focuses 
on the region BCHG in Figure 6-11. This model is also discussed in [51, Section 4.7].
6.3.1 The Sim plified M OSFET M odel
This section describes the reduction of the MOSFET model to a boundary value problem 
in the small region represented by BCHG in Figure 6-11.
In [51, Section 4.7] (using singular perturbation analysis as A —► 0) it is shown that v 
is approximately equal to the scaled applied source and drain voltages in the source and 
drain regions, respectively. In the bulk region w is approximately equal to the applied 
voltage at the bulk contact. With the given applied voltages we therefore assume:
v = 0 in the source region,
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v = Vd/Ur in the drain region, 
w =  0 in the bulk region.
Defining I to be the oxide thickness (the length of the segment IB in Figure 6-11) 
and assume that the channel length (the length of the segment BC in Figure 6-11) is 
large in comparison. This is reasonable since a typical channel lengths is 250 nm, while 
a typical oxide thickness is 4.5 nm. Introduce the independent variable £ =  x/l. In this 
new variable the oxide region is transformed to a unit square and the potential satisfies
&lt + (2dli> = 0.
In the limit as I —> 0, this potential equation becomes a one dimensional problem 
which, bearing in mind the conditions at the semiconductor/oxide interface, leads to 
the interface boundary condition ([51, Section 4.7]):
— dx ip = ip — sinh ( —— ) --on the interface BC.
€ox V2 0 /  Ut
Since the hole concentration, w, is known to be approximately equal to zero in the
region BCHG in Figure 6-11 our simplified model for this region does not need to include
the hole continuity equation.
Define 7 =  (log(d/n ;) )-1  and A =  A /(7 )s , where d is the maximum of the doping 
profile and n; is the intrinsic concentration. Then introducing the rescaled variables:
ip =  7 7^, v =  'yv, £ =  x / \ ,
we arrive at the simplified MOSFET system:
-I- ~\2dyip = exp ^ -  exp —~^j +  (6.3.18)
d( (exp  ( ^ ~ ” ~ ^  dzi \ +  \ 2dy (exp  ( ^ ~ ^ ~  dyij = 0. (6.3.19)
Defining Vg =  'y V g /U r  and Vd = ^ V d / U r  to be the rescaled gate and drain voltages, 
[51] derives the following boundary conditions on the new variables ^ and v in the region
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BCHG of Figure 6-11:
adj'll) = ip — 7  sinh (—1 / 2b ) —Vg, on BC,
=  - 1  -  T l o g ^ l  +  ^1 +  4exp on GH,
v = 0 , on BG,
v =  Vd, on  C H ,
=  0, on BC and GH.
In the above a — eslj€oxX. Since [51] does not specify the boundary conditions for ip 
on BG and CH of the reduced domain (these boundary conditions are shown not to 
affect the result) we take homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for ip on these 
boundaries.
R em ark  6 .3 .1  The boundary conditions for v are natural given the assumptions we 
have made. They suggest that current flow in the device is only in the direction tangential 
to the semiconductor/ oxide interface, this fits in with our idea that the current flows 
along the n channel from source to drain. However, numerical simulations in [62] 
suggest that this is not exactly the case for real devices.
6.3.2 N um erical Sim ulations for the Sim plified M O SFET M odel
In this section finite element solutions to the simplified MOSFET system (6.3.18) and 
(6.3.19), with the given boundary conditions, are found for a variety of applied voltages. 
We use an adaptive method for (6.3.18)-(6.3.19) where the grids are refined using the 
L2 a posteriori error estimate for ip obtained in Chapter 5. This problem is considerably 
more challenging than the semilinear problems encountered in Section 6 .2 , mainly due 
to the exponential coefficient in (6.3.19). For this reason we have not attempted to 
apply the adaptive version of the defect correction method of Chapter 4 but instead 
we simply solve the full nonlinear system corresponding to each refinement step to full 
accuracy using a variant of Gummel’s method (Section 3.3.3).
The channel length is taken to be 250 nm and the oxide thickness is taken as 4.5 nm. 
To simplify our calculations we took A =  1 . This value of A corresponds to a germanium 
semiconductor with a maximum doping profile of approximately 6 X 1015 (germanium 
has a relative permittivity of 16.1 as opposed to 11.7 for silicon). Different devices will
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yield values of A which are not equal to one, the methods described here should work 
well even in those cases unless A becomes very close to zero.
Our adaptive procedure is based purely on the a posteriori error estimate for ip 
obtained from the semilinear equation (6.3.18), with v considered to be known (we use 
the current value of v). In [27] it is shown that for devices in which the current flows 
predominantly perpendicular to the layer (e.g. a PN diode) an error estimate which is 
based only on the Poisson equation is sufficient for accurate refinement. However, for 
devices in which the current is parallel to the layer (e.g. a MOSFET diode) an error 
estimate based on all three semiconductor equations is in general desirable. In this 
special case we are only interested in the electron concentration near the n-channel of 
the MOSFET and so we believe it is sufficient to base our refinement strategy on the 
Poisson equation [since the electrostatic potential ip varies most rapidly in this channel].
Our refinement strategy uses the L2 a posteriori error estimate with estimated con­
stant, as discussed in Chapter 5. This error estimate depends on a such that ip E H1+a. 
In Chapter 4 we calculated a in the case of a polygonal domain and mixed Dirichlet 
and Neumann boundary conditions. However in this case we have the domain BCHG 
with Neumann conditions on BG and CH, Dirichlet conditions on GH and Robin con­
ditions on BC. Thus we cannot automatically use the estimate of a from Chapter 4. 
However we observe that essentially a is computed by finding the regularity of solutions 
to Laplace’s equation subject to these boundary conditions. Therefore we need to ex­
amine the regularity near the collision points between Neumann and Robin conditions 
in BCHG (i.e. at B and C). Without loss of generality we restrict to B and follow (for­
mally) the procedure in Grisvard ([35, pages 49-51]). We take polar coordinates about 
B and seek a solution of Laplace’s equation in the form
ip = ra(cos(a6) +  i sin(o#)). (6.3.20)
It turns out that a should satisfy the nonlinear equation a =  — 1 / tan(a7r /2) which 
has solution a  = 1.654. So ip E H1+t> near B and C with a  approximately equal to 
1.654, but we also know ip E H2 near G and H from Chapter 4, so in our L2 a posteriori 
error estimate we put a = 1 .
Our initial guess for v is the plane joining the two Dirichlet boundary conditions 
for v. For ip we interpolate the plane connecting the Dirichlet boundary condition at
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£ =  —1 and the condition 7 sinh- 1 ( —1/262) — Vg at the boundary £ =  0 (this condition 
arises from the Robin boundary condition at the semiconductor/oxide interface).
The nonlinear systems are solved using the following adaptive variant of Gummel’s 
method [for clarity we write the algorithm in the ‘natural’, rather than the finite element, 
variables, the actual scheme used operates on the finite element approximations]:
(1 )  Set up an initial coarse mesh and initial guesses to ip and v: iPq,Vq. Set  ^ =  0*
( 2 ) For k = 0 , 1 , . . .
(a ) Solve for ipk+1 using Newton’s method:
( - f tk+1A ^ t+ i =  exp ^---------   ) -  exp
(b ) Solve for vlk+1:
v .  (exp ( ~ ^  ~  * =  0.
(c )  Repeat until
m a x { l l $ H - i  “  V’i l l o c P i + i  -  Vfclloo} <  1 X 1 0 " 6 .
The linear systems are solved using GMRES with ILU decomposition as a pre- 
conditioner.
(3 ) Define the computed values of ip and v obtained in step (2) to be ipQ~1,vl(f 1, the
initial guesses for the next outer iteration. Set Z =  / +  1.
(4 )  If the L2 a posteriori error estimate for ip is less than 5 X  10~3 then stop. Otherwise
refine the mesh based on the a posteriori estimate as discussed in Chapter 5 and 
return to (2 ).
R em ark  6 .3 .2  The linear system in step (2b) of the algorithm is discretised by aver­
aging the coefficient exp((ipk+1 — vlk — I)/')) on each triangle and treating the operator 
as V .(aV -), where a is constant on each triangle. The resulting discretised equation is 
diagonally scaled as the exponential term varies significantly in size and the resulting 
discretisation often has blocks of entries which are too small to allow accurate solution.
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This adaptive scheme should produce accurate finite element approximations to 
the scaled variable ip and less accurate approximations to v. However we are mainly 
interested in the electron concentration n, this is obtained from ip and v by the formula 
(see Section 1.3):
( i>-v\ n =  rii exp ---------  ,
where n; is the intrinsic concentration (given in Table 1.1).
Various electron concentrations are shown in Figures 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15 and 6- 
16 for a variety of gate and drain voltages. A typical picture of the finite element 
approximation to the scaled electrostatic potential ip is shown in Figure 6-17. Figure 6- 
18 shows a typical picture of the scaled electron quasi-Fermi level v.
1000
y-axis
Ffigure 6-12: The finite element approximation to the electron concentration in the 
simplified MOSFET region when Vg = 0.0 and Vd =  0.2.
Figure 6-12 shows that when there is no voltage applied at the gate contact there 
are very few electrons in the channel region. Note: a typical number of electrons would 
be of order 1019, rather than the order of 103 seen in Figure 6-12 when there is no gate 
voltage. Comparing Figure 6-12 with Figures 6-13 and 6-15 shows that increasing the 
gate voltage dramatically increases the number of holes and electrons in the channel. 
This conforms with the predictions in [65].
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Figure 6-13: The finite element approximation to the electron concentration in the
simplified MOSFET region when Vg =  0.5 and Vd = 0.1.
Comparing Figure 6-13 with Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 with Figure 6-16 we notice 
that, as the voltage applied at the drain contact increases, the concentration of electrons 
at the drain end of the model (y =  1 in the domain) decreases, which is consistent with 
the physics of the device discussed in [65].
In all these experiments V? has a gentle slope between the value of the Dirichlet 
boundary condition and 7 sinh-1 ( -1 /2 6 2) -  Vg (at the semiconductor/oxide interface). 
Adaption is not really needed for ^ for most gate and drain voltages considered, however 
we force the program to do a minimum of two outer iterations so we can estimate the 
constant appearing in the a posteriori error estimate. For the applied voltages considered 
in Figure 6-15 we forced the code to do five outer iterations. The new mesh points were 
introduced in the channel region near the semiconductor/oxide interface, supporting the 
view that, for the simplified MOSFET, refinement based only on the Poisson equation 
is sufficient to capture all the important detail in the channel.
Figure 6-18 shows the scaled electron quasi-Fermi level when the gate voltage is 0.5
volts and the drain voltage is 0.2 volts. The picture shows that v has a sharp layer 
at the interface between the bulk and drain regions and a slight upward slope near 
the interface between the semiconductor and the oxide. Our adaptive procedure does
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Figure 6-14: The finite element approximation to the electron concentration in the 
simplified M OSFET region when Vg = 0.5 and Vd = 0.5.
not capture the layer behaviour in v accurately, to  do this we would need an adaptive 
procedure based on a posteriori error estim ates for both and v (as suggested in [27]). 
An adaptive procedure for both xjj and v is outside the scope of this thesis, however 
some work on this problem has been considered in [27] and [18].
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Figure 6-15: The finite element approximation to the electron concentration in the 








Figure 6-16: The finite element approximation to the electron concentration in the 
simplified M OSFET region when Vg = 1.0 and Vd =  0.5.
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Figure 6-17: The finite element approximation to the scaled electrostatic potential, 












Figure 6-18: The finite element approximation to the scaled quasi-Fermi variable v in 
the simplified M OSFET region when Vg — 0.5 and Vd =  0.2.
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A ppendix A
M atrix Theory
In this appendix we define some term s th a t will be used repeatedly in other chapters.
A .l  Graph Theory
G raph theory is a very powerful tool and is often used to  find out the  properties of a 
m atrix . For example it is possible to  use graph theory to  deduce if a m atrix is non­
singular. Inform ation can be found in a  variety of books, particularly Varga ([69]) and 
Hackbusch ([37]). In this section a general overview will be provided and most of the 
term s used will be taken from [69].
D efin itio n  A .1.1  Let A = (aij) be an nxn matrix and let I denote the set 1 , 2 , . . . , n. 
The graph, G(A), of A is a subset of all pairs from I X  I and is given by:
G(A) =  {(i,j) £ I X  /  : aij ± 0 }
An index i £ I is called a node. Node i is said to  be directly connected to  node j if 
the  entry aij of A is non-zero. The set G(A) can thought of in the following visual way: 
If aij is non-zero represent the connection from i to  j by means of an arrow pointing 
from i to  j (this arrow is a path from i to  j: P { P j ). If aij and ajj are both nonzero 
then the node i is directly connected to  node j and node j is directly connected to  node 
i. An example of the graph of a m atrix  can be found in Figure A -l.
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Figure A -l: An example of a matrix and its graph. Node 1 is directly connected to 
node 3 and is connected, but not directly connected, to node 2.
Node i is said to be connected to node j if there exists a series of direct connections 
linking i and j, i.e. there exists a series of paths connecting node i to node j:
p .p .  p. p. p. p.
1  t ±  l i  ■> 1  t j  -*■ 1 2  1 • > " • ' • )  x  t n ±  3  ">
where ii, *2, . . . ,  in are nodes in I.
R em ark  A .1.2 If A is symmetric then i is (directly) connected to j if and only if j is 
(directly) connected to i.
D efin itio n  A .1.3 A matrix is called connected if, for any two nodes i and j, i is 
connected to j . For each node i, we denote the set of nodes which i is connected to by 
Q i ,  i.e. Q i  := {j : i is connected to j}.
A .2 M iscellaneous Results and Definitions
The following definitions and theorems are from Varga [69]. They will be used in 
conjunction with the definitions in the previous section to show various properties of 
the matrices arising from the discretisation of the semiconductor system.
D efin itio n  A .2.1  An nxn matrix A = (a^ j) is called diagonally dominant if:
n
> ^2 la*dl (A.2.1)
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for all i £ { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  ra}. A is called strictly diagonally dominant if the strict inequality
in (A.2.1) is valid for all i £ { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n}.
D efin itio n  A .2.2  An n x n [n > 2) matrix A is reducible if there exists an n x n 
permutation matrix P such that
where A\,\ is an r xr submatrix and A2 , 2 is an (n — r) X (n — r) submatrix (1 < r < n). 
If no such permutation matrix exists then A is called irreducible. A l x l  matrix is 
irreducible if its single entry is non-zero and reducible otherwise.
T h eo rem  A .2.3  (T h e o r e m  1.6 o f  [69])
An n x n matrix is irreducible if its graph is connected.
E x a m p le  The matrix
is irreducible since it is connected.
D efin itio n  A .2 .4 An nxn matrix A =  {ai,j) is irreducibly diagonally dominant if it 
is irreducible, diagonally dominant and has at least one row, row i say, such that
An irreducibly diagonally dominant matrix has some important properties, for in-
the matrix will have a positive inverse ([69]). However the condition that the matrix
PAP (A.2.2)
is reducible, but the matrix
n
stance such a matrix will be non-singular ([37]) and if it satisfies certain sign properties
should be irreducible is quite difficult to satisfy in practice. Hackbusch (in [37]) weakens 
this requirement by making the following definition:
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D efin itio n  A .2 .5 An nxn matrix A =  (a^j) is essentially diagonally dominant if A 
is diagonally dominant and if for each i £ { 1, 2 , . . . ,ra},  there exists a k £ { 1, 2 , . . . ,  ra}, 
such that i is connected to k (i.e. k £ Qi) and
n
j = l , j £ k
R em ark  A .2 .6 For irreducible matrices, essentially and irreducibly diagonally domi­
nant are equivalent.
It is shown in [37] that an essentially diagonally dominant matrix is non-singular. 
It is also known ([37, Theorem 6.4.10]) that an essentially diagonally dominant matrix 
satisfying certain sign conditions will have a non-negative inverse (rather than a positive 
inverse as is the case with irreducibly diagonally dominant matrices).
The next theorem shows that if two matrices are sufficiently close in norm and one 
is non-singular then both are non-singular.
T h eo rem  A .2 .7  (T h eo rem  3 .1 .4  o f  [28])
Let A and B be any two square (real) matrices and || • || be any (real) matrix norm. If 
A is nonsingular and || A~1 (B — A) ||<  1, then B is nonsingular and
A ppendix B
M ass lum ping
In the finite element method in this thesis we often replace Galerkin approximations 
to zero-order terms by their mass lumped versions. The purpose of this appendix is to 
introduce mass lumping in the context of a certain discrete bilinear form.
As in previous chapters consider a domain Q, C R 2. Define a triangulation of the 
domain Th = {T } such that Q =  (JTeTh T- We call each of the vertices of the triangles 
a mesh point. Let h denote the maximum diameter of the triangles in the triangulation 
and A f  denote the set of mesh points of Q .  Define to be the space of piecewise linear 
functions v such that v is continuous on U and v\t is linear for each T G Th.
A basis for the piecewise linear finite element space Vh can be described in the 
following way: For each mesh point p G A f  define (f>p to be a function such that (f>p{q) = 
Spq, q E A/*, where 8pq is the Kronecker delta. 4>p is known as a hat function centred at 
mesh point p. A basis for Vh is given by {<j>p  : p G A f } .
We introduce the mass lumping approximation using the quadrature rule:
/ /  -  E \ A(-T ) E  -ftp)-TeTh peAfnT
The outer sum is over the triangles T in the triangulation, A{T) denotes the area of the 
triangle T and the inner sum is over the three mesh points belonging to T. This rule 
is exact for /  G V .^ It is well known that using this quadrature rule for the zero order 
terms in the piecewise linear finite element method for elliptic problems leads to no loss 
of order of accuracy in the energy norm as h —»■ 0 [20, Theorem 4.1.6].
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This quadrature rule induces the discrete bilinear form:
</,s> = E
T e T h p e J \ f , p e T
= J 2 wpif9)(p),
pE-bf
where wp equals a third of the sum of the areas of the triangles meeting at mesh point 
p.  We can immediately see the benefit of this quadrature rule if we apply it to the term
( f ,< t >P )  : =  fJ n
where 4>p is the piecewise linear basis function at mesh point p  G M. ( / ,  4>p) is approxi­
mated by the discrete inner product:
( f , < t > p )  = ' Y l W q ( f<t>p)  ( Q ) =  ^ 2  W * f ( (l ) S Vq =  W p f { P ) -
qE- \ f  qEJ\f
So the approximation of ( / ,  <f>p) only involves the value of /  at mesh point p. This is
particularly useful in the case of semilinear problems where /  depends on the unknown
solution of the PD E. { /, 4>p) is said to be the m ass lu m p ed  approximation to (f,4>p).
The corresponding one dimensional nodal discrete inner product on the mesh 0 =  
£0 <  < • • • < Xn+ 1 =  1 is given by
( f  0 ) .= J 2  h v  I  ^ X p ^g ( X p ^ +  ^ x p - ^ 9 ^x p ~ ^  j  
P= \  {  2  '
where hp := x p — z p_i ,  p = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n +  1.
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M iscellaneous Finite Elem ent 
Theory
In this appendix we prove a number of lemmas used in the proof of the a posteriori 
error estimates in Chapter 5.
First we make some limited assumptions on our problem, these fit in with the as­
sumptions made in Chapter 5. Let Q C M2 be the polygonal domain we are working
3
in, let dQp be a non-empty subset of the boundary of fI and assume g E 
is value of the Dirichlet boundary condition defined on dQp. Define V =  H ^fi) and 
Vg := {v E H1(Q) : v =  g on dQ^ }- We assume there exists a function f(u(x),x) such
that /  has the property that for all x E 17, / (• ,  x) E C2(K) and if u E C(f7)
then the function x —» f(u(x), x) is in Loo(Q). For convenience denote f(u(x), x) by 
f{u) for all x 6  f'{u) and f"(u) will be taken to mean the derivatives with respect
to u.
Assume there exists a uq G Vg Pi L00(f2) such that
F(iio) =  0 in (Vo)', (C.0 .1)
/
where F : V —> (Vo) is defined by
(F(u),v) := (Vit, Vu) +  ( / (u) ,v) ,  u E V, v E Vo- (C.0.2)
Further assume that F is continuously differentiable and has a bounded invertible
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Frechet Derivative, F : V —» L  ^Vo, (Vo) given by
(F (u ) v , w ) =  (Vi>,Vu>) +  ( /  ( u )v , w) : u G V ,  v , w  G Vo- (C.0.3)
We assum e th a t there exists constants A0, 70, such th a t
II ( f  (wo)) Hl ((V0)/,V0) -  A° ’ llF ^L(V0,(Vo)') -  7o’ (C.0.4)
Finally assum e for all 6 6 L2 there exists a unique w  G H 1+a solving
F (uo) w = b in (Vo)
and
IMIi+<. < A°||6||o- (C.0.5)
Let X  be a given space w ith associated norm  || • ||. Define the open X  ball centred
at u  G X  w ith radius r  to  be:
B ( u , r ) x  := {u G X  : ||u — i>|| <  r}.
C .l  B o u n d in g  L em m as
L em m a C .1 .1  For all t G [0,1], there exists a constant C such that for all r,r suffi­
ciently small:
| |F '(u i  + t { u 2 - u i ) )  -  <  < ^ 11^ 1 -  w2||o
when ui,U2 G B(uo,r)Ri Pi ^ (u 0, r ' ) Loo.
P r o o f
In this proof we let sup denote the suprem um  over all v , w  G V w ith ||i>||i =  \\w\\i = 1. 
Thus
||F '(« ! +  t{u2 -  til)) -  F'C«i)lli{Voi(Vo)'j
:=  sup I (  F  (til +  t ( u 2 -  t i i ) )  -  F  ( « i )  V , w )  |
=  sup |(Vu, Vw)  +  ( /  (lii +  t (u2 -  Ui))v, w)
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- (V u , V iu) -  ( /  (ui)u,iy)|
=  sup|([/(?xi + t{u2 - U l ) )  ~ f'(ui)]v,w)\.
Using the generalised Holders inequality and the Sobolev Imbedding Theorems [1] 
one obtains
||F'(ui +  t{u2 -  ui))  -  f , (u i)IIL(v0:(Vo)')
<  sup II/' (it! +  t{u2 -  Ul)) ~ / (u i)IIo |M |l4IM Il4
<  sup 11/(14! +t{u2 -  Ul)) -  / (u i ) l l o lMl i l Ml i
=  C\\f'(ui +t(u2 -Ul)) - / ( u i ) l l o .  ( C . 1 . 6 )
By the mean value theorem there exists a 6t{x) G # (u o ,r )Hi n  between
ui(x) and ui(:c) +  t(u2 (x) — ui(x)) ,  such that
[f’(ui +t(u2 ~ui)) -  f'(ui) =  f"(6t){[ui +t(u2 ~ u i ) ]  - u i )
=  f"{0t)t(u2 -  ui). ( C . 1 . 7 )
From (C .1.6), (C.1.7) and the assumptions made on / ,  we deduce that there exists 
a C such that
||F'(ui +t{u2 -  ui)) — F '( w i ) l l r , (v o f(Vo)' ) -  ^ Ul ~ U2W°'
□
Using this lemma we can prove the following:
L em m a C .1 .2  Let uq G Vg fl Loo be the solution of F(u) = 0 in (Vo) . For r,r 
sufficiently small:
(27o)- 1||-F,(“ i) ||(Vo)' < ||«o - « i l l i  <  2A0||Jr(u1)||(Vo)' , (C .1.8 )
for all ui G # (u 0, r )Hi fl B(u0,r ')Loo.
P r o o f  We begin by proving the right hand bound of (C.1.8).
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We consider u\ G B(no,r)Hi C\ B(uq, then
f1 d
F ( n i ) - F ( n 0) =  J —{F{u0-{-t(ui-uo))}dt
= /  F#(n0 +  t(ui -  n0))(n i -  n0)dL
J o
Thus
F (u i)  — F(no) — F (n o )(n i — no) =  /  F '(n 0 +  f(n i -  n 0)) -  F ' (u0) (ni -  u 0)dt.
Jo L J
(C.1.9)
Taking norms and using the result of Lemma C.1.1, we obtain:
||F (u i)  -  F (n 0) -  F'(u0){ui -  wo)||(Vo)'
<  f  ||F '(u 0 +  t(u i - n 0)) — F '(it0)lli(Voj(Vo)' ) ll(wi - u 0)\\idt
J  0
< / Ct\\uo — n i | |0||n0 — u\\\idt
Jo
< /  Ct\\uo — ui\\idt
Jo
<  f  I N - m i l ? ,  ( c . i . i o )
where C  is the constant from Lemma C.1.1.
Since we have assumed that no solves (C.0.1), (C.I.IO) tells us th a t
||F (n i) -  F'{u0)(ui -  no)II(Vo)' <  ^ \ \uo  ~  u i\\2v  (C.1.11)
By assum ption (C.0.5):
| | ( F '( « o ) ) " 15 l l i < A 0||9 ||(Vo).. J € ( V 0)',
or equivalently
||F '(« 0)«II(Vo)- >  (A0) - '  M i ,  u  6  V0. (C.1.12)
Therefore we may deduce, using (C.1.12), that 
||F (ni) - F ' ( u 0)(ui - n 0)||(Vo)/
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=  || ( u q ) ( f '( u o ) )  F (u i)  — (u\ — uo)
> (A0) " 1 || ( f ' K ) ) " ^ ^ )  -  (tn  - n 0) ||i
>  (A0) " 1 [||ixi -  wqIIi -  || ( f ' ( uo))  F (u i)||
(Vo)
Thus, from (C.1.11) and (C.1.13):
(A°)ON-1 I N  -  ^1 111 -  II ( f '( u q ) )  F(wi)|| <  ^ I K  -  Willi
Since u\ 6  i3 (uo ,r)Hi fl J 3 ( u q , r ) ^ ,  choosing r  <  (CA°) l :
We conclude from (C.1.14) that:
I K - u i l U  <11 F
which yields the  upper bound of (C.1.8):
| |w i - u o | | i  <  2 || ( V ( u 0)) F (iti)||;
<  2A °||F («1)|| .
(C.1.13)
and  rew riting this in a  more useful form, we find th a t
/  \  ~  1 C1 A®
||wo -  itilli <  II ( f '( uo)J F (u i) 111 +  —- —||it0 -  Willi- (C.1.14)
as required.
We now prove the lower bound of equation (C.1.8):
Since we have assumed th a t uq solves (C.0.1) we may rearrange (C.1.9) and  use 
Lem m a C.1.1 to conclude that:
||F (u i) ||(Vo), <  ||F'('txo)||i(Vo (Vo)/) ||'Uo -  m
+ \\F'(u0 +  t (ui  -  u 0)) -  F , (wo)IIl(Vo>(vo)#)II“ o “  UlWldt
< HF '(^ o )lli(Vo>(vo)' ) ll^o ~  ^ illi +  /  C t\\u0 -  uiWldt
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<  -  Uilli +  |^|UQ -  ui\\l. (C.1.15)
We have assum ed u\ G Z3(uo,r)Hi D B{uo,r )]_loo, therefore taking r  <  ( 2( c ) - 1 7o):
\ \ u q  -  u i | | i  <  ^ 2 ( C ' ) ~ 1 7 o )  ,
which, taken together w ith (C.1.15) and (C.0.4), implies the lower bound of (C.1.8):
l l F ( W l ) ! ! ( V o ) / ^ 7olko -'Will 1 + 7 o I K  - u i H i
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